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This manual aims to help leaders and champions within their own governments across the world who are determined to overcome corruption in public contracting, particularly in the water sector.
Executive summary

The Integrity Pact (IP) is a powerful tool developed by Transparency International (TI) to help governments, businesses and civil society fight corruption in public contracting. It consists of a process that includes an agreement between a government or government agency (the authority) and all bidders for a public sector contract, setting out rights and obligations to the effect that neither side will pay, offer, demand or accept bribes; nor will bidders collude with competitors to obtain the contract, or bribe representatives of the authority while carrying it out. An independent monitor who oversees IP implementation and ensures all parties uphold their commitments under the pact brings transparency and invaluable oversight to all stakeholders in a contracting process, from the authority to the general public.

The IP clarifies the rules of the game for bidders, establishing a level playing field by enabling companies to abstain from bribery through providing assurances to them that their competitors will also refrain from bribery, and that government procurement, privatisation or licensing agencies will commit to preventing corruption (including extortion) by their officials, and to following transparent procedures. IPs are legally-binding contracts, breaches of which trigger an array of appropriate sanctions, including loss of contract, financial compensation and debarment from future tenders. These act as powerful disincentives to corrupt behaviour, ensuring IPs are never simply goodwill gestures. Rather, they enable governments to reduce the high cost and the distorting impact of corruption on public procurement, privatisation or licensing, and to deliver better services to citizens.

With this IP implementation manual, the Water Integrity Network and TI aim to help leaders and champions within their own governments across the world who are determined to overcome corruption in public contracting, particularly in the water sector. This manual is a hands-on, practical guide to familiarise government officials in charge of public procurement processes in the water sector with the Integrity Pact and to provide them with tools and ideas for its application.

IPs role in project success

A successfully implemented IP means that a contracting process was undertaken in a transparent and accountable manner, free from corruption and from delays caused by trouble, confusion and a lack of transparency. The social, economic and development goals of the project are achieved – or at least not impaired by corruption. As a side effect, trust in government and government officials is increased, and the reputation of all participants improved. If corruption does occur, it is detected and eliminated from the process: when tools such as IPs that are designed to chase corruption do find it, they perform their job effectively.

In addition, the IP helps governments to mobilise public support for their own procurement, privatisation and licensing programmes and to avoid the high cost in trust and reputation caused by corruption in highly sensitive projects. Beyond the individual impact on the contracting process in question, the IP is also intended to create confidence and trust in public decision-making; to support a more hospitable investment climate; to empower public officials to restrain corruption and to protect their good work in complicated projects; and to empower civil society to contribute to the integrity of public procurement processes. IPs help to increase the impact and effectiveness of resources when federal or national funds are involved in local projects or when aid resources are used.

IPs also enable the implementation of desirable law-abiding standards without additional legal reform, reduce conflict and distrust, and provide a channel for managing complaints associated with integrity. Through the use of an independent monitor, they help ensure the credibility and the legitimacy of the contracting process, and offer all stakeholders oversight that would otherwise be denied them. They reassure the authority and all participants of the integrity of the process, and help to isolate it from political pressures.
The IP process has shown itself to be adaptable to many legal settings and is flexible in its application. Since its conception, the IP has been used in more than 15 countries worldwide. Being essentially a collaborative tool, it is built on trust and support and is therefore constructive. It also emphasises prevention, and so does not have the side effects of other corruption control tools, which often generate fear and distrust. IPs help to make projects viable. They are not an end in themselves, but are a means of supporting the appropriate completion of projects crucial for development and the satisfaction of basic needs in society.

Corruption in the water sector: why it matters
The ultimate benefits of IPs – and their crucial importance – originate from the fact that corruption in the water sector puts the lives and livelihoods of billions of people at risk, slowing development and poverty reduction efforts. It is one of the key reasons why 1.2 billion people still have no guaranteed access to water, and 2.6 billion are without adequate sanitation. Water sector corruption can assume many forms and has diverse effects: the cost of a necessary project can be inflated by corruption; citizens can be forced to pay bribes to connect to water supply networks; water intended for irrigation can be diverted away from poor villages which could use agriculture to pull themselves out of subsistence living. Safety features (especially of major dams) can be jeopardised by the intervention of corruption. It allows the dumping of pollutants into water bodies. Falsified meter readings, ill-advised procurement of expensive but poorly constructed facilities, and bought directorships are all further examples of corrupt behaviour.

Corruption in public contracting in the water sector follows more or less the same patterns and strategies as in other sectors. What makes it more noteworthy is that water is a key element of human existence and therefore the impact of corruption in this sector directly affects lives. Whether concerning water for energy (hydroelectric power), water for food (irrigation) or drinking water supply and sanitation, water is a key resource with direct social, political and economic impacts. The contracting processes by which decisions about water resource management are taken and implemented need to ensure they are attending the public good.

In addition, the technical and operational complexities of water sector projects make them worthy of particular attention. Many large water projects involve an intricate net of diverse consulting, investment banking, civil works and supply contracts. In addition, the impact they create in diverse communities and the diverse stakeholders they involve makes the management of water sector projects particularly complex. This requires therefore that smaller but nevertheless important contracts that concern specific aspects of project implementation, such as those related to the communities or the access roads in dam projects, for example, also be efficiently and effectively carried out without corruption. An IP can help ensure this is the case, regardless of contract size.

IP implementation
A key advantage of an IP is that it is a tool that can be implemented within the ordinary authority of contracting officials and bodies, with the support of civil society (one or several NGOs).

The experience of TI chapters implementing IPs is very diverse and is in constant evolution. The distribution of responsibilities between the authority and the implementing NGO is arranged between them for each IP. Therefore it is not possible or desirable to offer a fixed formula for IP implementation. The process is always a learning experience in itself and there is no one-size-fits-all recipe that can be copied from one context to another. For this reason, this manual aims instead to offer elements for judgment when considering IP implementation in particular situations and in specific contexts. Consistent with its practical approach, the manual makes reference to two main case studies: that of the IPs implemented in the El Cajón and La Yesca hydroelectric projects in Mexico, and the IP used in the enlargement of the Schöenefeld Airport in Berlin, Germany (also known as the Berlin Brandenburg International Airport project).
What makes an IP work?
The manual takes users through the conditions crucial to the successful design, set-up and implementation of an IP. Key among these are:

» The political will of the authority to use this tool to its full extent to reduce corruption and to reinforce honesty and integrity in government contracting.

» Getting the basics right: maximum transparency at every step leading up to the contract and throughout its implementation, and an adequate, well-designed contracting process.

» The use of an external independent monitoring system which verifies that the obligations in the IP are fulfilled and exercises the functions agreed to in the IP with regard to the tender process and contract execution.

» Multi-stakeholder involvement: civil society has a very important role to play in supporting governments implementing IPs. Although the dynamics in every context are different, civil society organisations are a source of expertise, legitimacy, credibility and independence. A sensible distribution of responsibilities between the authority and the civil society organisation (or NGO) with whom it is working is critical.

IP implementation requires capacity, resources, leadership, commitment and credibility – as well as the ability to convene different audiences. A range of actors can support IP implementation, promotion and communication, such as other government agencies, industry associations, civil society organisations, donors and multilateral organisations.

It is important to secure general support for an IP from all stakeholders – and to understand the reasons why they may be sceptical about it. The basis of gaining support lies in addressing these two dimensions. Objections may need to be overcome, such as fears of delay or added complication to the project. Most objections will be adequately addressed with timely information about the IP and its implications. The manual shows how to gain support for an IP, with emphasis on the importance of good communications about both a project and the IP itself, throughout the process.

Implementation must be supported by a comprehensive communications strategy: bidders and potential bidders, contractors and sub-contractors need to understand their rights and responsibilities under the IP; regulators, government control agencies and other government departments also need to understand the IP and how it works so they can provide support and participate accordingly; and citizens (the public) in general and communities with a stake in the project need to know an IP is in place, how it operates, what participation mechanisms it offers and how they can be used. Civil society organisations can play various roles in the implementation of the IP: as initiators, facilitators, lead implementers or as monitors themselves. At the very least, they are essential in providing channels of accountability from the monitor to the public.

Selecting the project and the contracting processes
The manual helps users to select the project and the contracting processes to which the IP should be applied, using criteria such as project impact and the stage which the contracting processes have reached. An IP may be suitable during some or all stages of the project; ideally, it should be applied to the full range of project activities and should cover all the phases of each contracting process. At the absolute minimum, the IP should start during the pre-bidding stage of a contracting process and continue until contract signature.
IP design and implementation

As no one size fits all, the manual contains everything users need to know to tailor-make an IP for a particular project. What form should that IP take? Should signature be mandatory or voluntary? Should its content be mandatory or voluntary? The manual provides a step-by-step guide for before, during and after the bidding process.

As well as the commitment not to partake in bribery or extortion, an IP can include other obligations such as the requirement that bidders disclose all commissions and similar expenses paid by them to anybody in connection with the contract, or that government officials involved in the process adopt codes of ethics consistent with the IP. The IP establishes a monitoring mechanism and a process for determining the presence of violations, which carry sanctions as a consequence. The sanctions for bidders range from loss or denial of contract, forfeiture of the bid or performance bond and liability for damages, to debarment for future contracts. Criminal, civil or disciplinary action should proceed against government employees.

In implementing an IP, the authority (with the support of civil society) assures that all activities foreseen in the IP process are actually carried out: the selection of the project and the contracting processes where it will be applied; the design of the IP process according to goals and circumstances; the choice of implementation arrangements; monitor selection, and – once all is ready – putting the IP to work throughout all contracting stages. TI’s experience indicates that the pre- and post-bidding stages bear high corruption risks which are often overlooked, hence the utmost importance of considering these stages under the IP implementation process, and of having in place from early on measures to ensure the transparency and accountability of the contracting process.

The independent monitor

The monitoring system and the role the monitor plays are crucial for IP success. Without the monitoring system, the advantages of the IP may not be realised. The main task of the independent monitor is to ensure the IP is implemented and the obligations for bidders and the authority included in it are fulfilled (i.e. there is no violation of the IP). The monitor is therefore the source of credibility and reassurance for both the authority and the bidders that the process will go as agreed. He is also a source of information for the general public, and builds trust among citizens in governmental procurement processes.

The manual explains how to select and support the independent monitor and ensure that he remains accountable. A number of different monitoring systems can be used: institutional/organisational or individual; collective or individual; private, governmental or non-governmental, and national or international. The monitor has access to all relevant information on the process and carries out a wide range of activities, including:

- the review and assessment of documents: the bidding documents, the bidder’s proposals, the evaluation report, and contractor and audit reports, among others
- participation in meetings, including public hearings
- site visits to the project
- communicating with the authority, the NGO and the public according to the terms established in the monitoring agreement
- reporting his findings (including suspected corruption) to the parties in the IP, the authority, the NGO and the public.
The value of ‘what didn’t happen’

The IP is not a perfect tool: it is never possible to rule out corruption 100 per cent, and other complementary approaches should be implemented to strengthen an IP’s impact, such as the effective intervention of control agencies and the timely prosecution of criminal offences. If not managed carefully, like any strategy, the IP can be subject to abuse and be used for window dressing. Less than optimal IP implementation can still look ‘good’ but will not deliver the same results, thus undermining the impact of the tool.

The results and impact of IP implementation are difficult to measure, often because it is difficult to establish a causal relationship between ‘what was done’ and ‘what didn’t happen’. It is nevertheless possible to observe impact, through indicators including:

» Things run as planned: bidding documents were observed; contractual agreements were upheld and enforced, the project was successfully concluded.

» The project was visible, transparent and accountable. Information was shared with the public, and the participation of stakeholders was possible and effective.

» Conflict and complaints related to the bidding process and contract execution were minimised or adequately managed.

» There was an observable reduction in costs or prices compared to the original budget.

» The strategy facilitates the improvement of processes or the undertaking of reforms that benefit future projects at organisational and institutional (legal) levels.

» Corruption is detected and addressed, and savings are made as a result or damage is prevented.

IPs are an invaluable tool for ensuring the public good, building public trust, helping guarantee project success and saving money. This manual puts this tool into the hands of any public procurement official seeking the best possible outcome for a water sector project.

IP Costs

The cost of implementing an IP may vary depending on the implementation arrangements, the activities included in the process and the complexity of bidding procedures. Whatever the case, they remain a very small percentage of the project costs and can be covered by different sources: the authority’s own resources; contributions from donors or project financiers; bidder’s fees, or a combination of these. There is no set figure, but on average, IPs cost between US $50,000 and US $200,000. The IP for Mexico’s La Yesca hydroelectric dam, for example, cost an estimated US $68,000 – less than 0.01 per cent of the total project cost of US $760 million.
The Integrity Pact is a powerful tool developed by Transparency International to help governments, businesses and civil society fight corruption in public contracting.
Introduction

The purpose of this manual is to familiarise government officials in charge of public contracting (procurement) processes in the water sector with the Integrity Pact (IP) and to provide them with tools and ideas for its application. With this manual, the Water Integrity Network and Transparency International want to help those leaders and champions within their own governments across the world who are determined to fight against corruption in public contracting, particularly in the water sector.

The Integrity Pact (IP)

The Integrity Pact is a tool developed by Transparency International (TI) to help governments, businesses and civil society intent on fighting corruption in the field of public contracting. It has been improved and implemented on the ground by many of TI’s chapters across the globe, in more than 300 contracting processes with independent monitors in a wide range of sectors, including the water sector.

The IP consists of a process that includes an agreement between a government or government agency and all bidders for a public sector contract. The IP sets out rights and obligations to the effect that neither side will pay, offer, demand or accept bribes, or collude with competitors to obtain the contract, or while carrying it out. In addition, other obligations can be included, such as the requirement that bidders disclose all commissions and similar expenses paid by them to anybody in connection with the contract, or that government officials involved in the process subscribe to ethical commitments consistent with the IP. The IP further establishes a monitoring system and a process for determining the presence of violations, which carry sanctions as a consequence. The sanctions for bidders range from loss or denial of contract, forfeiture of the bid or performance bond and liability for damages, to debarment from future contracts. For government employees, criminal or disciplinary action should proceed.

About this manual

This is a hands-on, practical guide that addresses the basic questions which could arise from the perspective of government officials who would like to implement an IP, such as: What is an IP? Who can implement one? What is required to implement it? How to select an optimal monitoring system?

The experience of TI chapters in implementing IPs is very diverse and in constant evolution. It is therefore not possible or desirable to offer a fixed recipe for implementing IPs. The reader should bear in mind that IP implementation is a learning experience in itself and that there is no one-size-fits-all type of recipe that can be copied identically from one context to another. For this reason, this guide aims to offer elements for judgment when considering IP implementation in particular situations and specific contexts.

Consistent with its practical approach, this manual makes ample reference to two main case studies: the integrity pacts implemented in El Cajón and La Yesca hydroelectric projects in Mexico, and the pact implemented in the enlargement of Schönefeld Airport in Berlin, Germany, also known as the Berlin Brandenburg International Airport project (BBI).

The Cases of El Cajón and La Yesca

In 2002 the Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) in Mexico began to prepare to contract the construction and equipment of the 750MW El Cajón hydroelectric project (known simply as El Cajón) located in the states of Santa Maria del Oro and Nayarit in northwestern Mexico. At the time, Transparencia Mexicana (TM) had recently started implementing IPs in Mexico, including the role of the Social Witness (SW), an independent expert who together with TM monitors and oversees the transparency and integrity of contracting processes. High-level Mexican government authorities who knew about TM and its initiatives were interested in the IP and, concerned with the risks associated with such an important project as El Cajón, instructed the Federal Electricity Commission (CFE) leadership to implement an IP with the help of TM. TM joined the process before the bidding documents were in the drafting stage and was immediately involved in providing comments on them. The IP process took place, and included the designation of an SW and the
signature by bidders and government officials of declarations to partake in the process with integrity. The contract was assigned to the winning bidder, and the construction of the project took place as scheduled. El Cajón began operating in March 2007.

In 2006, four years after the El Cajón project was begun, the CFE initiated procedures to contract the construction and equipment of the La Yesca dam. The La Yesca project, located in the states of Nayarit and Jalisco, lies only 62km away from the El Cajón site. It includes two turbo generator units of 375MW each and has an estimated cost of US $760 million. This time the CFE not only wanted TM to implement an IP, but Mexican law had by then been amended, requiring the involvement of SWs in all contracts, in all sectors, with a value above certain thresholds – conditions which applied to La Yesca. TM again contributed to the drafting of the bidding documents and designated the same expert who participated in El Cajón on their behalf as monitor. The bidding process was run twice, as the first time the bids did not fulfil all requirements. In 2007 the winning bidder was selected; construction on La Yesca began in 2008 and is expected to last four years.

Similar elements in both projects in terms of IP implementation justify examining both together: both have similarities in magnitude and impact, and integrity pacts were implemented in both by TM. Both are part of the Santiago River hydrological system, which has a hydropower potential of 4,300MW across 27 projects, of which six have already been built (see www.cfe.gob.mx/yesca/en/). This document will refer to both these cases as the ‘Mexican experience’, or to them individually as El Cajón or La Yesca.

The case of Schönefeld Airport

The Federal Republic of Germany and the States of Berlin and Brandenburg agreed in the early 1990s, soon after the reunification of Germany, to build a major new international airport near Berlin. It was decided to use the existing (former East German) airport at Schönefeld and to add runways as well as build a totally new terminal building and other infrastructure. For that purpose the authorities constituted a private company to design and operate the project: the Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH (FBS) – a limited company, owned by the three public authorities and with the Mayor of Berlin as the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors. In late 1995, TI-Germany (TI-D) offered the then-new IP tool to the relevant authorities, but they declined the offer summarily, arguing that accepting and applying the IP would be tantamount to admitting publicly that there was a risk of corruption. Only weeks later, the first corruption allegations surfaced in the media and went on to haunt practically every step of the process, forcing on the authorities several modifications of the project’s administrative and financial structures, and finally, in 2001, a cancellation of all the agreements so far reached. Although formal charges were never filed, several participants in the process, including some interested investors or contractors, were suspected of having employed corrupt means to make headway in the competition.

In view of this unsuccessful experience, and under instruction from the Mayor of Berlin to various state authorities (including FBS managers) to seek new ways to avoid corruption risks in large investment projects, FBS management sought out TI-D in early 2004 and asked for suggestions on how to contain corruption in this major investment project. TI-D again suggested the use of IPs as an effective tool. With TI-D’s advice and support, implementation of the IP for the Schönefeld Airport Project began in 2005. The total cost of the project was then estimated at €2.4 billion and the planned completion time set for October 2011. The project is currently running on time and on budget.

Although this is not a water sector case, it is relevant to this manual for several reasons. Firstly, the type of project, involving a large construction site, complex engineering and numerous contractors, provides important comparisons to water sector projects with similar characteristics. Secondly, it illustrates how the IP adds value in developed as well as developing countries. Finally, being a recent and successful initiative, it provides a further example of the options available when implementing IPs. For simplicity, this text refers to this as the ‘Schönefeld Airport’ case.
Most effort should go into getting the basics right, preparing the process and making the necessary implementation arrangements

**After the bid**
- How long should the IP last? (p78)
- Monitoring after the bid is closed (p78 & 82)

**Consider the use of IPs**
- Learn about the IP & issues of corruption in public contracting in the water sector (see Background, p20-41)
- Select a project to which it can be applied (p38 & 41)
- Identify the requirements, resources & capacity necessary to implement it (p60, 66, 82 & 84)
- Get support & expertise where necessary (p60, 64 & 82-85)

**During the bid**
- Monitoring during the bidding process (p73 & 82)
- Other activities during the bidding process (p75)

**Design an IP process**
- Decide when to start (p24, 25, 38 & 44)
- Decide who to involve (p62)
- Think through the IP process, the activities you want to include & the type of IP document to have (p44, 46 & 58)
- Decide on the implementation arrangements (p58)
- Think through the best monitoring system to use & start selecting a monitor (p82 – 89)
- Communicate about the IP & build support (p63 & 64)
- Get ready to provide enough information about the process (p29)

**Signing the IP**
- Who signs & when to sign (p73 & 75)

**Prepare the IP document**
- Establish the contents of the IP (p46, 48 & 75)
- Inform potential bidders, staff & other agencies involved (p63)

**Undertake initial activities**
- Prepare the monitoring agreement (p59, 90-96)
- Undertake activities before the bidding process starts, such as public hearings, reviewing the bidding documents, etc. (p41 & 70, TIP 5)

**Undertake initial activities**
- Prepare the monitoring agreement (p59, 90-96)
- Undertake activities before the bidding process starts, such as public hearings, reviewing the bidding documents, etc. (p41 & 70, TIP 5)
Corruption in the water sector affects lives and livelihoods, slowing development and poverty reduction efforts. Two billion people still have no access to water and 2.6 billion to sanitation, in part due to corruption.
1.1. CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC CONTRACTING IN THE WATER SECTOR

a) What’s the problem? Corruption in the water sector

TI defines corruption as ‘abuse of entrusted power for private gain’. ‘Private gain’ must be interpreted widely, including gains accruing to an economic actor’s close family members, political party or in some cases to an independent organisation or charitable institution in which the economic actor has a financial or social interest.

Corruption in the water sector puts the lives and livelihoods of billions of people at risk and slows development and poverty reduction efforts. Corruption is one of the leading reasons why 1.2 billion people still have no guaranteed access to water, and 2.6 billion are without adequate sanitation. Funding aimed at helping have no guaranteed access to water, and 2.6 billion are without adequate sanitation. This section summarises parts of two basic documents: the Water Integrity Network (WIN), Advocating for Integrity in the Water Sector and Transparency International’s Global Corruption Report 2008: Corruption in the Water Sector, Cambridge University Press. The edits and the synthesis effort do not permit the inclusion of quotes that should be understood to be in the text.

Corruption in the water sector puts the lives and livelihoods of billions of people at risk and slows development and poverty reduction efforts. Corruption is one of the leading reasons why 1.2 billion people still have no guaranteed access to water, and 2.6 billion are without adequate sanitation. Funding aimed at helping poor villages which could pull themselves out of subsistence living through agriculture. Safety features (especially of major dams) can be jeopardised by corruption. It allows the dumping of pollutants into bodies of water. Cases of falsified meter readings, the ill-advised procurement of expensive but poorly constructed facilities, and bought directorships are all further examples of corrupt behaviour.

Corruption is not specific to any one region or country. Unfortunately it is present in both developed and developing nations. However, it is particularly damaging to the water sector in developing and transition economies. The incentives for corruption in the water sector are high: water sector institutions are natural monopolies responsible for projects with high initial capital costs and expansion or rehabilitation costs, and which are managed by officials with large amounts of discretionary power. In poorer countries, corruption may be a coping strategy of the marginalised, where, for example, it is used to access better services or fill the gaps left by inadequate state provision. All citizens, but especially the poor, suffer from increased water expenses, from limited or denied access to services, and from the resultant loss of dignity, poor health and social inequity.

Corruption across all water sub-sectors

The Global Corruption Report 2008 points out how corruption affects water in its four key sub-sectors:

Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), which involves safeguarding the sustainability and equitable use of a resource that has no substitutes, is shown to be susceptible to capture by powerful elites. Water pollution has often gone unpunished due to bribery, and funds for water resources management end up in the pockets of corrupt officials. When thinking of the feasibility of using Integrity Pacts (IPs) to combat corruption in IWRM, it is important to keep in mind:

(a) Water development and management should be based on a participatory approach involving users, planners and policy-makers at all levels. The basic organising IWRM modality is at the river basin level; (b) Comprehensive IWRM addresses governance and water infrastructure and services in an integrated way (e.g. in South Africa). In particular, governance reform focuses on: the enabling environment [policies, legislative framework, financing and incentive structures]; institutional roles [organisational framework and institutional capacity building] and management instruments [water resources management, demand management, social change instruments, conflict resolution, regulatory instruments, economic instruments and information management and exchange]. Thus comprehensive IWRM may lead to major investments in physical infrastructure as well as contracting consultancy, capacity development and other services, all of which are susceptible to corruption.

3 This section summarises parts of two basic documents: the Water Integrity Network (WIN), Advocating for Integrity in the Water Sector and Transparency International’s Global Corruption Report 2008: Corruption in the Water Sector, Cambridge University Press. The edits and the synthesis effort do not permit the inclusion of quotes that should be understood to be in the text.

In drinking water and sanitation services, corruption can be found at every point along the water delivery chain: from policy design and budget allocation to operations and billing systems. Corruption affects both private and public water services and hurts all countries, rich and poor. In wealthier countries, corruption risks are concentrated in the awarding of contracts for building and operating municipal water infrastructure. The stakes are high: this is a market worth an estimated US $210 billion annually in Western Europe, North America and Japan alone. In developing countries, corruption is estimated to raise the price for connecting a household to a water network by as much as 30 per cent. This inflates the overall costs for achieving the MDGs for water and sanitation – cornerstones for remedying the global water crisis – by more than US $48 billion.

**Irrigation in agriculture** accounts for 70 per cent of water consumption. In turn, irrigated land helps produce 40 per cent of the world’s food. Yet irrigation systems can be captured by large users. In Mexico, for example, the largest 20 per cent of farmers reap more than 70 per cent of irrigation subsidies. Moreover, corruption in irrigation exacerbates food insecurity and poverty. Irrigation systems that are difficult to monitor and require experts for their maintenance offer multiple entry points for corruption, leading to wasted funding and more expensive and uncertain irrigation for small farmers. In India, the total corruption burden on irrigation contracts is estimated to exceed 25 per cent of the contract volume, and is allegedly shared between officials and then funnelled upwards through the political system, making it especially hard to break the cycle of collusion.

Few other infrastructure projects have a comparable impact on the environment and people as **hydropower projects**, involving dams. The hydropower sector’s massive investment volumes (estimated at US $50–60 billion annually over the coming decades) and highly complex, customised engineering projects can be a breeding ground for corruption in the design, tendering and execution of large-scale dam projects around the world. The impact of corruption is not confined to inflated project costs, however. The large resettlement and compensation programmes that accompany dam projects have been found to be very vulnerable to corruption, adding to the risks in the sector.

**Is the water sector more prone to corruption than other sectors?** The water sector experiences specific corruption risks, as well as risks that are shared across sectors. However, what makes it particularly problematic is that corruption in this sector affects people’s lives and wellbeing directly.

The special characteristics which make the water sector prone to corruption (some shared by public services generally) are outlined in the Global Corruption Report 2008 as:8

- WATER INVESTMENTS ARE LARGE AND OFTEN FUNDED WITH PUBLIC FUNDS
  - Water involves large flows of public money. It is more than twice as capital-intensive as other utilities. Large water management, irrigation and dam projects are complex and difficult to standardise, making procurement lucrative and manipulation difficult to detect.

- WATER IS A COMPLEX NETWORK OF STAKEHOLDERS
  - Private investment in water is growing in countries already known to have high corruption risks. Nine of the ten major growth markets for private sector participation in water and sanitation are in such countries, posing particular challenges for international investors.

- WATER IS SCARCE, AND IS BECOMING MORE SO
  - Water is scarce, and is becoming more so. Climate change, population growth, changing dietary habits and economic development all exacerbate local water scarcities. The less water there is available, the higher the corruption risks that emerge in control over its supply.

- WATER INFLATES DEMAND FOR TRANSPARENCY
  - Water involves a complex network of stakeholders, including a number of different government agencies at various government levels and ranges of capacity and authority; diverse communities with different needs and problems; providers, contractors and other private sector entities – all also with varying levels of capacity, interest and involvement.

- WATER IS CRUCIAL TO PEOPLE’S LIVES
  - A strong risk of political interference in and discretion over investment decisions can be conducive to vote buying, as infrastructure development can be captured by private interests and service provision.

---

5 The text in this section has been taken from the Global Corruption Report 2008, Executive Summary.
8 Taken from the Global Corruption Report 2008, Executive Summary.
The costs of corruption. Corruption impacts the people directly and also hurts governments who would rather do the right thing. Among the most palpable costs of corruption in the water sector are:

1. Waste of financial resources: corruption diminishes the total amount of resources available for necessary public purposes. In turn, this money goes into the pockets of a few, leaving more expensive and inefficient projects completed and necessary projects not carried out.

2. Corruption distorts allocation by causing decisions to be weighed in terms of money, not human need. For example, slum water provision, which is designed for the poorest families, may not be taken into account, while the needs of those who can pay the most are immediately met. Infrastructure projects can also be motivated by their potential to attract votes, or to be profitable business for companies seeking a market, rather than on the basis of priority or availability of financial resources.

3. Failure to lead by example. If elite politicians and senior civil servants are widely believed to be corrupt, the public will see little reason why they, too, should not indulge in corrupt behaviour. Corruption in government lowers respect for constituted authority and leads to diminished governmental legitimacy.

4. Loss of natural resources.

Preventing corruption is a necessary approach to water sector initiatives and projects. Sanctioning and controlling corruption may come too late or when the damage is too costly, if not impossible, to repair – particularly in the water sector. Preventing corruption means instilling decisions and processes with transparency, accountability and an appropriate ‘field of play’ to enable participants to behave with integrity. The IP is one such tool for preventing corruption, which works specifically in cases of public contracting.

TIP 1

For further resources on corruption in the water sector see:

» Water Integrity Network (WIN), Advocating for Integrity in the Water Sector: www.waterintegritynetwork.net/page/2065


» Stålgren, P. (2006), Corruption in the Water Sector: Causes, Consequences and Potential Reform. WIN/Swedish Water House Policy Brief Nr. 4. SIWI. Also available at www.waterintegritynetwork.net/page/1278

» Visit the Water Integrity Network site: www.waterintegritynetwork.net/
b) Corruption in public contracting in the water sector

Corruption can occur in different scenarios, different places and at different moments. Of specific concern here is corruption in public contracting. Most public policy decisions require contracts to implement them. Contracts become vehicles for implementing public policies, and for using and spending resources. This is the case for water sector activities and programmes, whether they relate to water for energy, for food (irrigation) or for consumption and sanitation.

Public contracting activities, meaning procurement, privatisations, licensing, concessions and other forms of contract, therefore have a double function. On one hand they are vehicles by which large sums of public funds are spent: procurement of goods, works and other services by public bodies alone amounts to on average between 15 and 30 per cent of Gross Domestic Product, in some countries even more. Few activities create greater temptation or offer more opportunities for corruption than public sector procurement. On the other hand, such contracts are vehicles for implementing policies, and therefore have a high impact on their outcomes. A good contracting procedure will ensure that the best quality works, goods or services will be acquired, at the best value and in transparent and accountable ways.

Public contracting can go wrong for many reasons: corruption, lack of transparency and lack of accountability are just some, but are very important. Damage from corruption comes in the form of bad decisions, poorly performing contractors, bad quality goods and services, necessary projects delayed or made not viable, additional costs, and resources gone to waste. In this context, tackling corruption and increasing transparency and accountability mean helping to ensure that public policy is effective and that government goals are fulfilled.

Public contracting procedures are often complex; transparency is limited, and corrupt manipulation is hard to detect. Few people who become aware of corruption complain publicly, as it is not their own but government money which is being wasted (not acknowledging that government money is actually taxpayers’ money, i.e. their own).

The IP is a tool used in public contracting processes to increase transparency and accountability and restrain corruption, thus enabling projects to be successfully completed. It is necessary to identify public contracting processes in the water sector to locate the potential for IP implementation. From the perspective of a project cycle in the water sector, the following public contracting activities across the different water sub-sectors can be identified:
In contrast to the other water subsectors, while it does include infrastructure projects, the major focus of IWRM is on governance reforms involving the enabling environment, institutional roles and management instruments. Thus project design, implementation and operation will be driven by logical frameworks, typically developed for technical assistance and capacity development projects.
There can be contracts at each phase of the project cycle, with different purposes. For example, during the project or programme planning phase, there may be a need to contract out consultants, advisors and experts who help delineate policy, or carry out feasibility studies or similar programme design analysis. During the project design phase, there may be a need to hire an investment banker to structure the project, or consultants and engineers to define it. At the project implementation phase in sub-sectors where infrastructure construction is called for, equipment and construction must be contracted (in the case of a dam, an irrigation system or water supply infrastructure), external companies appointed to supervise the contract execution, or an operator chosen (in cases such as the privatisation of water providers or the operation of irrigation systems). The implementation of these contracts actually means the final completion of the ‘project’, although in some cases further contracts are needed, for example, to maintain infrastructure. In summary, there are contracts in all phases of a project, for different purposes.

Contracts in turn are entered into and executed through a process which also follows several stages (see Table 2 and Graph 1). The process begins with the identification of the need to contract, followed by preparation of the specific technical designs, selection of the procurement method (open tender, direct contracting, etc.), drafting the relevant documents, the contractor selection, the award of the contract and contract execution. The final accounting audit and decommissioning of project assets (where necessary) close the contracting process. This process is repeated every time there is a contract at each phase of the project cycle.

Corruption risks are present at each of these phases and at each stage of the contracting process. It is therefore very important to bear this in mind and to try and ensure that preventive mechanisms, including for transparency and accountability, are present at all phases, from decision making to project implementation. It is often in the very early phases of project decision making that corruption starts to creep in, as it can go unnoticed more easily here. In turn, preventive mechanisms also need to be in place early in the contracting process, from the moment the need to contract is identified up to contract execution. [See next section and ‘2.5. When and where do IPs work best? on page 38 for more on IP scope and coverage along the project cycle and throughout the contracting process.]

c) Corruption risks and manifestations across the contracting process

Corruption in public contracting in the water sector follows more or less the same patterns and strategies as in other sectors. What distinguishes it is that water is a key element of human existence and therefore the impact of corruption in this sector directly affects lives. Whether concerning water for energy (hydroelectric power), water for food (irrigation) or drinking water supply and sanitation, water is a key resource with direct social, political and economic impacts. The contracting processes by which decisions about water resource management are taken and implemented must serve the public good.

In addition, the technical and operational complexities of water sector projects make them worthy of particular attention. Many large water projects involve an intricate net of diverse consulting, investment banking, civil works and supply contracts. The impact they create in diverse communities and the diverse stakeholders they involve make their management particularly complex. This means that smaller but nevertheless important contracts concerning specific aspects of project implementation, such as those related to communities or the access roads in dam projects, must also be efficiently and effectively executed without corruption.

In current circumstances an additional and increasing level of risk must be considered: the urgency of investing in climate change adaptation, which is bringing substantial public and development aid resources to the water sector.

Corruption and corruption risks can occur throughout the entire public contracting process, from needs assessment, project design and bid preparation, to contractor selection, contract execution and closure. Risks and manifestations of corruption may be different in each phase. A wise strategy to prevent or control corruption in this field will recognise the differences in these stages and will be attentive to ‘red flags’ as triggers for corrective action (or due diligence). Table 2 illustrates some of the commonest risks and manifestations of corruption during each of the contracting stages, and how they can be observed in water sector projects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Contracting Process and corruption risks at each stage, a few examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1. Needs assessment**: Corruption can distort things from the very beginning, e.g. if a dam’s size is exaggerated; a hydroelectric project is chosen over preferable alternatives; or water supply systems are underestimated or not designed for the population most in need. Common risks include:  
  » Water sector decision-makers are biased due to bribes, kickbacks or conflicts of interest.  
  » The investment or purchase is unnecessary and/or objectionable. Demand is induced for a specific water project so a particular company can make a deal, but the project is of little or no social or economic value, or environmentally damaging.  
  » Instead of systematic leak detection or grid loss-reduction (which offer little reward), new capacity is installed (offering bribe potential).  
  » Goods or services needed are over- or under-estimated, to favour a particular provider.  
  » Old or future political favours are returned by including a ‘tagged’ contract in the budget (i.e. with a certain, pre-arranged contractor).  
  » Conflicts of interest (‘revolving doors’) are ignored and decision-makers pursue contracts favouring former or future employers. |
| **2. Preparation**: Corrupt actions can hide within the details, e.g. very precise designs for an irrigation system that only one company produces; or the dimensions of a system being artificially enlarged so that only a big company can deliver. Biased actors may try to influence decisions. Key risks include:  
  » Bidding documents or terms of reference designed to favour a particular provider, preventing true competition.  
  » Unnecessarily complex bidding documents or terms of reference, hiding corruption and hampering monitoring.  
  » Designs that favour a particular bidder. |
| **3. Contractor selection, contract award & signature**: Decisions may clearly favour one or other bidder, e.g. if a water supply operator is chosen according to bribes paid. Risks include:  
  » Project selection criteria are subject to abuse or applied with biases; decision-makers are not made accountable.  
  » A particular bidder is given confidential information before bid submission or during the clarification period. Clarifications are not shared with all bidders.  
  » Confidentiality is extended beyond legally-protected information, making monitoring difficult.  
  » The grounds for bid evaluation are not made public.  
  » A project has an excessive cost, due to limited or non-existent competition. |
| **4. Contract execution**: This phase presents several corruption risks, e.g. if an irrigation system operator won a bid with a very low price, but charges higher fees, withholds delivery or performs poorly after contract signature to compensate for low income. A dam may be built with substandard materials or outdated equipment, to offset costs. Key risks include:  
  » Winning bidders/contractors offsetting bribes and other payments with work that is poor quality, defective or to different specifications than those contracted.  
  » Contract renegotiation or ‘change orders’ introduce substantial changes to contract specifications or costs, often in small increments. These may be due to collusion between contractors and the controller or site engineer.  
  » Supervisors fail to play their role – they are ‘bought’ or biased.  
  » Officials demand bribes to process the contractor’s payments. |
| **5. Final accounting, audit & decommission (when applicable)**: Once contract execution ends, the contract’s final accounting and payment happens under the responsibility of government staff and auditing is done by external agencies. Corruption risks are associated to biased or ‘bought’ decisions that allow for:  
  » Acceptance of false certificates or cost misallocations.  
  » Duplicate invoicing for goods and services is allowed.  
  » Fraudulent or false certification of the project’s successful completion. |

---

Table 2 is based largely on a similar graph included in Wiehen, Michael and Olaya, Juanita, How to Reduce Corruption in Public Procurement: The Fundamentals (2006). Handbook for Curbing Corruption in Public Procurement, Part I, pp. 13-105. It has been further adapted to the purposes of this manual, including some specific water sector references.
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In TI’s experience, the early and late stages of the procurement process are most exposed to corruption. Among the key areas of increased risk are:

» Limited or restricted access to information
» Deficiencies and lack of transparency during the budget phase
» Lack of information and participation at the planning stage
» Abuse of exceptions to open public bidding
» Limited or ineffective control and monitoring within the contracting process, particularly during the contract execution phase

A significant aspect when analysing corruption risks is to differentiate problems related to inefficiency, incompetence or basic lack of capacity (error) from pure corruption. While a ‘bad’ outcome may originate from any of these three, the approach taken to resolve it needs to consider more precisely the reasons why it happened – in particular whether criminal actions were involved. Not all efficiency problems are related to corruption, and vice versa; what can seem corrupt may simply be error. This distinction is also important as some efficiency-driven reforms may undermine transparency-building efforts. For example, if the goal of a particular reform is to speed up procurement processes, and due attention is not given to transparency issues, a recommendation to reduce publication and evaluation time may backfire. It also works the other way round. Implementing transparency measures that will render the process inefficient will not achieve its purpose either.

TIP 2
For more about corruption in public contracting in general, see:

» OECD, Integrity in Public Procurement – Good Practice from A to Z May 2007
» www.transparency.org/global_priorities/public_contracting
d) Corruption risks in large and small-scale projects

Corruption manifests itself equally in large- and small-scale projects. By large-scale, we mean large in magnitude and value: projects requiring international competitive bidding and usually taking place at the national or federal level. Small-scale projects are more common at the local level, and while they may also involve international bidding, they are smaller in magnitude and volume.

Practitioners and public officials with contracting responsibilities know that smaller-scale projects are often more complex than large-scale ones. Smaller-scale projects may involve less human and technical capacity but because of their proximity to communities, there are likely to be more stakeholders directly or closely involved. At the local government level, consultants and external advisors may often be required and will probably be difficult to find; also, control mechanisms at this level tend to be less effective. Because of their magnitude, large-scale projects are often more organised, already containing the technical resources for their implementation. They are also often implemented in contexts where implementing and control institutions are relatively strong.

These differences do not alter the manifestations of corruption, but they do change its dynamics (who is involved, for what reasons, how feasible it is to detect or deter them, etc.) and thus may require different levels of effort in tackling it. It is also possible to encounter different levels of state capture and political influence over stakeholders in large- and small-scale projects. Large projects are likely to involve bigger multinational firms or powerful national economic interests while smaller-scale projects are most likely to involve locally established firms. In both cases, equal care should be taken to keep the project and its contracting processes away from undue influence.

CASE BOX 1 Large- and small-scale projects in the Mexican experience

In the Mexican experience, because the problem of corruption appears the same in large- and small-scale projects, the methodology used by Transparencia Mexicana in implementing IPs is the same in both cases and across sectors. What may differ is the applicable regulatory framework: large-scale projects are more likely to be funded (at least partially) through federal government funds, thus determining the application of federal procurement law, while local projects with different sources of funding will have a specific and different regulatory framework. Another difference lies in the level of effort and capacity required to monitor the projects. Smaller projects are more exposed to local political dynamics and pressures, and monitors often need to work with a greater number of people, as well as directly with communities, which often requires more time and effort. Lower capacity levels in local government also need taking into account.
1.2. ACCESS TO INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS: IDEAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR ENSURING TRANSPARENCY

Transparency plays an essential role in mitigating, preventing and controlling corruption risks in public contracting. It is also an important component of IPs and a necessary element of the contributions they make to the contracting process. This section examines the components of transparency to do with access to information, and its requirements within the contracting process and for IP implementation.

An essential element of transparency is access to and the availability of information. Availability and access refer here both to the proactive disclosure of relevant information by the authorities, and to the availability of information ‘on request’ by any interested party. Access to information in the procurement process involves three elements: the kind of information available; how it is made available, and the mechanisms that provide for stakeholder participation.

Table 3 indicates those aspects of the different contracting stages that require transparency and some level of disclosure. It shows when certain information must be provided to a specific stakeholder: the public, potential or actual bidders or the monitor. The availability of information requires that some information be publicly available, and adequate levels of transparency require that all information is available to the monitor. Adequate fairness and transparency also call for the equal treatment of all bidders and therefore that all information be available to them on equal terms. Nevertheless, information disclosure must safeguard the confidentiality of legitimately protected information, such as technological innovations offered by a bidder. Disclosure practices must allow for this. However, it must be clear which information is legitimately protected (by law) and such exceptions must be minimised.

As Table 3 also illustrates, the availability of information necessary for public contracting processes does not only include the process itself, but also the authority in charge, the rules and applicable legislation and the operational units in charge of the process.
**TABLE 3 Access to information in public contracting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB-SECTOR / PROJECT CYCLE PHASE</th>
<th>To the public</th>
<th>To all potential or actual bidders</th>
<th>To the monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORGANISATIONAL (Contracting authority)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departments or units responsible for contracting process</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable laws and regulations</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding sources and budget</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC CONTRACTING PROCESS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need assessment related studies and documents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract justification – investment and location decisions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement/contracting plan</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafts of bidding documents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official bidding documents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to bidding documents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifications on bidding documents (Q&amp;A)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidder’s prequalification documents</td>
<td>x*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequalification report</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official bid invitation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidder’s proposals</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid evaluation report – describing the way the evaluation criteria were applied to each bidder</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award decision (including reasons that substantiate it)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text of the contract signed by the parties</td>
<td>x*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renegotiations for contract changes or amendments</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to contract</td>
<td>x*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress reports</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit/supervision reports</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X indicates access to information is required or is best practice, and should be specifically provided to that particular actor.

* Indicates documents where protection of proprietary information may apply and full disclosure does not automatically follow. Information provided to the public is assumed to be accessible both to bidders (actual or potential) and to the monitor.

It is normally up to each country’s constitution and legislation to establish information disclosure policies and standards, and this may vary from country to country. In countries where there is still inadequate access-to-information legislation, or this is not adequately applied, IPs can introduce disclosure practices across the contracting process (for more, see ‘What do IPs consist of?’ on page 48). The only exception would be countries where information disclosure by the government is forbidden, which today are rare.

**TIP 3**

For more on government information disclosure standards, see:

2. How IP contribute to project success

IPs help to make projects viable. They are a means of supporting the appropriate completion of projects crucial for development and the satisfaction of society’s basic needs.
Experience shows that four of the crucial elements for the successful design, setup and implementation of an IP are:

1 The political will of the authority to use this tool to its full extent to reduce corruption and to reinforce honesty and integrity in government contracting.

2 Getting the basics right: maximum transparency at every step leading up to the contract and throughout its execution, and an adequate, well-designed contracting process, are essential. Such transparency calls for extensive and easy public access to all relevant information, including design, justification of contracting, pre-selection and selection of consultants, bidding documents, pre-selection of contractors, bidding procedures, bid evaluation, contracting, contract execution and supervision. If these basics are right, the job of the monitor is easier.

3 The use of an external independent monitoring system that verifies that the obligations in the IP are fulfilled, and exercises the functions agreed to in the IP with regard to the tender process and contract execution.

4 Multi-stakeholder involvement: civil society has a very important role to play in supporting governments implementing IPs, although the dynamics are different in every context. Civil society organisations are a source of expertise, legitimacy, credibility and independence. In addition, the correct involvement of actual and potential bidders will ensure ownership and responsibility.
CASE BOX 2 How the IPs came about in El Cajón and La Yesca

Transparencia Mexicana has extensive experience monitoring contracting processes, including almost 60 contracting procedures, involving contracts with an approximate total value of US $30 billion. TM sees IPs as a tool that adds value by providing assurance to society and to the participants in a tender procedure (both the authority and bidders) in the way contracting procedures take place, making public relevant information about the conditions under which the contracting procedure has occurred. In turn this helps others understand the reasons underlying governmental decisions. TM does not question policy decisions but focuses on introducing transparency and accountability to their implementation. Key to TM’s approach is the Social Witness (SW), which is the name given to the person who acts as monitor of the process.

In 2002 the Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) approached TM to implement an integrity pact in the contracting process for the construction and equipment of El Cajón hydroelectric project. At that time, no regulation existed regarding SWs so TM established the terms of IP implementation through a service agreement. Four years later in 2006, when the construction of the La Yesca dam was being planned, the CFE again wanted a SW. By then, and in part due to the success of the SWs implemented by TM, the government had issued regulation establishing a mandatory SW in certain processes (above a threshold of approximately US $40 million for public works), enacting in 2004 legislation that regulates their work. It determines that the assignment of a social witness to a project is first the responsibility of the Public Administration Authority (Secretaría de la Función Pública or SFP). The CFE filed a request for an SW to the SFP and appealed for the same SW who had worked with them in El Cajón, due to his experience, credibility and high-quality work. In particular, the technical requirements of the project were very similar to El Cajon. The SFP accepted the request and designated TM as SW, who in turn designated the same candidate to act as SW for La Yesca.

The decision to use the SW in El Cajon was taken by the highest authorities in the Mexican Federal Government, which instructed the CFE to do so. At that time, the system was unknown to CFE officials in charge of procurement. It is possible that concerns over the technical, social and political complexity of the project prompted such instruction. By the time preparations for La Yesca had started, the CFE already had the previous experience with El Cajón; in addition, this being a Federal Government project, it was covered by the Decree of 2004 and due to the contracting amount, an SW was mandatory.
2.2. WHAT ARE IP USEFUL FOR?

In a specific contracting process, an IP is intended to accomplish two primary objectives:

1. Clarifying the rules of the game for bidders, establishing a level playing field. The IP enables companies to abstain from bribing by providing them with assurances that their competitors will also refrain from bribing. In addition, they can feel confident that government procurement, privatisation or licensing agencies also commit to preventing corruption (including extortion) by their officials and to following transparent procedures.

2. To enable governments to reduce the high cost and distorting impact of corruption in public procurement, privatisation or licensing and to deliver better services to citizens.

In addition, the IP helps to:

» Enable governments to gather and mobilise public support for the government’s own procurement, privatisation and licensing programmes and to avoid the high cost in trust and reputation attached to occurrences of corruption in highly sensitive projects.

» Create confidence and trust in public decision making, beyond the individual impact on the contracting process in question, and foster a more hospitable investment climate.

» Empower public officials determined to fight corruption and to protect their good work in complicated projects.

» Empower civil society in its contribution to the integrity of public procurement processes.

» Increase the impact and effectiveness of resources when federal or national funds are involved in local projects or when aid resources are used.

In summary, IPs help to make projects viable. They are not an end in themselves, but are a means of supporting the appropriate completion of projects crucial for development and the satisfaction of basic needs in society.
CASE BOX 3 How the IP came to be integrated in the Schönefeld Airport Project

The Federal Republic of Germany and the States of Berlin and Brandenburg agreed in the early 1990s, soon after the re-unification of Germany, to build a major new international airport near Berlin. The three authorities began efforts to devise a project model that would be able to obtain political and financial support. The privatisation option that had been considered was dropped, and instead of moving the airport further out into the province (as had been considered earlier), it was decided to use the existing (former East-German) airport at Schönefeld, and to add runways as well as build a totally new terminal building and other infrastructure. Resistance from the immediate neighbours and nearby property owners delayed the final decision by several years, but by 2004 the authorities had determined to go ahead with the project, albeit on a more modest scale than originally envisaged, and totally within the public sector. For that purpose they formed a private sector company, the Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH (FBS) – a limited company owned by the three public authorities, with the Mayor of Berlin as Chairman of the Board of Supervisors. The total cost of the project was estimated then at €2,400 million (€2.4 billion) and the planned completion date set for October 2011.

In late 1995 TI-Germany (TI-D) had offered the then-new tool of the Integrity Pact (IP) to the relevant authorities, but they declined the offer summarily, arguing that applying the IP would be to admit publicly that there was a risk of corruption. Only weeks later, the first corruption allegations surfaced in the media and haunted practically every step of the process, forcing several modifications of the project’s administrative and financial structures on the authorities and finally, in 2001, a cancellation of all project agreements reached by that time. Although formal charges were never filed, several participants in the process, including some interested investors and contractors, were suspected of having employed corrupt means to make headway in the competition.

In view of this disastrous experience, and under instructions from the Mayor of Berlin to various state authorities (including FBS managers) to seek new ways to avoid corruption risks in large investment projects, the FBS management approached TI-D in early 2004 and asked for suggestions on how to contain corruption in this major investment project. TI-D offered a number of suggestions and again proposed applying an IP. Given the likelihood that contractors who had been involved in the previous process would again submit bids, TI-D emphasised the importance of appointing an independent external monitor, so as to shield FBS management effectively against potential efforts to undermine or circumvent correct procedures.

Over the following weeks, TI-D and FBS managers and staff worked together to develop a model IP that contained all the essential elements of an IP, adapted to Germany’s legal context. Both parties concurrently searched for a suitable person to act as the IP monitor. Several candidates surfaced, and in January 2005, two experts were appointed by FBS. The team leader was a retired procurement official from the City State of Berlin, with a spotless record and strong commitment to integrity in procurement, who became a member of TI-D before accepting the monitoring assignment.¹⁴

¹⁴ This account is taken from the case note written by Michael Wiehen, July 2008. Dr. Wiehen has expressly authorised the use of the contents of his report for the preparation of this manual.
In addition, signatories of the 2003 UN Anti-Corruption Convention (UNCAC) confirmed a worldwide commitment against graft and corruption. The Convention entered into force in 2003 and to date has been ratified by more than 140 countries. Corruption in many manifestations is also considered a crime within most national legislation frameworks. Bidders across the world thus face a fundamentally different legal situation from the one in which they operated for years. They should therefore be prepared to enter into agreements designed to provide a level playing field for all competitors, irrespective of where they operate. As seen in this section, there are many reasons why bidders may feel reluctant to sign such commitments. If that reluctance is linked to corrupt activities and this is a sufficient reason for a bidder not to participate in a tender, then their non-participation is a good outcome for the project. The government and the citizens of the country are better off if corrupt agents stay out.

**Why is an IP valuable if there are good anti-corruption laws in place?**

Despite the existence of laws that forbid corruption, its persistence in public contracting shows the need for mechanisms that increase compliance with the law and make it harder to ignore. In this sense, an IP does not duplicate the law, but enables compliance by levelling the playing field and assuring contenders that all are acting under the same conditions. Being a collaborative tool, the IP also manages something that the law rarely achieves: a clearer view of how others are behaving, not only because the same agreement is signed by the other bidders and the authority, but because the monitor’s job is to ensure everybody keeps their commitment to the IP. The IP also incorporates sanctions contractually, in addition to those already foreseen by the law, and therefore doesn’t replace the law, but complements it. It provides for a verification mechanism of implementation and enforcement of its rules (the monitor). Finally, the IP contributes to increased access to information and accountability, and ensures the correct implementation of procedures, resulting in increased trust in the law and government institutions.
2.4. WHAT CAN IP NOT DO? WHEN ARE THEY NOT SUITABLE?

Much of what IPs can do depends on their design, the activities implemented in the process of their application and the extent and coverage given to them. But there are also things that IPs cannot do:

» They do not entirely rule out corruption, and without proper monitoring and careful implementation, they may be hardly effective. When they incorporate sanctions, however, they can be applied for cases when corruption does appear.

» IPs are not meant to change contracting rules, although their implementation can certainly facilitate discussions about necessary reform.

» IPs do not change organisations – but can facilitate that change.

» IPs are aimed at changing behaviour during the contracting processes they are applied to, and may facilitate change beyond these processes, but more needs to be done to achieve such change.

» They do not replace the role of control, oversight and regulatory agencies, but complement them.

» The increased participation of different stakeholders, including civil society, in the IP process does not release the government from responsibility for decisions made during the contracting process.

» Depending on how they are designed and at which stage of the contracting process they are implemented, IPs will work well for the actual tendering process and will have some impact on the previous stages, but are less effective if not fully in place by then. Specific transparency and accountability measures need to be in place during the budgeting and decision-making stages, to address corruption risks during those phases.

**CASE BOX 4 The implementation strategy and the advantages of the IP at Schönefeld Airport**

As project manager of the Schönefeld Airport project, FBS has implemented the IP as part of its project communications strategy. Communication plays a key role in the project’s implementation on time and within budget. Part of this strategy, in FBS’s view, is to establish partnerships with the contractors where their interests are aligned. The IP is part of the way this alignment is formalised and comes in addition to a Partnership Agreement that the contractors sign, where they agree with FBS to general terms of behaviour towards FBS and their own employees, some risk management measures, information sharing, etc. The IP is therefore not taken as a ‘threat’ but as a project management tool that helps the company to complete its tasks successfully, on time and within budget.

“No one would let us touch the village water point,” explains Ram Rati Malik from Beli, Nepal. Her ethnic group were excluded and so had to drink water from this pond.

© Marco Betti
2.5. WHEN AND WHERE DO IP WORK BEST?

When should IPs be implemented?

As illustrated in Table 1 on page 24, different contracting processes occur throughout the project cycle. Each of these processes therefore renders an opportunity to implement an IP. Within the project cycle, some contracting processes might take place during the project design phase (such as consultancies for the technical designs, or the engagement of investment bankers to structure the project), while other contracting processes occur during the project implementation phase, such as the construction of a dam, or the privatisation of a utility.

Ideally IPs should be implemented right from the beginning of a project, at the earliest phases of policy-making and project planning, where needs are assessed, key decisions are made and project feasibility is considered. IPs should continue throughout the whole project implementation phase.

An IP process should also start as early in each contracting process as possible. As illustrated in Graph 1 below, the IP process can span the needs assessment stage up to contract execution. Transparency, accountability and specific corruption prevention activities can be undertaken at the beginning, when decisions are being made on how the contracting process will be conducted, what procurement method will be used, etc. The IP document itself is normally signed the moment the bidding stage starts, but activities around IP implementation can, and ideally should, cover the stages prior to and after the bidding process. Depending on the type of contract, it may be more or less feasible to include the monitoring of contract execution within an IP. In general, contracts of immediate execution (such as purchases, construction, or maintenance services) may be more suitable to being overseen by a monitoring system like the one included in an IP. In contrast, contracts of deferred or sustained execution (such as utility operation contracts) may be too complicated to monitor through an IP during the execution stage. Monitoring the contract through its execution stage will in any case mean ensuring that the obligations set forth in the IP be honoured, and need not include monitoring service delivery, performance or quality, which is more appropriate for auditing, supervision and other forms of monitoring delivery, such as social accountability tools.
It is useful therefore to have both project cycle phases and stages of contracting processes in mind, and remember that:

1. The IP can and should be applied to the full range of activities concerning a particular investment, sale, licence or concession.

2. Ideally, the IP should cover each contracting process, starting with the preparation of the earliest stages: the needs assessment, the consideration of alternative choices and contract planning before the bidding starts. If not, a dishonest consultant can misdirect the entire preparation process for the benefit of some contractors or suppliers.

3. Ideally, the IP should extend until contract execution, meaning it should cover the implementation of the main activity (the execution of the construction or supply contract, especially compliance with all contract specifications agreed and all change and variation orders); indeed, for projects such as big dams or complex water supply infrastructure, protection by the IP should continue until the infrastructure is operational and all associated investments (such as the relocation of local communities or other compensation projects) are completed.

4. At the absolute minimum and only as an exception, when the above is not possible, the IP should start during the pre-bidding stage and last until contract signature.

5. Ideally, the entire project cycle should be subject to transparency and accountability measures that facilitate successful project completion. The IP may be suitable during some or all phases of the project, depending on the contracting processes involved and the types of contracts to be awarded.

---

**CASE BOX 5 Contracting stages covered by the monitor in the Mexican experience and in Schönefeld Airport**

In El Cajón, TM joined the process before the bidding started and remained until the contract was awarded, as did the SW engaged as monitor. The implementation and monitoring contract termination dates were also tied to the date set for the award of the contract in the bidding documents. In La Yesca, the SW remained until contract signature, at his own special request.

With Schönefeld Airport, the IP was implemented for all the project contracts, starting at the earlier phases of project design and implementation, including the contracting of design consultants. For each contracting process monitored, the monitor will remain until contract execution and his contract expires only once the Airport is opened.
To what types of contracts can IPs be applied?

The IP concept is suitable not just for construction and supply contracts (such as the construction of hydroelectric dams and irrigation systems); IPs can be implemented for any type of contract and any type of project. The most relevant elements are the willingness and the capacity (political will) of the authority to implement them.

For example, an IP could be implemented in the selection of:

- the buyer/recipient of state property as part of a government’s state asset privatisation programme
- engineering, architectural or other consultants
- the beneficiary of a state licence or concession (such as for oil or gas exploration or production, mining, fishing, logging or other extraction rights), or for government-regulated services (such as drinking water supply and sanitation, the operation of irrigation systems, etc.),
- management contracts for a water utility
- other service delivery contracts.

The contract and the IP may cover the planning, design, construction, installation or operation of assets by the authority, the privatisation sale of assets, the issuing by the authority of licences and concessions, as well as corresponding services such as consulting and similar technical, financial and administrative support.

EXAMPLE 1 The Greater Karachi Water Supply Scheme: it pays to start early in the project cycle

In February 2000, TI-Pakistan suggested to the managing director of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KWSB) the implementation of an IP for KWSB’s public procurement procedures. After TI-Pakistan’s ongoing lobbying for more than a year, KWSB agreed to implement an IP in its procurement procedures. In April 2001, the managing director issued a formal letter accepting TI-Pakistan’s assistance in IP implementation in KWSB’s public procurement procedures, and particularly in IP application to the Greater Karachi K-III project (Water Supply Scheme Phase-V, Stage-II, 2nd 100 MGD Project K-III).

In May 2001, to confirm the IP implementation, a workshop was organised by TI-Pakistan for KWSB, introducing the IP principle and its benefits in establishing transparency in procurement. Following this workshop, the IP was signed by all consultants bidding for the first phase of K-III: the tender process for the selection of consultants for the design and supervision of the project. Signing was made mandatory for all bidders. TI-Pakistan closely monitored the application of the IP in K-III during this first phase, until the award of the contract, and also contributed with advice and expertise in designing the contracting process and drafting the related documents.

In July 2002, the KWSB awarded the consultancy contract to the best-evaluated bidder, for a contract value of 62 million Rupees (approximately US $1 million), in sharp contrast with the amount initially budgeted of 249 million Rupees (approximately US $4 million).

By the second phase of the project, the construction phase, the Memorandum of Understanding signed by TI-Pakistan and KWSB had expired and the KWSB management had changed, hence an IP was not implemented. However, the new management supported and continued the process of transparent procurement suggested by TI-Pakistan during the first phase, and the managing director regularly sought TI-Pakistan’s advice on transparency and procedural aspects of the award of tenders. The project was completed ahead of schedule at a total cost of 5,954 million Rupees (approximately US $99 – well below the initial estimate of 6,548 million Rupees (approximately US $109 million).

TIP 4

TI-Pakistan, TI’s chapter in Pakistan, has undertaken activities to promote transparency and accountability in public contracting activities in the country’s water sector, including water supply and irrigation projects with the City Government of Karachi and with the Regional Government of Sindh. Find out more at: www.transparency.org.pk
2.6. HOW TO SELECT CONTRACTING PROCESSES IN WHICH TO APPLY AN IP (CRITERIA FOR PROJECT SELECTION)

In selecting projects and contracting processes where IPs are most necessary, the following ideas are useful:

1. If there are many projects in your agency, consider:
   - Projects with more relevant social or economic impact – not just in terms of the contract value but the strategic importance of the project for the sector or the region, and where basic services to citizens are at stake.
   - Projects that use combined funds (federal, national or international, combined with local funds, for example) and where different levels of transparency and accountability exist. The IP helps ensure the lowest standards are raised.
   - Projects where the risks (real or perceived) of corruption may threaten viability, or projects which are necessary but have been questioned for corruption in the past.
   - Complex projects (politically, technically) where a third party’s involvement could facilitate decision making and trust in the process along the way.
   - Small-scale projects which deliver services to beneficiaries, who can be engaged in the monitoring process.
   - Very sensitive projects in terms of public opinion, or whose costs represent a big portion of the national or local budget.

2. In selecting the contracting processes within the project, start with the procurement plan/ pipeline and pre-select the processes for which to implement IPs. Take into account these criteria:
   - An IP only makes sense in projects that feature bidding processes (competitive, open or restricted). It is of little use in direct contracting processes or single source contracts. Other transparency measures can be introduced in those processes. The point of the IP is the environment it creates for the relationship between the bidders and the authority, as well as among bidders. If there is only one contractor, there is little value added by this tool.
   - In large-scale projects which have a relatively high number of separate contracts, IPs can be applied to every contract. If you cannot include them all, select the most vulnerable. If there is a single main contractor, provide for checks on sub-contractors by implementing IPs to those subcontracting processes. If this is too complicated, it may be better to use other tools to ensure transparency in subcontracting processes.
   - Major international contractors may have been exposed to IPs in other locations (making it easier for them to understand and accept IPs).

TIP 5

Start early, and if needs assessment and preparatory phases of the contractual process are already underway, get a third party (preferably the IP monitor) to examine existing documents and decisions and also open up procedures through public hearings. Remember that the IP process must start, at the latest, when the bidding documents are being drafted.

This is the requirement that contractors and sub-contractors have (and enforce through a compliance system) a code of conduct, such as TI’s Business Principles for Countering Bribery or similar tools.
An independent, accountable and credible monitoring system is essential to an IP. It ensures that IP obligations are fulfilled and performs crucial oversight duties for the contracting process itself.
As part of the Integrity Pact (IP) process you will implement a number of activities associated with the contracting process. These can take place before and/or after the IP is signed. You will also have to work on the form and content of the IP document.

For all the activities you plan, and to identify what you need to do, three guiding principles will be helpful to the design of your IP process:

» Transparency
» Stakeholder involvement
» Accountability

Thinking about these elements throughout all project stages will allow you to introduce different features into the process, depending on the particular characteristics and circumstances of the project:

3.1. GETTING READY AND DEFINING THE IP SCOPE

As part of the IP implementation process, you can integrate additional activities to the signature of the IP document. These activities will be useful in establishing sufficient understanding of the tool and consensus for signing it. They will also be useful in establishing understanding of the process, building legitimacy and compliance, and introducing greater transparency and accountability. The activities required depend on the scope you want to give the IP and the stage of the contracting process, therefore:

1 First determine which stage of the contracting process you are at and what you can do: has the decision to undertake the project already been made? Has the contracting process already started? The IP document only makes sense if the bidding process has not already started. If it has, it is too late and other transparency and accountability measures must be implemented. If not, you can start designing the IP process and contents (see page 45).

2 As you think through the design, determine what you want to achieve and how much authority you have to make those decisions. Will someone else need to be involved?

3 Decide on implementing arrangements for the whole IP process – including the distribution of responsibilities between the authority and civil society (see page 58), and an appropriate monitoring system – and start involving possible stakeholders and participants by sharing information about the IP.

Transparency
» What kind of information needs to be made public and when?
» What means should be used to disseminate or provide access to that information?

Stakeholder involvement
» Which other stakeholders (can) have a say in the terms of the project?
Other government agencies? Communities?

Accountability
» Who is making decisions in this process, and how?
» Are those decisions and their basis being made public?
» Are the sources of funds used to finance this project (donors, taxpayers, etc.) being informed of its implementation?
3.2. THE IP DOCUMENT

a) Should signature be mandatory or voluntary?

Experience indicates that it is better that the signature of the IP be mandatory, i.e. only bidders who sign can participate in the bid. This guards the effectiveness of the IP and ensures a level playing field. An IP with voluntary signature can lead to a situation where not all participating bidders are subject to the same rules, thus rendering the IP ineffective.

However, to avoid excessive rigidity and to preserve the substance and relevance of the contracting process, it is advisable that the requirement of IP signing be essential but amendable. So if a bidder forgets to sign the IP or misplaces it, the bid should be valid if, on request by the authority, the bidder incorporates the document into the tender papers. What is important is that the intention of the bidder to sign the IP, and his commitment, are clear and unequivocal. This is particularly valid for unilateral declarations or IPs filed as separate documents (see page 46, ‘What forms can IPs take?’).

It is always important to ensure that the bidders understand fully the extent of the commitment they undertake by signing the IP, even if it is mandatory. This is why sufficient effort should be invested in communicating and explaining the IP and its contents (see the guidance offered on communication, page 63).

CASE BOX 6 Mandatory or voluntary signature?

With Schönefeld Airport, bidders who do not sign the IP will not be considered in the bidding process. This is consistent with an FBS company principle and a rule in contracting procedures on treating all bidders equally.

For La Yesca and El Cajón dams in Mexico, TM’s experience has been varied. Initially the signature of the UDIs was mandatory, meaning that bidders who wouldn’t sign were excluded from the bid for not fulfilling the technical requirements. TM changed this approach with time, realising that in the Mexican context and under its specific regulatory framework, it was more productive to leave signature as voluntary. Not signing would still have a reputational consequence, as it would be recorded in the public report submitted by the SW at the end of his duties. To date, all bidders have signed unilateral declarations. In El Cajón, the UDIs were mandatory for all bidders; in La Yesca they were voluntary and all bidders signed.
b) Should content be mandatory or voluntary?
When an IP has mandatory content, it works as a standard document with the content pre-determined by the contract giver and not subject to negotiation with the bidders. When the content is voluntary, bidders are given the opportunity to discuss the terms of the IP and to propose modifications under certain restrictions. The latter is problematic, as negotiating the document with multiple parties reduces the quality and the strength of the undertakings, as well as affecting the level playing field, as negotiating powers and capacities among bidders may be uneven. The best option is therefore to establish a standard mandatory document. Where concrete, context-specific conditions indicate otherwise, the best choice is that which adapts best to the culture, context and characteristics of the project, preserves the essence of the IP and provides for the most clarity and ease of management.

**CASE BOX 7 Mandatory or voluntary content?**
For Schönefeld, it was useful to have a standard mandatory document because the large volume of contracts makes it difficult to negotiate with all bidders. The mandatory IP has also made it easier for FBS to handle requests for changes made by some bidders, particularly at the beginning of the project, and also to be consistent with the guiding principle of equal and fair treatment of bidders, ensuring all are subject to the same obligations. The IP text has been moderately refined by FBS through time.

In the La Yesca and El Cajón dams in México, the content of the IP is mandatory, and bidders are not allowed to make or request changes to the contents of the IP.

c) What forms can IPs take?
While form makes no difference to the legal effect of an IP, it has different effects on ‘the process’ and the signature requirements.

1 **The IP as a clause within the tender documents**
   This is a form of mandatory IP, where the undertakings by the bidders are incorporated into the tender documents and are agreed to when the bidders submit a tender proposal or participate in the prequalification stage. This form should also include a similar undertaking by the government. It is similar to the unilateral declaration (see below) and must be signed by all bidders who submit proposals.

2 **The IP as a separate contract**
   The IP is included as a separate contract from the bidding documents and its content can be determined as voluntary or mandatory by the authority (see previous section). It is the ideal form, as it makes very explicit that the undertakings include both contractual sides and all signatory parties: government authorities and all bidders. In this sense, the contract is multilateral as it establishes obligations among all participants and with regard to each other. This allows for some further ‘legal engineering’, such as creating entitlements for losing bidders in cases where corruption exists, which is not possible under unilateral declarations.

3 **The IP as a unilateral declaration: an integrity pledge**
   The bidder’s and the government official’s commitments can also be contained in separate unilateral pledges. In this case it is highly desirable to assure that the pledge text is standard and identical to the document signed by the other bidders and other officials. For these unilateral pledges to be fully considered an IP, the corresponding authority’s undertakings must be submitted at the same time and be known to the bidders. Otherwise, the IP process would not acknowledge the demand-side of bribery and would not give the bidders further assurances that they will not be asked to pay bribes. The IP as a set of unilateral declarations is therefore possible and valid, but not optimal. However, there are ways to inject further strength into unilateral declarations, particularly with ample scope for the monitor to oversee the process and provide assurances of compliance to all participants.
CASE BOX 8 The form the IP takes

In Schönefeld Airport, the IP takes the form of a contract signed by the authority (the CEO as its representative) and each bidder separately. The document must be submitted along with the bidding documents. The contract establishes mutual obligations from both parties and the acceptance of the role of the monitor (see Annex 1 for the full IP text).

With El Cajón and La Yesca, TM followed the same approach it uses in other sectors. Bidders and government officials all sign unilateral declarations of integrity (UDIs). Bidders are requested to present theirs along with their bidding documents on proposal submission. Government officials who must sign the UDIs include the head of the contracting agency, consultants and other advisors, even if they are not part of the agency staff, and the staff and other public officials involved in the bidding process. These are standard texts in both cases.

The declaration signed by the government officials contains (see Annex 2 for the original text):

- a general commitment to integrity
- an undertaking to abstain from any behaviour that directly or through third parties induces or changes the proposal presented and its evaluation, or the result of the procedures, or causes any other situation that would result in an advantage for any particular bidder
- a commitment to grant access to TM, as SW, to all information generated through the process.

The declaration signed by bidders contains the following:

- an undertaking to abstain from any behaviour that directly or through third parties seeks that public officials distort or change the evaluation of the proposals or the result of the procedures, or causes any other situation that would result in an advantage for them as bidders
- their consent for the monitor to access all relevant information regarding the bidding process and his participation in all meetings.

With La Yesca, for example, the UDI was signed by 26 officials involved in the bid, ranging from the CFE President to the Resident in Charge of the Preparatory Activities, including consultants and advisors.

See Annexes for the full IP texts in these cases.
d) What do IPs consist of? (What elements should be included?)

The essential elements of an IP are:

**Signatory parties**

- A government office (the authority) which is normally the entity inviting public tenders for contracts; in cases or countries where procurement decisions are made by a central procurement office, the IP may be signed by both the office in charge of procurement and the office that will administer the execution of the contract and operate the procured facilities.
- All bidders participating in the tender.

**Main obligations**

- An undertaking by the authority that its officials will not demand or accept any bribes, kickbacks, gifts, facilitation payments, etc., with appropriate administrative, disciplinary, civil or criminal sanctions in case of violation.
- An undertaking by each bidder that it has not paid, and will not offer nor pay, any bribes, kickbacks, facilitation payments, gifts, etc. in order to obtain or retain the contract; along with the appropriate contractual, administrative, civil or criminal sanctions in case of violation.
- An undertaking by each bidder that it has not colluded and will not collude with other bidders in order to rig or influence the tender process in any way.
- An undertaking by each bidder to disclose to the authority and the monitor all payments made, or promised, in connection with the contract in question to anybody (including agents and other middlemen). This refers to payments made directly, as well as indirectly through family members, etc.
- The explicit acceptance by each bidder that the no-bribery commitment and the disclosure obligation, as well as the corresponding sanctions, remain in force for the winning bidder until the contract has been fully executed.
- The explicit acceptance by each bidder that it will have to provide the same IP undertakings from all its sub-contractors and joint-venture partners.

**Other possible obligations**

Including further obligations in the IP brings other activities and behaviour under the umbrella of what the monitor should oversee, and makes the IP sanction system operational in these cases as well.

**Other obligations for bidders:**

- Bidders can be advised or requested to have a company code of conduct (clearly rejecting the use of bribes and other unethical behaviour) and a compliance programme for the implementation of the code of conduct throughout the company.
- The commitment by each bidder that the documents and information provided are truthful, and the acceptance of strict liability for misrepresentation, fraudulent representation or false declarations.
- A cap on payments to agents. Considering that agents and middlemen are often used (sometimes primarily) as instruments for paying bribes, the IP contains a stipulation that payments to agents must not exceed ‘appropriate amounts for legitimate services actually performed’.
- When an IP is implemented in a consultancy contract, consultants should commit themselves not only not to pay bribes in order to obtain the contract, but also to design the project or project components in a manner that is non-discriminatory, assures wide competition and will not offer advantages to a specific bidder.
- The extension of the undertaking by bidders to other obligations, such as taxes and social security payments in connection with the bidding process.
Other obligations for authorities:

» Government officials of all ranks and hierarchy involved directly and indirectly with the contracting process can be requested to undertake an ethical commitment akin to the IP. This commitment can establish in further detail certain rules of interaction with the bidders during and after the tender process, including rules to manage potential conflicts of interest and put restrictions on future employment (‘revolving doors’).\

» The authority commits to making public relevant contracting process information; this could include all information mandated by law and other additional aspects or elements considered relevant depending on the project. However, access to legitimately proprietary information should remain restricted; therefore this commitment must also include the undertaking by the authority not to disclose and to protect legally confidential information provided by the bidders.

» The monitor should be granted the same access to all information by the authority and the bidders, subject to a confidentiality agreement. If necessary (see implementation arrangements on page 58), similar access could be granted to a representative of civil society.

» Officials involved in the contracting process are required, on a regular basis, to disclose their own and their family assets, so as to offer perspective if such officials acquire wealth from a source that cannot be explained.

Other obligations for both bidders and authorities:

» The extension of the undertaking by the authority and the bidders to refrain from ‘all other illegal acts’.

» The commitment by the authority and the bidders to report to the monitor any attempted or fulfilled breaches of the IP.

Sanctions

Sanctions should be established as a consequence of violation of the IP clauses. The authority must have discretion in applying all or some of the sanctions, and in deciding on the severity of the individual sanctions, depending on the severity of the breach or violation.

These sanctions are contractual once they are included in the IP, which has two consequences:

» They do not exclude, substitute or modify in any way the criminal, civil, disciplinary or administrative sanctions established by law, as these cannot normally be changed via a contractual arrangement.

» They apply only to the signatory parties.

Some of the sanctions included in an IP in case of breach by any of the bidders are:

» Denial or loss of contract, if the infringer is also the winning bidder. Exclusion from tender can be included for all bidders before the award has taken place.

» Forfeiture of the bid security and performance bond, where these have been requested as part of the tender.

» Liability for damages to the authority and the competing bidders. One way to establish this is by including a ‘liquidated damages clause’, which determines in advance the amount of money that a breach of contract would cost the infringer. The advantage of liquidated damages is that they save the often time-consuming procedures for establishing the appropriate amount and, if set at an appropriate amount, they can act as a strong disincentive. This also shifts the burden of proof from the party claiming damages to the party who infringed the IP. An option can be included for either party to claim higher or lower damages if it can prove the actual damage exceeds (or falls short of) the level set in the liquidated damages clause.
Debarment of the violator by the authority from contracting with the government (or just the authority) for an appropriate period of time. Debarment mechanisms can be set by law or regulation or on a contractual basis. If your country does not have a formal mechanism of debarment, it is enough to establish in the tender documents that a requirement for participation is not to have been excluded or debarred from other contracting processes, or not to have had a contract terminated because of corrupt conduct or breach of an IP. However, a formal, transparent and accountable debarment process is ideal.

**TIP 6**

For more on debarment, read:

- TI’s recommendations to the EU on setting an ideal debarment process, at www.transparency.org/content/download/5661/32802/file/TI_EU_Debarmment_Recommendations_06-03-28.pdf.

**CASE BOX 9 Sanctions**

In the IP implemented in the Berlin Schönefeld Airport project, the amount denoted in the liquidated damages clause is three per cent of the contract value, up to an amount of €50,000. In addition, the authority is entitled to exclude the bidder from the bidding process (and in case of serious violations, also from future bidding processes). This amount is increased to the equivalent of five per cent of the contract value (without a ceiling) if the contractor violates any of the provisions of the IP after the award of contract. In this case, in addition, the authority may cancel the contract and, in case of serious violations, exclude the contractor from future bidding processes. In addition, the monitor will notify the prosecutor in case of IP violations. This is relevant as FBS employees are not government officials, as the company is structured as a private company although it is publicly owned. It is perceived by FBS that the sanctions included in the pact produce a relevant deterrent effect.

The La Yesca and El Cajón IPs do not contain additional sanctions to those established by the law in case of corruption. However, a swift process of reporting increases the deterrent effect: TM informs Authority officials at the highest level, withdraws from the process and reports directly to the public and the relevant authorities the failure to comply with the agreement. This did not actually occur in either El Cajón or La Yesca.

It is highly recommended that the sanctions and the process of imposing them are proportional to any breach, so as not to introduce unfairness to the IP. For example, the breach of secondary obligations may be a cause for exclusion from the tender or may give rise to a loss of ‘evaluation points’ within the tender, while breach of a primary obligation should give rise to the full application of sanctions.
Suspicions, ‘red flags’ (i.e. any piece of information that indicates a possible problem or risk of corruption) and other indicators should be enough to trigger investigations and other clarification efforts by the monitor and/or the authority. In the absence of a satisfactory explanation or clarification, or when it becomes clear that wrongdoing has occurred, this should be reported to the appropriate prosecution authorities and the IP’s mechanism for imposing sanctions should be set in motion.

A monitoring system

The inclusion and implementation of an independent, accountable and credible monitoring system is essential to the IP document. The monitoring system performs various essential functions within the IP:

- It ensures that the IP obligations are fulfilled by all parties, therefore making the IP credible.
- It performs crucial monitoring and oversight duties for the contracting process itself, and preferably for contract execution as well. These duties can be described in the IP or in a separate monitoring agreement.

A more detailed description of how a monitoring system can be implemented is in Section 5, page 82.

**IP breach by government officials is usually subject to disciplinary, administrative, civil and criminal sanctions that cannot be added to or modified contractually. The IP should therefore include a swift mechanism for the monitor to report wrongdoing to the appropriate control and prosecution authorities.**

**What kind of evidence is required in order to be certain of a violation by a bidder, so as to trigger sanctions?** Suspicion alone cannot be enough for imposing sanctions. Clearly, a criminal conviction for bribery is the most persuasive evidence, but a criminal conviction is rarely obtained, and in the event that one is, it usually comes much too late to be of any help in administering prompt sanctions. German practice, for example, is to treat a no-contest statement or an admission of guilt as equally valid. Recently evidence of a violation has been considered adequate if, ‘on the basis of the facts available, there are no material doubts’. In any case, ‘sufficient evidence’ is enough to trigger action, especially if non-reparable damages need to be avoided.

**EXAMPLE 2 Creative sanctions in IPs in Colombia**

TI-Colombia introduced into some IPs the possibility of donating the money resulting from the imposition of sanctions to a charity, or of redistributing the amount among the compliant bidders. These are creative ways of introducing good incentives for reporting wrongdoing.

**Río Ipanema in the region of “Sertão” of the State of Alagoas, Brazil, has been providing a basic source of water for many of the residents. © Pablo Alfredo de Luca**
Dispute resolution

Parties to an IP may have differences arising from its interpretation or implementation; to address these differences with due process, a dispute resolution mechanism can be included. In addition, it is not normally the monitor who is able to impose sanctions. These powers remain within the authority and with the corresponding dispute resolution body, should this be needed. In some countries, where special tribunals or judicial authorities have a mandate to deal with these or related issues, such mechanisms may not be necessary. Within these frameworks, the IP dispute resolution mechanism can play two fundamental roles:

» Resolve disputes about the IP execution
» Impart the sanctions set forth in the IP

Not all IPs need to include both functions in the dispute resolution mechanism.

Stakeholder participation

The IP can provide means of stakeholder participation that ensure all relevant parties can contribute. This includes the communities affected by (or benefiting from) a project, potential bidders, other government agencies and authorities in charge of formulating policies relevant to the project, or development agencies, in addition to civil society organisations and the media and, through them, the general public. This can be achieved by several means:

» Specially targeted public hearings or town-hall meetings. These can have different purposes, for example:
  » Discussion with all potential, interested bidders and communities on the bidding documents and project specifications
  » Open Q&A sessions with all participating bidders on clarifications to the bidding documents
  » Discussion with the community about the environmental and social impact and characteristics of the project. In many countries, this is beginning to be a requirement.

» Proactive access to information on relevant stages of the process, the grounds for decisions, etc. As part of IP implementation, a particular information mechanism can be devised for this, for example, using the Internet, radio or written media, depending on the most popular means of communication in a specific location.

» Civil society can also play an active role in enabling participation in the process by channelling information, representing citizenry and providing expertise and support in organising public hearings. It can also act as monitor and IP lead implementer (see Implementation arrangements, page 58).

The IP can provide means of stakeholder participation that ensure all relevant parties can contribute.
Many IPs use arbitration (national or international) as a dispute resolution mechanism. Why arbitration rather than a national jurisdiction court?

When international companies are involved:
- Relying on the jurisdiction of a Northern country is likely to be unacceptable to authorities in a Southern country; similarly, relying on the national jurisdiction of a Southern country is likely to give little comfort to bidders from Northern countries; thus the consensual choice of arbitration.
- Where a well-functioning national system of arbitration exists and commands the confidence of international companies, submitting a dispute to it will save time and costs.

Even if only national companies are involved:
- Arbitration and other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms can often provide faster conflict resolution mechanisms than courts, and may be able to clarify conflicts at an earlier stage of arbitration and other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, thereby promoting the confidence of international companies. Submitting a dispute to the International Chamber of Commerce Arbitration Court under the rules of the ICC does not impose direct costs. The monitor's role is limited to the imposition of sanctions; the IP owner, itself, has the right to impose sanctions on the bidders. The monitor is not responsible for determining the burden of proof, nor can the monitor impose sanctions on the parties. The monitor only has the right to report to the public and the authorities in the case of violation, and would also have the right to withdraw from the process. However, in some cases, the cost of arbitration may be substantial and it should always be explored before agreement on arbitration is secured.
A crucial aspect of the dispute resolution mechanism, whatever form it takes, is that it should be independent, transparent and accountable. For these reasons, the following are important considerations when agreeing the rules of arbitration:

» The selection process for the arbitrator(s) should be undertaken with objectivity; most often, selection by a third party is the optimal solution. The option most preferred is that each party nominates one arbitrator and those two designate a third.

» With regard to transparency, at the very minimum, the notification of initiation of procedures should be made public, as should the arbitration award or final decision.

» Consistent with the IP’s nature and goals, the arbitration agreement should ideally enable third party contributions (i.e. amicus curiae).\(^{17}\)

» The agreement should also establish clearly the applicable law and the place of session; ideally the applicable law should relate to the place of contract execution.

---

**EXAMPLE 3 Dispute resolution mechanisms in other cases**

In IPs implemented in Ecuador, Colombia, Indonesia and Pakistan, with TI chapters leading the implementation, national arbitration has been included as the dispute resolution mechanism. In Ecuador, this took the form of an arbitration council, while in Indonesia, the national arbitrator would first submit the dispute to the ombudsman (national or regional) and then consider it only in the second instance, with the possibility of judicial revision thereafter. In a few cases in Colombia, international arbitration was also included.

In the general experience of TI chapters worldwide, the IP dispute resolution mechanism has been activated only in a handful of cases. Reasons for not using it have been diverse, but in most cases it is because the IP has created better conditions for integrity in procurement processes, so claims of IP breach have rarely occurred. Where there have been claims, one bidder thought it would be too expensive and not worthwhile to go through arbitration; other bidders have claimed to be afraid of being harassed by public officials working for the authority in future bidding processes if they went to arbitration. This is an area where IPs still need to incorporate lessons, but even if only symbolically, the resolution mechanism is an element that plays an important deterrent role simply by its inclusion.

---

**TIP 8**

Mediation and other Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms (ADR) can also be useful as part of a resolution mechanism for the IP, and at times may be less expensive and quicker than arbitration.

---

\(^{17}\) Third party contributions, or amicus curiae, refer to interventions by individuals or organisations that are not parties to the dispute. Because of their expertise, or their interest in the matter subject to discussion, their contribution to the process (in the form of a testimony or expert submission) would be admitted in some cases and under certain rules.
Other features

Whistleblower protection The IP can also contain measures to protect whistleblowers. Among these are:

• The requirement that internal regulations and commitments to protect employees and officials who report wrongdoing from being fired or sanctioned in any way, be established by both the authority and the bidders.

• The implementation of anonymous communication mechanisms for the monitor to receive reports of wrongdoing, such as a hotline.

Information disclosure The IP can also determine special information disclosure mechanisms, such as the Internet and public hearings. In addition, the IP can be very useful in establishing the disclosure of documents and special information, even in cases where the law does not require it [but has also not forbidden such disclosure]. For example, the publication of draft bidding documents, questions and answers, grounds for the award, actual awarded contracts, change orders and renegotiated agreements is not required by law, but may be agreed in the IP if the law does not forbid it.

The IP can also determine special mechanisms for making information public, such as a dedicated Internet site, a local newspaper or the use of radio or TV for certain procedures.
3.3. KEY LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE IP DOCUMENT

The IP document as described above is a legally binding document containing rights and obligations. Whatever form it may take in the specific circumstances of a specific country, it must be a legally enforceable document. Part of its strength is derived from the possibility of its enforcement.

IPs were conceived as, and have for the most part been implemented as, contracts. Therefore they are subject to the applicable contract law and, depending on the extent of the authority’s involvement and the national legislation, they may also be subject to administrative law. A similar framework governs other contractual forms related to IP implementation, i.e. the Memorandum of Understanding that defines the implementation arrangements (see page 59) and the monitoring agreement that establishes the monitor’s capacities and duties (see page 90). These contracts can all be subject to contract law, administrative law and procurement law, depending on the signatory parties.

Different legal systems (civil law, common law, Hindu law, Islamic law, etc.) may have different requirements in the design and implementation of IPs. What is most important is that the essential elements are maintained, that the principles of transparency and accountability are given due treatment, and the enforcement of the IP as a legal document is guarded.

Differences between civil law and common law systems are actually less prominent than usually expected, as legal solutions will appear mostly the same even if resulting from different sources. Differences may be relevant to IP design, concerning different notions of unilateral and bilateral contracts and declarations; the relevance that common law systems give to ‘consideration’, and different common law approaches to performance and damages.

For example, the description here of unilateral declarations refers to unilateral formation and performance of the undertaking. Under common law, unilateral contracts mostly refer to the unilateral character of their formation and rarely to their performance.

Related to this, the requirement of ‘consideration’ under common law in order for contracts to exist may make IPs as unilateral declarations less applicable, as contracts derive their essence from a notion of exchange, absent in principle from unilateral declarations. In addition, under common law and generally speaking, a party that commits itself to fulfilling an existing legal obligation lacks ‘consideration’. It is therefore relevant to underscore in the text that the IP contains other features than the mere reiteration that the parties will respect the law (no bribes, no kickbacks, etc.), as parties also agree to a monitoring system, to particular disclosure requirements, and to follow certain procedures that may also entail other obligations from them.

Furthermore, the reluctance often found in common law systems to provide for specific performance on contracts’ enforcement (performance as agreed, of what was agreed, and no other) does not actually have much effect, as it is often the case that IPs contain liquidated damages clauses that provide for alternative enforcement. However, it may be the case that common law courts are reluctant to enforce liquidated damages clauses if their purpose is punishment and not compensation of damages. The IP therefore would need to be specific in this regard, and if pecuniary punishment is to be included, this should be separate from the liquidated damages clause.

In general, the best option, independent of the governing legal system, is to use explicit written agreements to establish rights and obligations and to use legal tools that make the interpretation and enforcement of the IP as simple and straightforward as possible.

EXAMPLE 4 IPs before the courts

In the experience of TI chapters, only a few IPs have been brought before a justice system for enforcement [in Italy and Colombia]. In Italy, the debarment imposed on companies under the IP was approved by the courts without questioning the validity of the IP. In Colombia, the case was dismissed by the bidder before it reached the national arbitration tribunal. There is therefore no experience so far of how an IP document would be acknowledged in court.
In implementing IPs, authorities and civil society work together to ensure that all activities foreseen in the IP process are carried out. They can distribute responsibilities between themselves in different ways.
4.1. WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO IMPLEMENT IPS?

a) Implementation Arrangements

In implementing IPs, the authority with the support of civil society (one or more non-governmental organisations (NGO)) assures that all activities foreseen in the IP process are actually carried out. This means the responsibilities, among others, of:

» Facilitating the preparation of the ‘IP plan’: convening all agencies and stakeholders involved in IP implementation for planning and designing the IP process and including the input of all agencies and stakeholders involved in its implementation.

» Gathering support and authority for the activities foreseen in the IP plan.

» Ensuring an appropriate infrastructure to make the necessary information available to the bidders, the public and the monitor.

» Preparing and facilitating the logistics of all activities (public hearings, workshops, information sessions, etc.) related to the implementation of the IP process, or coordinating with whomever has been defined as responsible.

» Coordinating, following up and being responsible for the implementation of the communications strategy related to the IP.

» Selecting and supporting the monitor and ensuring he remains accountable.

» Drafting and signing the monitoring agreement.

» Drafting the IP text with the input of all relevant stakeholders.

» Implementing the procedure for signature of the IP document by bidders and the authority.

» Finding and channelling the necessary resources for IP implementation.

» Overseeing compliance with the monitoring agreement.

» Being credible in convening different stakeholders around the table.

» Explaining the IP fully: how it works and its effects.

» Persuading potential participants and other government agencies of its benefits.

» Managing IP implementation with credibility and independence; this includes taking the tough decisions it may imply.

As Graphs 2 and 3 illustrate, different implementing arrangements distribute the responsibilities for these activities differently between the authority and the NGO. Graph 2 shows the case where the NGO takes on most implementing responsibilities and performs as ‘lead implementer’. The IP does not take away from the authority its usual responsibility and decision-making power, which remains unchanged in all forms of implementation arrangements. What changes with different forms of implementation is how many activities within the IP process are implemented by the NGO and how much involvement it will have in the process. Whatever the implementation arrangement, it is of the utmost importance that these activities and responsibilities are established clearly; one way to do this is through a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU – see next page). Consistent with the principles of transparency and accountability, it is convenient that such an agreement or its terms of reference be known to others, particularly if additional duties are foreseen.
Graph 3 illustrates a different form of implementation arrangement, where the authority implements more activities within the IP process. In this case, because the NGO plays a different role and to provide credibility and legitimacy to the monitor, a line of accountability with the NGO (illustrated in Graph 3 with the grey arrow) should be established. This can also be used for the monitor to report to the public through the NGO. With regard to our case studies, Graph 2 illustrates the Mexican experience and Graph 3 illustrates Schönefeld Airport.

b) The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

MoU contents can include the following:

- The activities to be undertaken by the NGO and the authority, their rights and duties, among them the possibility for the NGO to withdraw from the process under specific circumstances (see page 95).
- The procedure to be used for the selection of the monitor (see page 76)
- The commitment by the authority to disclose all necessary information, granting the NGO and the monitor (depending on the implementation arrangement) timely access to all such information; and the duty of the NGO to maintain confidentiality over legally protected information.
- The processes and procedures to follow if corruption occurs or has been detected (see pages 77-79).
- The extent of the collaboration: whether it includes all contracting processes of the authority or only a few; whether it includes support and collaboration in other activities, such as facilitating public hearings, etc.
- The fees and payment method, should this be the case.

Annex 6 gives examples of existing MoUs that illustrate different arrangements and their contents.

**TIP 9**

Ensuring the MoU is publicly available increases the transparency of the process and enhances its legitimacy. It also protects the independence of the NGO and the credibility of the authority.
c) Implementation requirements

The following should be considered when implementing IPs:

**Resources:** The activities related to IP implementation require time, human and financial resources. The exact amounts vary depending on the actual monitoring system, the coverage and the activities foreseen. The IP plan should consider the necessary investment and funding sources accordingly. (See page 66: ‘4.4. How much do IPs cost?"

**Capacity:** The activities involved in an IP process require time and knowledge. In making the implementation arrangements, it is vital to establish whether the authority and the NGO have sufficient knowledge, technical expertise and human resources. Is it possible for them to attend to the workload? What needs to be outsourced? Are there enough financial resources for this?

**Leadership:** Implementing an IP successfully requires vision, persuading and motivating others, and possibly making difficult decisions. It is important that those involved in implementation not only have the technical expertise but also the capacity to mobilise others to come on board, and the determination to bring the process to completion.

**Commitment and Credibility:** These are closely linked. A real or perceived lack of commitment will affect the credibility of the process and the impact of the IP. Credibility is also associated with capacity and the extent to which those involved in IP implementation can perform their duties neutrally, in the absence of conflicts of interest. These factors also need to be assessed with regard to how the implementing arrangement splits functions between the authority and the NGO; for example, if the NGO will be the main accountability channel for the monitor, its neutrality and own accountability must be certain.

**Convening different audiences:** An IP must involve a multi-stakeholder effort between government, the private sector and civil society. It is therefore expected that those involved in its implementation have the capacity to convene and interact with different audiences.

---

**CASE BOX 11 Who’s who in El Cajón and La Yesca**

TM acts as lead implementer and monitor. Its monitoring role is mainly performed through a Social Witness (SW) – a knowledgeable, credible and independent individual with highly specialised technical expertise. The SW is engaged in the process through TM, and represents TM at all times. TM supports the SW in various ways:

- By providing additional experts (lawyers, accountants, etc.) as needed
- By providing institutional backup and support
- By supervising and guarding the SW’s accountability. The SW reports back to TM during the course of his duties and discusses the appropriate course of action
- By establishing standards which the SW must uphold in performing his duties
- By contributing to the review of the draft bidding documents and other contracting process documents.

The decision to withdraw from monitoring, and others related to the course of action, are taken by TM on the basis of the assessments provided by the SW. The SW only produces one single report at the end of the process, on termination of his duties. The report is published on TMs website and TM encourages the authority also to publish it in the media.

In both cases the initiative to implement the IP came from the authorities, based on TM’s reputation and experience.
CASE BOX 12 Who’s who in the implementation of the Schönefeld Airport IP

The Schönefeld IP implementation roles have been spread across different actors. The FBS legal department has been mandated with the main logistical aspects of implementation and IP integration into the company’s operations. Within the company, the Construction Department is in charge of operations and procurement. When considering who to designate as lead implementer, FBS considered several options: an association of retired experts, TI-Germany or itself. Because the first two had capacity and resource restrictions and the association of retired experts also lacked technical expertise in IP implementation, it was decided that FBS itself would lead, with support from TI-Germany. In addition, internally, there was also the concern that with the monitoring system, there were already too many outsiders involved in operations; leading the implementation itself was also a way to address this concern. The possible disadvantages of this model have been addressed by i) distributing the functions and enabling contributions from third parties; ii) strictly enforcing and guaranteeing the independence of the monitor and by iii) facilitating and sharing information on the experience with others. The effectiveness and impact of the IP demonstrates the effort made by FBS in making this work. The monitoring contract is signed by FBS and the monitor; the FBS Legal Department is the main contact point for the monitor and ensures he has access to the information and resources as agreed. In defining the terms of the IP, the contract with the monitor and the selection of the monitor, FBS and its Legal Department were supported by TI-Germany, which input directly and helped draft all documents. TI-Germany also relays up-to-date synthesis reports of the Airport project monitoring to the public and consults regularly with the monitor and FBS.

EXAMPLE 5 Initiative and commitment in IPs

In TI’s worldwide experience, the initiative to undertake an IP comes from different actors. In some cases it is driven by TI chapters, as in Colombia and Indonesia; in others it comes from governments and other organisations, as in Argentina and Mexico, or from a combination of different actors, as in Germany, India and Pakistan. However, where the initiative does not come from the government, it still requires the support of government officials determined to control corruption. Indeed, the political will and determination of the authorities is crucial. For example, in 1999 TI-Colombia (Transparencia por Colombia) launched IPs as a strategy for strengthening the integrity of contracting processes in the country. The initiative was supported by the Vice-President of the Republic and the Presidential Anti-Corruption Programme (an agency based in the executive branch and reporting directly to the Vice-President), who jointly with TI-Colombia promoted IP implementation across other government authorities, control agencies, donors and multilateral financial institutions, civil society organisations and the private sector. TI-Colombia went on to lead the implementation of 62 IPs in a wide variety of sectors.
d) What is (or could be) the role of different stakeholders?

» Contracting agencies: These can be the best initiators, can perform as lead implementers and are necessary parties to the IP. It is not ideal that they implement IPs on their own; rather it is encouraged that they do so in coalition with others, particularly civil society organisations. By working with others, they overcome problems associated with the absence of independence and credibility, and can address conflicts of interest that could emerge by being party to an IP and sole implementer at the same time.

» Other government agencies: These can be excellent initiators and can also serve as facilitators or lead implementers.

» Regulators: Regulators have an important responsibility in safeguarding the transparency, integrity and accountability of water sector projects. This makes them excellent initiators and supporters of IPs.

» Other control, oversight or accountability agencies: Other government agencies may have formal duties as supervisors or organisms of political or technical control. They also gain through the IP, as it raises the accountability of the process to another level, and the IP monitoring system complements their tasks, especially during the early stages of the process where control agencies do not normally have a mandate. Other control agencies can support the independent monitoring system or can be part of it, depending on the mechanism chosen. They can also remain outside the agreement and continue their functions as usual. The monitor is not meant to replace or displace any of the control agencies.

» Civil society: Civil society in general is an important ally and stakeholder. Many TI chapters around the world have played a powerful role as initiators, facilitators and lead implementers of IPs, supporting government authorities in their efforts; some have also performed as monitors or have served as ‘umbrella’ to the monitoring function, to ensure independence by selecting monitors and serving as their reporting channel.

The capacity and characteristics of CSOs will vary from country to country, and their actual role will be determined according to the particular context and circumstances. The IP process, the accountability and access to information it promotes, and the monitoring mechanism it entails, require the involvement of civil society to different degrees: from involvement as recipients of information disclosed during the process, to active participation in the process.

Civil society involvement can be made possible even in countries where civil society is not organised or circumstances make involvement more complicated. The benefits of its involvement lie in the enhanced legitimacy and accountability of the process, which reduce the chances of project failure. For some project managers, civil society involvement may be seen as problematic and as a source of additional complexity, but in reality, officials rarely regret a well-managed participatory and transparent process once it has taken place.

» Private sector: Private companies and industry associations can be great initiators and facilitators. Strategies for transparency and accountability are in private sector interests. Private companies can act as initiators individually or through collective action (see Tip 10). Industry associations can help disseminate the idea of the IP.

» International financial institutions and donors: These have a dual role as initiators of integrity pacts and supporters of their implementation. They can also be active in helping fund activities related to an IP and can benefit from the accountability derived from its implementation. Performing as lead implementers may be beyond their mandate or inconsistent with the aid effectiveness principle, as established in the Paris Declaration18, but they can be witnesses to the IP and can be clients of its accountability. Agencies have expressed their interest in IPs by disseminating information, instigating dialogue and exchange of experiences at national and international levels, and providing funds for their implementation.

18 The Paris Declaration, endorsed on 2 March 2005, is an international agreement to which over one hundred Ministers, Heads of Agencies and other Senior Officials adhered and committed their countries and organisations to continue to increase efforts in harmonisation, alignment and managing aid for results with a set of monitorable actions and indicators. See www.oecd.org/document/18/0,3343,en_2649_3236398_3540154_1_1_1_1,00.html
The donor/project financier is in a good position to initiate an IP, as well as to support it. The resources needed to implement an IP also require funding and the likely savings from increased transparency and accountability can pay off the investment of supporting them. Donors and financial institutions, for example, can require IP implementation as part of the transparency and integrity drive attached to the use of their funds.

Donors and financiers also require accountability from governments in projects that use their funds. The IP can be a vehicle for this accountability, and to guarantee that the projects are accountable to citizens at large. This applies not only to bilateral donors and multilateral institutions, but also to federal governments providing funds for projects at local government level.

**CASE BOX 13 The federal government as financier: the SW in the use of federal funds in Mexico**

The Mexican Federal Government requires an SW in local projects funded with federal funds, to reassure it that funds will be spent properly at the local level. Such was the case in the Acueducto II project, designed to deliver 50 million cubic metres of water per year to the city of Queretaro, with an approximate cost of three billion Mexican Pesos (approximately US $250 million). In 2006, TM was selected to implement an IP in the selection process of the contractor. The project is currently under construction.

**TIP 10**

More resources on collective action can be found at the World Bank Institute’s website: [http://info.worldbank.org/etools/antic/](http://info.worldbank.org/etools/antic/)

## 4.2. COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION IN SUCCESSFUL IP IMPLEMENTATION

The role of communications and the importance of information in the implementation of IPs cannot be overstated. Together with the communications strategy of the project, the implementation of the IP needs to be supported by a comprehensive communications strategy with various purposes:

- Bidders and potential bidders, contractors and subcontractors need to understand their rights and responsibilities under the IP, regardless of the form it takes (mandatory, voluntary, unilateral, contractual, etc.).
- Regulators, government control agencies and other government departments also need to understand the IP and how it works, to provide support and participate accordingly.
- Citizens (the public) in general need to know an IP is in place, how it operates, what participation mechanisms it offers and how they can be used.
- Communities benefiting from or affected by the project also need to know an IP is in place, how it operates, what participation mechanisms it offers and how they can be used.

Access to information is also an important component of communication. Access to information that is fluid and yet respectful of proprietary (protected) information is crucial to IP implementation and a necessary condition for the monitor’s work.

Even a well-designed IP can have less impact than desired if the communication effort and the information availability it should promote do not actually take place.
4.3. HOW TO GET BUY-IN

a) Gaining support for IPs from government authorities, staff and other stakeholders

It is important for others to understand the added value IPs can produce. It is also important to understand why others may be sceptical about this. The basis of gaining support lies in addressing these two dimensions, therefore:

» Be sure to explain what the IP is about and what it aims for. If you do not feel expert in this but know someone who might be (a TI chapter, an expert or other government agency who has implemented an IP, a monitor in some other process, etc.) reach out and bring them on board.

» Those in charge of decision-making over whether to introduce an IP are among the first who need to understand what it consists of. However, ensure that other people indirectly or directly involved are also well informed.

» Understanding promotes compliance, therefore ensure that bidders, the government officials working for the contracting department or agency, and all others involved are accurately informed about how the IP works.

CASE BOX 14 How TM makes information public

TM has an important role in IP implementation and supports the Social Witness (SW) in performing their monitoring role. Within its activities, it makes various information public:

1. At the end of the monitoring, TM delivers a report signed by the expert SW, which is published on its website and often also in the media.

2. TM’s involvement as monitor is made public through its website and through the media.

3. TM presents its experience at different conferences and forums.

4. A special section of TM’s website is dedicated to this topic (see TM’s homepage section on IPs www.pactosdeintegridad.org.mx, where SW reports and other documents can be found.

During monitoring, TM has a strict communications policy of not making public declarations through the media while the contracting process is ongoing. This protects the monitor and discourages the use of its work for political purposes. Only in exceptional circumstances would TM and not the SW address the press. Once the report has been issued publicly, interaction of the monitor and TM with the media is again possible. The government and companies are, however, free to report to the media throughout the process. This policy, which has worked well so far for TM, is derived from the Mexican context and results from TM’s experience.

CASE BOX 15 How FBS communicates the Schönefeld Airport IP

FBS invested much time and effort in communicating the Schönefeld Airport IP. It was included in presentations about the project made regularly at the local Chamber of Commerce and other forums, including industry associations. With time, and as bidders and other government officials became familiar with the IP, there was less demand for such information sessions. In addition, the monitor himself is involved in explaining the IP to potential bidders.
Understanding reasons why others may be sceptical about IPs is key to being able to address them. A basic rule of communication is: ‘know your audience’. This applies here, therefore:

» Make sure there are mechanisms of dialogue and participation that enable you, the initiators and the implementers, to understand what any objection may be about.

» Take concerns and objections seriously: they may be right and addressing them in a constructive way may improve the IP’s impact.

» Public hearings or roundtables with various participants are a good way to find out what different people think about an IP.

**TIP 11**

Some concerns can be addressed by better understanding the IP; some may be addressed by improving or adapting its application and others may only be overcome once those concerned see the IP in practice. Don’t expect all opposition to clear before you start!

**b) Common objections and how to address them**

To bring other stakeholders on board when you are used to managing a process by yourself is always difficult, because it means sharing power. This is why IPs often face objections from both government officials and bidders, which need to be managed.

Common objections include:

“**This will cause delays to the project**” Authorities involved in projects with IPs experience the contrary. The IP process actually saves time because it helps to manage and avoid conflicts that otherwise could have arisen through reduced transparency and accountability. Needless to say, if corruption occurs, this will affect the viability of the project and may even stop it all together. With these considerations in mind, the time required for discussions and revisions embedded in the IP process is an investment and not a cost.

“I am not corrupt; I don’t need to sign this” or “If I sign I will look as if I’m corrupt!” It is important that everyone involved in the IP understands the way it operates. This should help bring down defensive reactions and enable reluctant parties to join. Parties who are not corrupt should feel confident about signing and if they plan not to do anything corrupt, there is nothing to lose by signing. In practice, those who do not want to sign are perceived with suspicion by those who do.

“**This complicates the project**” What complicates the project is corruption, and the risks are too high to be ignored.

“**We don’t need an intruder**” Monitors are mechanisms of accountability. In principle, government officials can rarely speak of ‘intrusion’ legitimately, as public office is a public business. However, it is normal that public officials new to the IP concept and the workings of the monitor feel sceptical; the monitor’s capacities and personal qualities will affect how his role is perceived and actually performed. The monitor is not designed to be an intruder, but a relevant tool to make the process legitimate, credible and viable.

Creating mechanisms of dialogue and taking concerns seriously improve impact of IPs.
CASE BOX 16 Initial concerns

With Schönefeld Airport, the management expressed concern over the delays implementing an IP would cause. This concern was later addressed when the monitor’s first reports came in and managers realised that the time the monitor took to revise bidding documents to provide clarity and to explain the rules to bidders was later saved by minimising conflict and misunderstanding with bidders and by enabling the introduction of corrections and improvements to the process early on. It is not believed that the IP has caused any delays in the project.

In El Cajón, the CFE managers in charge of the contracting process received instructions from the highest level to implement an IP. Initially they did not know how it worked, as this was their first experience. Time was among their major concerns. By the time La Yesca began, El Cajón was already operational and had been built on time. Although the law enacted in 2004 by the Public Administration Authority required an IP in such processes, CFE officials in charge of the project say they would have requested an IP again anyway.

4.4. HOW MUCH DO IPs COST? HOW CAN THEY BE FINANCED IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES?

The cost of implementing an IP varies depending on the implementation arrangements, the activities included in the process and the complexity of the bidding procedures it applies to. Government agencies may be able to absorb some of these costs, particularly because human resources and fixed costs may already be accrued in the agency’s budget or it may obtain inter-agency support to increase capacity. NGOs and other organisations require detailed costing of their infrastructure and coverage of their administrative costs. In some cases, monitors may be able to deliver their services as volunteers, on a pro bono basis or at a reduced fee (for example, if the monitor is a retired government official who already receives a pension), but this will most likely be the exception. Under any implementation model, the biggest portion of costs is normally allocated to the monitor’s fees and expenses. Table 4 illustrates some basic elements to include when budgeting for an IP:

A fisherman examined his net casting it in the polluted waters of a river in Shengjiu County. After an hour, he caught ten fish with blisters on their bodies. © Stephen Voss
## TABLE 4 IP implementation budget items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources (including time invested by staff &amp; supervisors)</td>
<td>Estimate the number of staff, professionals and managers you will need to involve in the process, and how much time they need to invest. This will all depend on the IP duration, the project complexity and the number of contracting processes to cover. Note that the duration of the IP in turn depends on the type of project and the coverage of the monitoring. Include the time necessary to prepare and implement the IP, to communicate about it and to make all necessary reports. A detailed calculation of these costs is particularly important if the lead implementer role will be played by an NGO, or by a government institution in which additional staff need to be assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourced technical expertise (external consultants other than the monitor)</td>
<td>These are specialised experts to complement the monitor. Water sector projects are usually highly technical and complex, so it is likely an array of expertise will be needed that a single person is unlikely to have. For example, if the main monitor is a civil engineer with expertise in water supply infrastructure and your project deals with the construction and operation of a water supply utility by private operators, you may need to add expertise in public-private partnerships and in legal and investment banking. Someone with expertise in utilities may also come in useful. These costs can be included as hourly fees or as part-time involvement from the required professionals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistical costs of activities &amp; events (public hearings, training sessions, etc.)</td>
<td>Cover costs associated with implementing workshops, events and public hearings - including the location; any costs associated with event management; participants’ travel costs, if necessary; translators if different languages are spoken, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing &amp; publication of reports, brochures, communications etc.</td>
<td>In this and the next item, consider all costs associated with communicating about the IP process, how it works and its results before, during and after its implementation. Include all expenses related to the increased access to information that implementing the IP entails; for example, if you set up a special Internet platform to publish bidding documents or if you issue regular newsletters on how the project is advancing. These costs can be reduced by using existing infrastructure (e-procurement sites, the agency’s or NGO’s websites, a public radio programme or simply office information boards, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative &amp; fixed costs</td>
<td>These may be absorbed differently depending on whether more implementing responsibilities are taken by the authority or by the NGO. They include all administrative and operational costs not included above (office rent, office supplies, electricity, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor fees</td>
<td>Hourly fees can change depending on location and whether local or international fees apply. Usually the level of effort required is estimated in number of hours and an hourly fee is paid. To keep costs predictable and under control, a cap of a maximum amount can be established. It is important to include follow-up mechanisms to determine the actual number of hours worked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor’s expenses (travel, fixed costs, etc.)</td>
<td>This is particularly important if on-site visits are foreseen or if the project location is elsewhere than the agency headquarters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total estimated IP costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regardless of the funding method, the independence of the monitor should be protected so his credibility and efficacy are never affected.

Regardless of funding method, attention should always be given to protecting the independence of the monitor, so his credibility and efficacy are never affected. There are different ways to finance IP implementation:

» The authorities’ own resources. In this case, potential conflicts of interest need to be addressed and if the process is funded not through the public budget but from other resources, the source of the funds must be disclosed.

» Contributions from donors and project financiers. This may enable government agencies and NGOs to acquire the necessary capacity to implement IPs and may promote and facilitate the dissemination of lessons learnt.

» Through fees paid by the bidders. Under this scheme all bidders contribute the same amount (a fixed figure, normally reflecting a certain percentage of the estimated contract value) as the cost of participating in the tender. It is important that all bidders contribute and that the amount be the same for each in order not to create inequalities. The IP and monitoring costs during the contract execution period can be paid in part or fully by the winning bidder.

It is possible to combine some or all of these sources. A combination could help to reduce risks and concerns related to possible conflicts of interest.

EXAMPLE 6 Experience with IP costs
In the experience of TI chapters implementing IPs, the costs of implementation range from US $50,000 to US $200,000. A meaningful average figure cannot be established, as cases are different in magnitude and complexity and therefore not always comparable.
CASE BOX 17 The cost and funding of the Mexican IPs

Social Witnesses in Mexico are paid for their role. The public would view non-payment with suspicion (“Where are they getting their money from?”) and so TM places great emphasis on ensuring that individuals performing as SWs be paid. The amount is less than a full commercial rate, but is nevertheless substantial (about US $95 per hour, with a cap depending on project type). An average IP will demand about 50 to 90 hours work, and could last over the course of a year. Currently, under the regulations issued by the SFP in Mexico (see Case Box 33. Regulating the SW in Mexico: the Administrative Decree of December 2004’, page 92), the entire cost is covered by the authority. Before the regulation was issued, TM used three different ways of funding the costs associated with implementing an IP and with the SW:

- 100 per cent of the cost was covered by the authority
- 50 per cent was paid by the authority and 50 per cent by the winning bidder (or different proportions). The contributions by the bidders could be voluntary or mandatory
- 100 per cent of the cost was paid by the winning bidder.

In a few cases, TM paid the implementation costs from its own resources. Before the regulation was issued, about 70 per cent of the 60 IPs that TM implemented had been paid for by the authority, and about 25 per cent of cases had been funded by the winner. TM paid for the others with its own funds.

The amount received by TM includes the SW’s fees, direct costs involved in the IP and an overhead. Of the full costs, about a third corresponds to the SWs fees, which are based on hourly rates up to a maximum amount pre-established in the contract. TM oversees that the declared hours worked correspond to reality. In El Cajón, the payment mechanism included a combination of funds from the CFE and voluntary (fixed) contributions by the bidders (only a few of whom actually paid). For La Yesca the costs were covered entirely by the CFE. TM’s service delivery contract for La Yesca established minimum and maximum prices, determined by the final amount of hours taken, on the basis of an hourly service rate. The final cost of the IP (including the monitor fees) for La Yesca was 903,900 Mexican pesos (approximately US $68,000).
4.5. ACTIVITIES TO UNDERTAKE BEFORE THE BIDDING PROCESS

TI’s experience indicates that the pre-bidding and post-bidding stages bear high corruption risks that are often overlooked. In some cases, most instances of corruption actually occur during these stages — hence the utmost importance of having measures in place early in the process to ensure transparency and accountability. These stages need specific consideration in the IP implementation process.

a) During the needs assessment (policy-making/project planning) stage

Few governments are equipped to make decisions about needs assessment and magnitude or quantities of investment on major investment projects through their own staff. Most employ consultant engineers or investment bankers to assist in the process. The issue here is to make sure that the consultants selected are truly independent and, for example, not (formally or informally) associated with one or more suppliers or contractors, and therefore tempted to recommend solutions which would benefit their associates. Only consultants who can confirm their independence and who are willing to commit themselves to select and design an investment which is not biased in favour of a particular supplier or contractor should be allowed to participate in the selection process. In addition, a special prohibition can be introduced, by which the consultants who participate at this stage cannot participate during the bidding process.19

This stage should involve thorough transparency, to allow all stakeholders to contribute to the investment selection, location and design process, and to focus public attention on any economic, financial, environmental, social, civil or human rights concerns.

Before the preparation of the contracting process, the results of the needs assessment should be made public; for high-impact investments, the results should be publicly debated and discussed.

In many cases, consultants are hired for this contracting stage and the next one. Key are:

» the transparency of the process by which they are contracted
» the independence with which they operate (possible conflicts of interest).

An IP can be introduced in the consultant-hiring process to address these issues.

» Enable public (civil society) participation at this stage of the decision-making process, to ensure that public concerns are fully reflected. This could take place through public hearings (see next section) or other means of open consultation, such as use of the Internet, the publication of documentation, etc. This generates accountability, allowing stakeholders to assess the need for the project, and to identify necessary and unnecessary elements of the goods, services or investment to be acquired.

It is important to bear in mind that at the very latest, an IP can begin when the bidding documents are being drafted. By definition, an IP cannot be introduced after that moment, because the contract award is already underway.

b) During the contracting process preparation stage

Several activities to increase transparency and accountability can take place before the actual bidding and can be implemented simultaneously as part of the IP process (they do not exclude or substitute one another):

Public hearings

Public hearings are good instruments for enabling stakeholder participation, providing necessary information on the process and contributing to the legitimacy, credibility and transparency of the bidding.

19 In some cases it is possible that the nature of the market or the investment make it difficult to select consultants who are independent from the potential bidders; for example, when a project requires very specific engineering capacities, or when only a few companies are active in this area of work [oligopolies]. In this case, explicit measures to manage potential conflicts of interest should be put in place, e.g. setting clear rules in advance, making sure they are enforced and enabling sufficient public scrutiny and debate.
Public hearings can be open, semi-public or targeted:

- **Open hearings:** anyone interested can participate
- **Semi-open:** certain participants are invited, but the hearing is still open to people not invited but interested
- **Targeted:** only invited participants are allowed, but the results are either made public or shared with other non-attendees who could be interested.

Private or confidential meetings are not an option here, as they do not entail a participatory or information-sharing component.

During the stages prior to the bidding process, public hearings can be used:

- As mentioned in the previous section, to facilitate citizen and stakeholder input into the decision-making process of the project as a whole. Open public hearings that enable the participation of all are the best option, and are particularly useful for facilitating project communication and participation, and ensuring input from various stakeholders (including bidders, communities and possible project beneficiaries).
- To facilitate expert and stakeholder input into the contracting process preparation stage. For this purpose either open public hearings or more targeted, semi-open meetings can be used, with the same goals as open hearings, and the invitations ensuring that specific target groups participate.
- During the drafting of the bidding documents, to ensure their accuracy and fairness. All three options can be useful: open, semi-open or targeted hearings. They help detect and prevent corruption in the early stages of the project cycle and the contractual process, where particular project designs or specifications could be made to favour a particular bidder. The participation of as many potential bidders as possible could help bring this to light.
- To explain and discuss the IP, the monitoring system and its implementation with potential bidders and stakeholders. This helps the communication process for the IP itself, creates buy-in and helps clarify concerns. Any type of public hearing can be used. These sessions can be repeated throughout the project if more contracting processes are due to contain an IP.

**TIP 13**

For more on public hearings, visit TI-Argentina’s website which has detail on its wide experience in implementing them. ([www.poderciudadano.org.ar](http://www.poderciudadano.org.ar))

Public hearings require preparation and enough time to allow possible participants to attend. Be clear to the participants about their purpose, so as not to generate false expectations. If organisers claim project documents will be changed according to attendees’ input, they must be consistent in implementing this; otherwise they lose legitimacy and effectiveness.

**TIP 14**

Some people are wary of public hearings, as discussions may be difficult to moderate and managing them can be tricky. Include an expert moderator or someone skilled in managing discussions to address this.

**EXAMPLE 7 Other ways of facilitating participation, accountability and involvement**

In many European countries, it is a requirement that plans be publicly discussed ahead of a major project. The project design and plans are made accessible in a public office and may also be available via the Internet. Affected and non-affected people are invited to scrutinise them and submit comments and concerns. If necessary later in the process, such discussions could be complemented by public hearings.
Independent vetting of tender documents

Having the opinion of a third party on the tender documents (in particular, on the technical specifications) is a good idea even where investment banks and several experts have been involved in drafting the contract’s detail (’special conditions’ or ’terms of reference’ depending on the type of contract). As many corruption risks occur during the project design and planning phases, having independent opinions on the tender document increases its legitimacy, the transparency of the process and the confidence of the contracting agency that things are going in the right direction.

This vetting can be part of the responsibilities assigned to the monitor, or if he is still not in place by the time the terms are drafted, the authority can involve an independent party or a civil society organisation with expertise in the subject area of the contract.

It is crucial that the vetting process be independent, transparent, objective and accountable.

The vetting process can also be undertaken partly through a public hearing or by posting drafts on the Internet and organising a process for receiving and responding to comments and suggestions.

EXAMPLE 8 The role of TI-Pakistan in reviewing bidding documents

In the Greater Karachi Water Supply Project (see page 40), TI-Pakistan, as monitor, performed a number of crucial functions in the process, in addition to observing the compliance of the parties to their IP undertakings, among them:

» Preparing the evaluation criteria for the selection of consultants who would be shortlisted for the design and supervision of the K-III project

» After shortlisting, providing assistance on developing transparent and discretion-free evaluation criteria for the Letter of Invitation sent to those shortlisted

» Advising on the implementation of a selection procedure based on the ’two-envelope’ system (separately sealed envelopes for the technical and financial proposals). Only those proposals which scored 75 per cent or above in the technical evaluation were considered for financial evaluation, and the best of these proposals was selected for award of the contract.

Communicating the process to bidders, the public and other stakeholders

Practitioners involved in implementing complex government projects know the importance of communication. Where an IP is involved, the way it operates and what it is meant to achieve should be explained – in addition to an explanation of what the project is about and its expected impact (benefits and costs). Such communication needs to start early in the contracting process, including making available information on the project that enables others to understand it and allows full accountability of the decision-making process (see ’4.2. Communication and information in successful IP implementation’, page 63).
CASE BOX 18 Other mechanisms used in El Cajón to gather information about corruption risks

TM requested that bidders elaborate a risk map, identifying aspects of the process where they expected to encounter irregularities, so that special attention could be given to those. Bidders were invited by the authority to participate in this exercise, to give TM and the SW a better understanding of which areas of the process bore more risks. In TM’s experience, this mechanism is particularly useful at the beginning of the process, when implementers and authorities want to build their capacity for tackling these problems.

All bidders should sign the IP and those unwilling to do so should not be allowed to participate in the bid.

4.6. ACTIVITIES DURING THE BIDDING PROCESS

a) Signing the IP

IP signatories should have the authority to sign and commit the organisations, agencies and companies they represent, as well as to represent themselves personally. It is also important that signatories include both high-level officials and managers of government agencies and companies, and staff and employees involved in the day-to-day operations of the project and the contracting process.

What if some bidders don’t sign?

Normally, all bidders should sign the IP and those unwilling to do so should not be allowed to participate in the bid. This prevents an uneven situation where certain bidders are bound by some rules while others are not, creating imbalance and unfairness that weaken the process and could also jeopardise its implementation, as shown in Example 9 on the next page.

CASE BOX 19 Reluctance to sign the IP

At the beginning of the project, very few bidders refused to sign the Schönefeld Airport IP. The bidding documents are clear in requiring signature as a condition of participation. Those few bidders who refused were not allowed to participate. After five years of implementation, there have been no new cases of reluctance to sign.
EXAMPLE 9 Lack of commitment: Peru’s water supply and sewage project in Huancavelica

Proética, TI’s chapter in Peru, and the Huancavelica Water and Sewerage Company signed an agreement in 2005 that TI would support the latter in the implementation of an IP in the water supply project to the city of Huancavelica. The project included two phases, one involving networks of potable water and drainage, and the second involving a new treatment plant and reservoir extension. The agreement between the two organisations aimed at the promotion of practices of public accountability and the prevention of corruption, through fostering areas of interaction between the agency, the private sector and the general public. This agreement was implemented through several activities to promote public accountability, citizen participation and the fight against corruption.

With the support of international development aid and the funds provided by the central Government, Proética developed a number of steps to promote transparency in the international public tender for the selection of contractors responsible for project implementation for Part 2 (the tender for Part 1 was never called).

Under the terms stated in the agreement, Proética:

1. Organised a workshop on ‘The Commitment and Ethics of Public Officials’ aimed at engaging participants with transparency, integrity and functional responsibility, as effective tools for combating corruption in the bidding process.

2. Promoted the signature of an ethical commitment by officials involved in the process. This statement was the result of the agreement reached by workshop participants and was aimed at consolidating the commitment of project officials and public servants to taking action against any practices that were corrupt or inconsistent with ethics and public accountability.

3. Organised a workshop with potential bidders on the draft IP. Participants exchanged views about ethical conduct and practices, and the transparency of the contractor selection process and in other areas of government, expressing their concerns and suggestions.

4. Performed the role of facilitator between the community and the state agency.

After this process, most of the bidders were ready to sign an IP for the project. The document contained the ideas and suggestions developed at the workshop. However, there was not enough commitment for all of the participants to sign the pact and therefore it could not be implemented. This shows the additional challenges of implementing an IP when signing is voluntary.
When should IPs be signed?
At the latest, an IP should be signed at the moment each bidder presents a proposal in the tendering process. While the IP process would have had effect beforehand (see page 70), the document needs to be signed by actual bidders, who only become so the moment they submit their proposals or bids. In two-stage contracting processes where there is a prequalification phase, the IP should be signed at the moment of applying for prequalification.

Preparing the IP for signature
Irrespective of the IP format chosen, it is important to ensure that all bidders and government officials involved understand the IP well, including its operations and the consequences of breaching it. Preparing the IP for signature therefore not only means having set a text for the agreement but also having communicated it to current and potential participants. This can be done, for example, through joint or individual meetings, making information available on a website, etc.

b) Other activities during the bidding process

Discussion of bidding documents
Enabling participation in and discussion of the bidding documents by potential bidders, communities, experts and civil society organisations can help increase transparency, improve the quality of the documents and discourage corruption in the pre-bidding stages. As previously mentioned the discussion can take the form of public hearings (see page 70), meetings with potential bidders or internet-based debates. These can take place before the bid invitation is issued, in parallel with the independent vetting of the bidding documents (see page 72), or once the invitation to bid has been issued, during the questions and answers procedure. The results and relevant information should be shared with all stakeholders.

Opening the tender and disclosure of Q&A
After the tender invitation has been issued it is usual practice to set a time period during which potential bidders may raise questions to the authority regarding the terms of reference or contract conditions.

Because the information exchanged in this context may be relevant to all other bidders, and because privileged information may be released or information that would affect the fairness of the bid, it is important that the questions and answers provided be shared with all potential bidders. (This is standard operating procedure in World Bank financed projects, for example). They should also be shared with the monitor. There are even examples where they have been made public through the authority’s website.

CASE BOX 20 Equal treatment of bidders in Schönefeld
In Schönefeld Airport, FBS implements the principle of ‘equal treatment of all bidders’, undertaking to meet with bidders to address clarification questions, and enabling all questions and answers to be shared by all. The questions and answers are typed into a computer system in real time during the meetings and shown on screen. At the end of the meeting, participants can take away the printout of those questions, and non-attendees have Internet access to them. This guarantees all information is timely and shared.

Closing the tender by opening bids publicly
It is usually required that sealed envelopes containing the proposals be submitted by a certain deadline; occasionally it is required that the financial proposals and the technical proposals be in separate envelopes. Some authorities ask for duplicate proposals and secure one set in a safe place immediately after the bid opening session, so as to make it more difficult to manipulate bids after opening.

It is normal practice to close the bidding process publicly (meaning in the presence of at least the bidders) by opening all bids received and reading out and recording the total cost proposals. If the two-envelope procedure is followed, the technical proposals are usually opened and evaluated first, before the second, financial, envelopes are opened – but only those from bidders deemed to have met the technical requirements.
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Transparency of bid evaluations and the award decision

There are different mechanisms for bid evaluation and award decision. While not specific to the IP, there are some standard good practices to consider:

- Evaluation criteria must have been previously set in the tender documents and must be known to the bidders and the public. They can be quantitative and qualitative, and must be clearly spelled out. Criteria are ‘weighted’ (given different evaluation points) through a pre-announced process. Evaluators should remain accountable for both quantitative and qualitative decisions.

- A standard practice is that award decisions on all but negligible contracts be made by committee, to ensure that the award decision does not depend on a single evaluator but is made by a group of people with enough time, support and resources to make an informed decision.

- The award decision, together with the main underlying quantitative and qualitative factors, must be justified and made public to all bidders and citizens.

CASE BOX 21 Additional measures to protect the award process

In Schönefeld Airport in Berlin, FBS physically keeps the bidding documents and proposals in a single room, and restricts access to them. People who enter and leave the room must be registered.

Reopening the tender

Occasionally the tender process needs to be reopened, because not enough proposals were submitted, none of the proposals fulfilled the technical requirements or substantial mistakes were made by several bidders in procedural aspects. In these cases, the same steps, activities and characteristics as mentioned above should be undertaken when reopening the tender. The reopened bid should also be overseen by the monitor.

CASE BOX 22 The contracting process in El Cajón and La Yesca

During the El Cajón bidding process, as reported by the SW, 31 companies acquired the bidding documents but only three consortia (10 companies in total) presented bids. The flexibility shown by the Authority (CFE) in clarifying and explaining the bidding documents, listening to doubts and concerns, and making the necessary adjustments accordingly, gave additional assurances of technical accuracy and avoided unnecessary conflict. Transparency and the equal treatment of the bidders are important principles of the process and of the SW’s work. The SW leaves a clear message in his recommendations on the importance of the monitoring and control that will be undertaken during the execution of the contract (the construction phase). The technical specifications were designed transparently, ruling out corrupt pre-bidding arrangements.

The bidding process for La Yesca began in 2006 but had to be reissued as the proposals presented didn’t fulfil all technical requirements. The second bid took place in 2007 with some changes to the technical specifications. In general, the La Yesca process built on lessons learnt during El Cajón and the bidding terms were improved accordingly. It also used the same approach and principles. Seventeen companies acquired the bidding documents and three consortia presented proposals. The procedure also took place through the Comprasnet (e-procurement system), although no proposals were presented through this mechanism.
Contract negotiation and signature

The stage between the tender award and the signature of the contract also faces a number of corruption risks. The tender process may have looked legal and according to the rules, but collusion strategies among bidders or corrupt agreements with award officials may have enabled bidders to submit unrealistic proposals, which are awarded. In such cases, the bidders count on being able to change the terms of the contract once awarded, or on making amendments that compensate for the features they ‘failed’ to incorporate in their proposals. Often the real costs only surface at this stage. To avoid this situation it is important to establish that the negotiation stage cannot allow for changes in the scope or conditions of the proposal, especially those elements that were basis for the evaluation. It is also important to submit contract negotiations and the terms of the contract to public scrutiny, and particularly that of the monitor, and to include this stage under the obligations covered by the IP. It is also good for transparency to make signed contracts publicly available.

c) What to do if corruption occurs or is suspected?

The IP and the monitoring agreement should specify the steps for and the consequences of raising suspicions of corrupt behaviour during the bidding process. It may be that the evidence or indications of such behaviour only emerge during this stage, but that it actually occurred previously. It is therefore also important that the IP contract and the monitor’s powers enable intervention in these situations.

The appropriate reaction is the one pre-determined in the IP and the monitoring agreement, which can include any or all of the following:

- If suspicions arise but are not clear, the monitor can gather more information and try to clarify what occurred; he should raise the issue with the contact person designated by the authority, whether the suspicion has been clarified or not. The monitor requests a reaction from the authority to address the suspicion. If the suspicion is cleared up as unfounded, the process ends. If it is not cleared up, indications of corruption increase or the reaction of the authority is not consistent with the IP, the monitor should notify the prosecution authorities and possibly make a public report.

- If initially there are strong indications of corruption, the monitor should raise the issue with the contact person designated by the authority. He should also inform the prosecution authorities and possibly make a public report.

Upon breach of the IP, the mechanism to impose sanctions should be set in motion, according to the process established in the IP. This will normally be the responsibility of the authority. To avoid situations where the authority itself has been involved in corruption and action is not taken, the monitor should have the capacity to set the resolution mechanism and sanctioning process in motion, and to inform the prosecution authorities and invite them to take part.

On serious indications of corruption, the authority should notify the corresponding prosecution authorities.

CASE BOX 23 Allegations of possible wrongdoing in El Cajón

During the El Cajón bidding process, TM received an email alleging that there had been irregularities and that privileged information had been given to one bidder before the process was begun. In response to a request for an explanation, CFE informed TM that it had posted information on its website about the project five months ahead of the tender, requesting feedback on the project from all interested stakeholders. TM and the social witness sought the informant in order to obtain more details and identify the possible misconduct, but the informant never responded and further allegations were not made. According to our research, after the award news was released through the press that the winning bidder did not fulfil one of the bidding requirements. In addition, the bidder in second place requested a meeting with the SW and argued that it had lost unfairly, showing documents claiming it had offered better financial terms for the project. Once analysed by the SW, the documents proved to have no legal force and the allegations were unfounded, so the matter was dismissed. None of the bidders complained thereafter about the qualification criteria or about the legal framework for the contracting process. According to TM there were no unresolved complaints in relation to the project.
4.7. ACTIVITIES AFTER THE BIDDING PROCESS

Once the bidding process is over and the contract has been awarded and signed, the main activity of the monitor under the IP is to oversee that contract execution is in line with the obligations set in the IP. Most corruption risks during this stage refer to contract changes and under-performance enabled by corrupt arrangements. The activity of the monitor therefore remains highly relevant during this stage.

To avoid this situation:

» Establish criteria for contract renegotiation that enable the authority, the monitor and others to identify changes arising from circumstances that emerged after the bidding, and to place special restrictions on changes in the scope or conditions of the proposal (especially those elements that were the basis for the evaluation).

» Submit contract negotiations and changes to public scrutiny, and particularly to that of the monitor.

» Include these stages under the IP obligations granted.

» Establish a ceiling for changes (usually a percentage of the value of the contract) above which such changes should require additional authorisation (e.g. by the evaluation committee) or cause the bid to be reopened, to allow the other bidders to submit bids.

CASE BOX 24 Monitoring implementation in Schönefeld Airport

The monitor in the Schönefeld Airport IP began work in 2005 and is engaged until the end of the project (i.e. the opening of the airport) and six weeks after. Until then, the monitor will oversee that the obligations acquired under the IP are not violated and that bidders and contractors behave within those terms. The IP itself governs the behaviour of the bidders during the contracting process and after the award. While the monitor is active during contract implementation, he does not oversee contract execution (quality, timeliness or fulfilment of the job) but oversees that during the execution, contractors behave with integrity, avoid fraud and corruption, and continue to fulfil the behavioural requirements of the IP.

a) Contract changes (change orders) and contract renegotiation

Some types of corruption can be observed only during contract execution. A tender process may have seemed entirely legitimate, but collusion strategies among bidders or corrupt agreements with award officials may have enabled bidders to submit artificial proposals. During contract execution, the winning bidder (now the contractor) counts on being able to use corrupt means to obtain favours from auditors and supervisors who can ignore the under-performance that will help save costs. This would enable contractors to compensate for the features they deliberately failed to incorporate into their proposals. The risk of such corruption is significant.

TIP 15

The ceiling for contract changes in the current World Bank guidelines for the provision of goods is 10 per cent of the contract price (see http://web.worldbank.org/WSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:20062534~pagePK:84269~piPK:84286~theSitePK:84266,00.html)
What if corruption occurs, or is suspected, during contract execution?

Ideally the monitoring associated with an IP should last until the end of the contract execution stage. If this is not possible, at a minimum the monitor should be active from the drafting of the bid documents until the contract signature, i.e. until after the bidding stage has concluded. This does not mean that corruption which occurs during the bidding process and is discovered later, during contract execution, will be beyond the IP. The IP can still be invoked and the sanctions and remedies it contains be enforced. It is advisable to indicate this clearly from the outset in the IP, as the costs of cancelling a contract may be higher than other forms of remedial action.

If the monitoring of the IP covers the contract execution stage, the procedure should be similar to that for when corruption occurs during the bidding process (page 77). In either case, the authority should notify the corresponding prosecution authorities of serious indications of corruption.

In addition, the IP enforcement mechanism should remain active during all contract stages, so it can be invoked at any time by whoever identifies a case of corruption. This should be made explicit in the IP document.

**EXAMPLE 10 Renegotiating contracts publically: Poder Ciudadano’s experience in Morón, Argentina**

From December 2001, high inflation in Argentina affected the costs foreseen in contracts signed previously, among them the waste collection contract of the municipality of Morón. The company asked the Mayor to renegotiate the contract, who in turn asked for support from Poder Ciudadano, TI’s chapter in Argentina, to make the renegotiation process more transparent and participatory. As a result, several activities took place:

1. A pre-public hearing, focused on the technical aspects of the contract and fundamentally about information sharing, in preparation for the public hearing where the renegotiation was to be discussed.

2. As a result of the pre-public hearing, the contractor was asked to make publicly available information on: ownership, accounting and financial balances, and its payroll. This information was in turn distributed by the municipality on the day of the public hearing. (The municipality was in charge of organising and inviting people to the public hearing.)

3. Following Poder Ciudadano’s suggestion, the University of Morón reviewed the renegotiation proposal filed by the company and concluded that only 45-54 per cent of the proposed cost was reasonable.

4. The public hearing took place, with good levels of participation from affected citizens.

5. With all these elements, the municipality reviewed the proposal and accepted 40 per cent of the increment proposed by the company.

Among the lessons learnt from this experience, Poder Ciudadano acknowledges the importance of having sufficient and relevant information available in advance of public hearings; of using a participatory mechanism for the renegotiation process, which enables the involvement of citizens affected by the negotiation; and of involving an independent third party with additional technical expertise to support the negotiations. For more information on transparent contracting, visit Poder Ciudadano’s website: www.poderciudadano.org/?do=temas&id=86

**TIP 16**

Transparency and accountability mechanisms, as well as standard anti-corruption measures, can be especially helpful during this stage. Among them, whistleblower protection mechanisms, communication channels for reporting corruption, regular publication of information and reporting on activities of the contractor, and civil society or project beneficiaries’ oversight of implementation (i.e. local communities for local government projects) can help hinder corrupt acts and highlight them when they occur.
A good monitor should have independence, knowledge, capacity, accountability and commitment. Different monitoring systems can ensure that these characteristics are guaranteed.
The monitoring system and the role of the monitor himself are crucial for Integrity Pact success. Without the monitoring system, the advantages created by an IP may be unrealised. The monitor scrutinises the process closely and guards the implementation and enforcement of the IP. He is the source of credibility, reassuring both the authority and the bidders that the process will go as agreed, and is a source of information for the general public, building trust in the contracting process.

5.1. WHAT ARE THE MONITOR’S FUNCTIONS?
The main task of the independent monitor is to ensure the IP is implemented and the obligations for bidders and the authority included in it are fulfilled (i.e. there is no violation of the IP). In order to perform this task, the monitor can undertake a number of activities:

» Examine documents, reports and all preparatory work by the authority during the bidding process, in order to detect corruption risks.

» Examine and give his view on the tender documents before they are issued, including watching out for specifications that may be biased in favour of one or more bidders.

» Facilitate, promote and take part in public hearings.

» Participate in meetings held by the authority and potential bidders.

» Review the questions and answers exchange, to verify the answers and that they are equally available to all bidders.

» Organise, lead or facilitate meetings, training sessions, etc. where the IP is explained, and produce supporting materials.

» Attend the closing of the tender to verify that the established procedure is rigorously followed.

» Examine bidders’ proposals to check and compare the evaluators’ assessment and judge its accuracy.

» In the case of a failed tender, fulfil all these functions again.

» Review the award decision document to verify it is duly substantiated, and attend the award notification meeting if applicable.

» Inspect construction sites, visit the contractor’s offices and review contractor reports to identify signs of possible irregularities during contract execution.

» Review content and procedure for contract changes during implementation.

» Keep contact with local communities or the end users of the goods or services contracted, to collect information or complaints about contract execution that might flag corruption.

» Communicate with the senior management of the authority and the NGO about his findings and where necessary, to the prosecution authorities.

» Receive and deal with complaints related to the IP and offer clarification.

» Report on the monitoring process to the parties in the IP, the authority, the NGO and the public, following the designated process.

» Suggest avenues for improvement of the contracting process, based on his work.

TIP 17
Experience shows that when the monitor performs his job adequately, he can undertake even more activities that add value to the whole process. An empowered monitor has more ways of performing his task successfully.

The monitoring performed through the IP doesn’t necessarily include service delivery monitoring or quality control: including these may make the monitor’s task more difficult and may eventually lead to a conflict of interest, as in principle during the contract execution the monitor guards the integrity of the auditors and supervisors who are overseeing quality and delivery. During the contract execution stage, most corruption risks are associated with bribery and kickbacks to secure positive audit and oversight reports, so it is good to have a third party watching. It is therefore advisable to focus the functions of the monitor on ensuring that the duties set forth in the IP are fulfilled, and on protecting the transparency and integrity of the contracting process.
**CASE BOX 25 The monitor’s activities in the Mexican experience**

In the Mexican experience, the monitor (SW):

- has access to all documents during the bidding process, including the evaluation documents, and is in direct contact with the evaluating committee
- participates in all ordinary and extraordinary (formal and informal) meetings
- participates actively in clarification meetings. The CFE holds clarification meetings to discuss and answer questions on the bidding documents, and in which amendments to the bidding documents are considered
- makes site visits to potential bidders
- attends meetings to present the project
- channels within the agreed process concerns and allegations of corruption
- reviews drafts of the bidding documents before they are pre-approved by the procurement committee
- makes recommendations during the meetings attended and raises issues or concerns
- reports findings back to Transparencia Mexicana.

In El Cajón according to the SW report, the monitor performed the following activities: two site visits; four clarification meetings; one meeting to present the project and five informal meetings for information exchange on the bidding terms. In clarification meetings, 1,124 questions were answered. As a result of the discussions during these meetings with bidders and the CFE, the bidding documents were modified to adopt some of their feedback. The deadlines initially established for the process were also modified equally for all bidders.

For La Yesca, the SW participated in one of two site visits. Six clarification meetings took place, where 738 questions were asked and then responded to in writing. The SW made random visits to the evaluation committee and also reviewed all documentation.

The monitor’s report at the end of the project is published on Transparencia Mexicana’s website and also often published in the local media. Reports for both cases are available at: www.transparenciamexicana.org.mx/pactosdeintegridad/

**CASE BOX 26 Monitors adding value**

In Schönefeld Airport, the monitor has performed reviews in circumstances initially not foreseen, fulfilling an important preventive function in cases where there were questions raised against potential bidders or doubts over the participation of bidders who had been previously involved in corruption scandals but had not been debarred. The monitor reviewed the cases and the reactions given by the potential bidders, and concluded that they had addressed the problems encountered in the cases of corruption, determining that there was in principle no cause for concern to prevent their participation in the process, provided all other requirements were also met.

In La Yesca, the monitor was involved when the bid was first opened in 2006. Public officials then faced a difficult decision, as the bids presented did not sufficiently fulfil the technical requirements. The monitor gave his own technical opinion, which supported the need to close the tender and reopen it for new bids under different terms. The new bid was reopened in 2007, the contract was awarded and construction began in January 2008. In general, monitors perform an important role that translates into better management of conflict and differences during the contracting process. They help seek clarification and identify points of uncertainty, and provide the contracting process with credibility and legitimacy.
5.2. WHAT ARE THE MAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR A GOOD MONITOR?

A number of requirements support the monitor’s credibility, and should be the basis for the selection of the person or group of people who will perform this role. These basic characteristics are:

**Independence** Independence means that the monitor is able to perform his job objectively, guided only by the purposes set out in the IP and the monitoring agreement. Independence means the monitor will not have to prioritise his mandate against other interests, because his only interest is to defend the public good through contributing to the integrity of the process. There is neutrality in the monitor’s independence: neutrality from the bidders and from the authority. His actions should give assurance that they do not aim to privilege or to sanction any party.

In certain industries it may be difficult to find independent monitors, because the knowledge and the expertise required are scarce and must be drawn from within the industry. This raises questions over the monitor’s independence.

The way the monitor is selected, engaged and paid can also affect his real and perceived independence. It is important to verify that he does not have current or potential conflicts of interest, and to ensure that the monitor is subject to scrutiny himself, so that situations where the position of the monitor can be abused are avoided. There is great risk to the effectiveness and integrity of the project if the monitor does not act independently, or if he is not perceived to be independent.

**Knowledge** A monitor’s expertise is essential if he is to perform his duties fully and add value to the project. He will need specialised knowledge of both the contractual process and the technical aspects in the relevant water sub-sector. However, it is often difficult to find one single person with the full set of required knowledge. To compensate for this, it is possible either to assemble a team of people who share the monitoring task, to establish a support team with combined expertise or to authorise the monitor to seek professional input for those specialised technical fields where he needs support.

By specialised knowledge, we mean, for example:

- In the case of a contract for the construction and equipment of a hydroelectric dam, the monitor would ideally have participated at least in one such project in the past.

- For the selection of the operator of a water supply utility, the monitor should have experience and knowledge in utility management and water delivery infrastructure and operation.

**CASE BOX 27 The monitor’s independence**

The Schönefeld Airport IP monitor was selected jointly by FBS (the authority) and TI-D from a list of proposed names. The selected monitor was a retired expert with years of experience in public office and procurement for complex projects. As he was a retired professional, problems of possible conflicts of interest and revolving doors were almost ruled out: the monitor did not derive his income from any business relation with bidders or potential bidders. As FBS performs not only as the authority, but also as lead implementer of the IP, the company pays the monitor from its budget. It ensures however that the monitor prepares his reports without its intervention, and is clear about this feature in its own reports on the IP. The greatest assurance of independence in this case has been the content of the reports submitted by the monitor, which have shown to bidders, FBS and other supervision authorities in Berlin that he does perform his duties independently.
For the selection of the investment bank for a public-private partnership project in any water sub-sector, the monitor needs to be familiar with investment banking and programme design, and will also need relevant sub-sector knowledge.

In general all professions are suitable for the monitor role: e.g. engineers, lawyers, administrators. What is more important is that the monitor has specialised knowledge in the required field or that the combined knowledge of the monitor and supporting experts provides for the necessary aggregated expertise, for example: an engineer with experience on dam projects together with a public contracting lawyer or a former government official with experience in similar projects.

If it is difficult to find an independent expert locally, nationally or internationally who would fit a particular expertise profile, you can assemble a team whose collective experience fits the monitoring needs. For example, experienced former managers of utilities in other sectors (energy, telecommunications) could be paired with specialised water sector experts. It is often not possible to guarantee the independence of a monitor coming from the same industry, in which case expertise should be brought in from other similar sectors, or independence can be assured through the use of a team. A downside to using a team is that it increases monitoring costs; a good alternative is to engage support from external advisers just for specific tasks.

Different types of knowledge may be required at different stages of the contracting process and the project cycle. This may mean engaging different people for different stages or, again, structuring a team.

**CASE BOX 28 The profile of the monitor in El Cajón and La Yesca**

TM designates the SW following a rigorous selection process. The SW cannot be a member of TM’s staff and is specifically appointed for each process. The individual should have experience in the sector to which the specific IP applies, so that he is capable of contributing not only to the process but also to the substance, inputting to the drafting of the bidding documents and during the contracting procedure. He represents TM and therefore should understand and share the organisation’s spirit, values and philosophy. TM has developed a knowledge network currently of 40 experts, which continues to grow and specialise.

**Reputation** The monitor must have an excellent reputation, not only in terms of his technical knowledge, but also regarding ethical behaviour in his professional activity. The selection process should give particular attention to verifying candidates’ background and references and making sure that they have not been involved in prior unmanaged conflicts of interest or questionable situations that will affect the credibility of the monitor’s role in IP implementation.

**Capacity** The monitoring role requires time, effort and resources, varying with the type of contracting process overseen. There is no standard capacity required of a monitor: a capacity assessment is important while defining the monitor’s terms of reference, prior to his selection. The assessment may indicate whether an individual or an organisation will have the best capacity for the task, and it will help to determine the profile of the monitor. The institutional support that can be given to the monitor by the authority and the NGO involved in implementation also add to his capacity.

**Accountability** One of the monitor’s main tasks is to introduce accountability to the contracting process through his oversight role. In turn, the monitor needs to be accountable, otherwise he jeopardises his effectiveness. The question is: accountable to whom? This is a matter of degrees. The monitor is directly accountable to the entity (authority or NGO) with whom he signs the monitoring agreement or the terms of his engagement. He is also accountable to the bidders and the authority for fulfilling his job adequately and fairly, and to the communities and citizens for whom he performs a public service of oversight and compliance. He may often be the only one with access to information needed to hold authorities and bidders accountable. This accountability can be realised by the monitor providing fluid communication and information about his reports and activities to the public or to civil society organisations, which then serve as society’s ‘eyes and ears’.

**Commitment** The monitor’s role is demanding, requiring difficult choices and particular abilities to establish a productive and engaging relationship with all parties, while at the same time retaining independence. It therefore calls for strength of character and impeccable behaviour. The monitor performs a preventive role, and in such a capacity he aims to ensure that the process runs correctly and to facilitate its course.
In some cases it may simply be most practical to have collective oversight, for example, when there is interest in a participatory oversight mechanism, a group of NGOs, control agencies and experts could be of great added value. Such a mechanism would also grant greater independence.

However, collective monitoring systems may involve more operational and governance difficulties (the need for more resources and to take decisions collectively), which may make the task more complex than when single entities perform it.

c) Monitoring by private, governmental or non-governmental organisations

The choice between these three options is determined by independence, knowledge and capacity. NGOs are often best placed to perform IP monitoring roles, as in the experience of many TI chapters. One advantage of having NGOs perform as monitors is that their participation brings civil society involvement and therefore increases the accountability and legitimacy of the process. In many countries, NGOs are also most knowledgeable in implementing tools such as IPs. In some cases, however, NGO capacity and resources may be limited and may impose restrictions on their ability to perform the task. These restrictions can be overcome by reaching out for expert support for specific monitoring efforts. There are also great differences from country to country on how NGOs are perceived; in some, they are the best option for ensuring independence and neutrality. In others, circumstances may make it difficult to establish the real or apparent independence of NGOs.

Governmental agencies can also perform as IP monitors, easily fulfilling capacity and knowledge requirements but rarely seen as an independent mechanism and easily perceived by bidders as not neutral. One way to address this weakness is to ensure the agency remains accountable to the public and establishes communication and information mechanisms that assure bidders and citizens that its independence is guarded. Another option is to establish collective mechanisms where civil society organisations can perform the task together with governmental agencies (differentiating clearly the roles and responsibilities of each party in order to ensure the required independence).
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Private sector organisations or companies may be the best placed in terms of capacity and knowledge to perform as monitors. However, they share the same disadvantage as government organisations, i.e. their independence and neutrality may be questionable or perceived as absent, particularly by bidders. Additional measures should be considered for preventing actual or potential conflicts of interest. The monitoring role is understood not as a for-profit activity but as a safeguard of the public interest, which collides with the raison d’être of private companies. In the case of industry associations, for example, neutrality and independence need to be examined closely. Only if the bidders are not members of the association or do not benefit from its work would such an approach be feasible. The reputation of private sector companies is also an issue to consider, as it may affect their capacity to act independently and to be perceived as such.

Often, one of the outstanding benefits of introducing an IP to a project or contracting process is that it provides a mechanism for civil society involvement, which would not be the case if a sole government agency or a private sector company assumed the monitoring role.

d) National or international monitors

This is also a choice heavily determined by context. In some countries, foreigners and international organisations are regarded as independent and neutral, while in others they are not. Capacity, knowledge and particularly expertise are also relevant. Some projects or contracting processes may require from the monitor technical knowledge and expertise that are not available nationally. In other cases, knowledge of local regulations might be a determining factor.

CASE BOX 29 Keys to success in the monitor’s role

In El Cajón and La Yesca, and the Schönefeld Airport IP, the following are common elements of success in the monitor’s role:

- The personal and professional qualities of the monitor ensure credibility and respect
- Good communication with the NGO (TM) in Mexico and with the authority (FBS) in Germany
- The ability to display both empathy and independence, i.e. the capacity to understand the role of the authority, provide constructive feedback, and empathise with it, while remaining firm and independent
- In Mexico, the support and backup the monitor receives from TM is also salient.
5.4. HOW TO SELECT A GOOD MONITOR

The monitor selection process is as relevant as the qualities of the monitor himself. If the selection process is not accountable and transparent, even the work of a very good monitor may be undermined. The selection process brings legitimacy to the monitor. There is no standard process for selection, but it is recommended that you take the following points into consideration:

a) The accountability and transparency of the selection process

Different factors influence the accountability and transparency of the monitor selection process:

» The existence of predetermined criteria or a profile
» The degree of openness of the selection process
» Who is in charge of taking the decision
» The availability of information about the final choice and the grounds for the decision

The selection process does not necessarily have to be an ‘open call’ (i.e. a public competitive selection process). The selection of the monitor is what lawyers call intuitu personae, i.e. the selection is closely tied to the individual capabilities and characteristics of the monitor and the trustworthiness he projects to the different stakeholders. The open call therefore may not be the best way to obtain the best monitor.

The selection process also depends on the type of monitoring system. For example, when the collective or mixed system is used, the selection process is no more than a consensus among the main stakeholders and participants.

Whatever the procedure is, being able to explain and communicate why a monitor was chosen and the way the decision was taken is important for the accountability of the process.

CASE BOX 30 Monitor selection

In Schönefeld Airport, the monitor was chosen together by FBS and TI-Germany from a shortlist proposed by both. The choice was announced by FBS in the media and reported by TI-Germany. See press release in German: www.berlin-airport.de/DE/Presse/Pressemittelungen/2005/pd0905.html

In La Yesca and El Cajón, the monitor (SW) was designated by TM, which he represented in performing its duties. TM designates the SW following a rigorous selection process. The SW cannot be a member of TM’s staff and is specifically appointed for each process. The individual should have experience in the sector to which the specific IP applies, so that he is capable of contributing not only to the process but also to the substance, inputting to the drafting of the bidding documents and during the contracting procedure.

Since the legal reform of 2004, the SFP designates the SW who will operate in each individual case from a list of previously registered SWs. The same regulation stipulates that when those chosen are not individuals but legal entities (such as TM), they are in charge of designating an actual individual who will act as SW. TM was the first SW to register under the SFP registry in 2005.

b) Accountability of the monitor

The monitor performs a role that directly affects all stakeholders involved in the contracting process, but also affects citizens and communities, who should benefit from a public project free of corruption.

The monitor is therefore not only accountable to those selecting him. Ensuring broader accountability is another guarantee of the monitor’s independence.

The monitor performs his role differently from other service providers. Normally it is understood that accountability and the responsibilities for the fulfilment of a role are to the party with whom an agreement is signed (see ‘5.5. The monitoring agreement’, page 90). But because an IP is a collaborative effort and the function of the monitor is of public interest (given their role in government projects), the monitor’s accountability is to all participants, as well as to society at large.

TIP 18

Successful experiences of IPs implemented by TI chapters are often linked to their active role in monitor selection.
This is the case regardless of the monitoring system used.

The monitor is accountable to:

» The NGO involved in IP implementation
» The authority
» Bidders and contractors
» Society at large

Such accountability may be exercised towards each of these stakeholders in different ways:

» By monitoring reports and their content
» By means of communication and information reported to the wider public
» By the accurate, proportionate and fair use of powers and attributes
» By direct contact/reporting to civil society

**CASE BOX 31 Monitor accountability in the Mexican experience**

As implementer and monitor, TM exercises close oversight of the work of the individual engaged as SW; the SW represents TM and is directly accountable to it. TM also supports the SW, providing technical assistance from other experts and an institutional backbone for the role. Therefore the way in which the monitor is held accountable is more a notion of responsibility than one of control. The human and professional qualities of the monitors selected by TM also ensure that they feel their role as a personal responsibility and a duty in which they represent society. Although there is no formal arrangement, TM communicates to its SWs policies and guidelines to follow in their duties and explicitly requires that they abstain from entering situations of conflict of interest at least one year before and one year after performing their duties as SW, and that they abide by TM’s communication policies, among others.

In addition, the usual systems of verifying actual hours of work apply. If TM is informed of misconduct in one of its SWs, it informs its Managing Board which decides on the appropriate response. To date, there have been no instances of sanctioning or removing an SW.

c) The monitor’s role with regard to citizens and civil society

In principle the monitor derives his mandate and capacities from the monitoring contract (see ‘5.5. The monitoring agreement’, page 90) and the IP. The monitor can be a civil society organisation or the monitoring contract may be signed with a civil society organisation when it performs as lead implementer. Both situations involve a direct interaction and a direct accountability line with civil society.

However, when this is not the case but the monitoring contract is signed with the authority, it is important to establish ways of interaction or communication between the monitor and civil society. Among these are:

» Determining that the monitor’s report can be shared with the public or with NGOs participating in the procedure, who in turn can broadcast the results.

» Enabling civil society participation in public hearings or other meetings where the monitor will also be present.

» Establishing appropriate and protected whistleblower channels that enable the monitor to receive information and complaints from citizens or civil society organisations regarding IP fulfilment.

All the access-to-information features of the contracting process and the monitor’s work also support transparency and accountability and are conducive to civil society involvement.
5.5. THE MONITORING AGREEMENT

The monitoring agreement establishes the monitor’s rights and duties, the terms of his engagement and the fees, when applicable. While some of the monitor’s roles may be established or described within the IP, the monitoring contract establishes his general terms of engagement and should be understood to include what is additionally contained in the IP. Ideally, state explicitly in the monitoring agreement the monitor’s roles as outlined in the IP, and describe those roles.

a) Parties to the agreement

Different modalities

The monitoring agreement can be structured in several ways, reflecting choices about the monitoring system, accountability lines and the division of roles among different IP participants:

The monitoring agreement signed with the NGO. In the situation illustrated in Graph 4, the NGO plays the leading role in implementing the IP (see Graph 2 on page 59) and therefore the monitoring contract is signed with the NGO, which supervises the monitor and works together with him. Here, there is a direct accountability line with civil society (and thus the wider public). This system generally requires an implementation arrangement, usually in a contract or MoU, as described on page 58. The implementing agreement contains various features, among the most relevant of which are the authority’s commitment to granting access to documents and information to the monitor. The government commits itself to full public disclosure of all relevant data regarding the process and the evaluation of competing bids (see Table 3, page 30). The arrangement can also include a confidentiality clause that binds the NGO and the monitor, protecting information that should legitimately and legally remain confidential (such as proprietary information).
**The monitoring agreement signed with the authority**

Where the authority is the lead implementer (see Graph 3, page 59) the monitoring agreement is signed between the monitor and the authority. In this case, there is a risk that the process will be perceived as non-neutral by bidders and third parties. It is therefore necessary to address and secure the legitimacy of the process, for example by establishing additional accountability mechanisms so that the monitor remains responsible to society at large. Such mechanisms can include, for example, the possibility of making the monitor’s reports public directly or through a civil society organisation engaged as initiator or facilitator. In addition, the monitoring agreement should explicitly include the authority’s commitment to granting access to documents and information in order for the monitor to be able to perform his duties. This commitment should also be part of the MoU signed with the NGO. Additional features that ensure independence include the possibility of withdrawal, the payment of the monitoring fees even in case of withdrawal, and limitations on the termination of the contract by the authority. The government also commits itself to providing full public disclosure of all relevant data regarding the process.

---

**GRAPH 5 The monitoring agreement signed with the authority**

- **Civil society organisation [NGO]**
- **Authority**
- **Monitor**

**CASE BOX 32 How is TM engaged as monitor and implementer?**

TM was engaged as lead implementer and monitor, firstly through a frame agreement (Memorandum of Understanding) with the authority. This agreement contains the general conditions for being involved as monitor in the contracting process. It then subscribes to an individual additional service delivery agreement for each process it actually monitors, in which it specifies who will act as SW and establishes the fees. These service agreements with the authority are subject to public procurement legislation. Their contents will vary depending on the level of the authority (federal, state or local), as different types of procurement legislation apply. At federal level, the SW role is now regulated, therefore these contracts are subject to the law. For processes at regional or municipal level, where the federal law doesn’t apply, implementation contracts are negotiated with each authority and contain clauses regarding withdrawal from the monitoring process, access to information and payment of the monitor, among others. In El Cajón, as the legislation was still not in place, TM subscribed to an implementation agreement with CFE, the contracting authority. For La Yesca, the contract followed the guidelines established in the newly enacted law.
CASE BOX 33 Regulating the SW in Mexico: the Administrative Decree of December 2004

TM first introduced to Mexico the SW instrument and the contract monitoring component of the IP in around the year 2000. After several IP experiences, there was increased demand for SWs in contracting processes. Additionally, the Federal Procurement Law and the Public Works Law required a social witness in processes above a certain threshold of value. In 2004 Mexico’s Public Administration Authority (Secretaría de la Función Pública or SFP) issued a decree regulating the SW. The purpose of the decree is to ‘establish general guidelines that regulate the participation of social witnesses in the contracting processes undertaken by agencies and entities of the Federal Public Administration’. The Decree was issued to ensure minimum quality standards, as new social witnesses were taking part in projects under different criteria from those followed by TM.

The regulation establishes selection requirements, a selection and designation process, and a public registry for persons who can be designated as social witnesses, and determines the SW’s requirements, functions and capacities. It also establishes minimum obligations regarding access to information to which the authorities are subject when SWs are in place. It enables both individuals and organisations (NGOs) to perform as social witnesses and requires that the request to have one be made before the bidding documents have been approved or the contracting process already fulfilled. The most recent reforms to the Mexican Procurement Law and to the Public Works Law issued in May 2009 require the use of social witnesses on contracting processes above a minimum of five million salary days for procurement processes and 10 million salary days for public works (approximately US $20 million and US $40 million respectively). It also enables authorities to request their involvement in other projects, irrespective of the value, when the authorities consider the project of strategic relevance.

The introduction of a mandatory social witness in certain projects has been a welcome reform in the country; however there are concerns over whether the government will have the capacity to attend to all demands and to properly ensure the quality of their performance. To illustrate this point, the SFP registry currently contains 22 social witnesses, one of which is TM. In contrast, TM’s basic network of experts includes 40 individuals with capacities to perform as social witnesses; this means their capacity is almost double as that of the SFP, although they only participate in a few selected projects.

The full text of the Decree is available at: http://200.34.175.29:8080/wb3/work/sites/SFP/resources/LocalContent/1019/3/adq18.pdf and the SW registry at the SFP is available at: http://200.34.175.29:8080/wb3/wb/SFP/unaops_tsocial
The role of civil society
As previously mentioned (see page 62) civil society organisations (CSOs) can play various roles in IP implementation: as initiators, facilitators, lead implementers or as monitors themselves.

When civil society has the expertise to act as monitor, it is particularly well placed to play this role given its independence both from bidders and the authority, and its sole incentive to protect the public interest. Even if civil society does not have the required expertise ‘in-house’, it can reach out for expert support for a particular IP process, combining specific expertise with its own institutional capacity. In this situation, the expert monitor would sign the monitoring agreement with the NGO.

The role of civil society is fundamental for the credibility of the monitoring system. Even when a lack of capacity or other circumstances are non-conducive to civil society taking on the monitor’s role, at a minimum it is essential in providing channels of accountability for the monitor to the public. For this reason, when the monitoring agreement is signed with the authority, it should clearly specify an accountability line between the monitor and civil society and, through this channel, to society at large.

b) Elements of the monitoring agreement

TIP 19
For an example of a monitoring agreement, see Annex 3.

1 Scope and coverage: identify which phases of the contracting process and/or the project cycle will be covered by the monitor and governed by the agreement.

2 Duties and activities the monitor will perform, among them:
   » The length and depth of monitoring duties
   » The duty of confidentiality with legally protected proprietary information, whether it relates to the authority or the bidders.

   » Reporting obligations and accountability mechanisms to different IP stakeholders and the general public (especially when the monitoring agreement is signed with the authority).

3 Powers and attributes of the monitor, among them:
   » Unrestricted access to all relevant information regarding the project/contracting process.
   » The authority’s obligation to inform the monitor sufficiently and in good time of all relevant activities regarding the process, and the authorisation to participate in related meetings.
   » Procedures to follow in case of suspicion or indications of corruption or any violation of the IP. [See page 96, ‘5.6. How should the monitor proceed if corruption occurs or is suspected?’].
   » The possibility of unilaterally withdrawing from monitoring duties if it is not possible to fulfil them.
   » An explicit duty to refrain from engaging in conflict of interest situations with regard to the bidders and the authority, and the requirement that any such possible situation be declared.

4 The monitoring fees, should they apply, and the way these will be paid. To preserve the monitor’s independence [particularly if the monitoring agreement is signed with the authority itself], it should be made explicit that the payment of the fees is not dependent on the content of the monitor’s reports, and if the monitor decides to withdraw from the procedure, the costs incurred up to withdrawal will be covered.

5 General contractual clauses:
   » The usual contractual stipulations regarding contract duration, amendments, partial or total nullification, jurisdiction and applicable law.
   » The conditions under which the monitor’s contract can be unilaterally terminated by the lead implementer. To guard the monitor from the possibility of abuse, this requires a clear procedure that includes a collective decision or more than one authorisation [See the following page ‘Providing protection’].
c) Providing protection to the monitor

The monitor must protect his independence and neutrality. This is reflected in the monitoring agreement in various ways:

- By granting the monitor sufficient capacity, power and attributes to oversee the process(es).
- By attaching no conditions to his rights, for example: the capacity of the monitor to examine documents and to access information is not subject to conditions other than the protection of legally confidential information.
- By enabling the monitor to pull out of the project under certain conditions (see page 95).
- By limiting the unilateral termination of the monitoring contract by the lead implementer to situations or by means that are less prone to abuse (such as requiring a collective decision or a court injunction).
- By establishing a clear requirement to avoid and to properly manage conflict of interest situations. Options to help achieve this include:
  - The prohibition to contract with any bidder participating in the process or any of their sub-contractors, during an extended period of time after the bidding process has concluded.
  - The absolute prohibition to work for the contractor or any sub-contractor from the project overseen by the IP
  - The requirement to disclose family relations, memberships, associations and assets in cases where conflicts of interest could arise from such connections.
  - The requirement to make an asset declaration prior to and after the conclusion of monitoring activities.

CASE BOX 34 Protecting monitor independence in the Mexican experience

There are various mechanisms under which TM protects the SW and his independence, among them, the policy by which the technical opinion of the SW cannot be revoked by any of TM’s staff, management or Managing Board; and the restriction on the SW not to communicate his findings to the media until he issues his final report. The qualities of the individual selected as SW are also important: SWs should be individuals who are not in, and are not likely to enter, situations of conflict of interest.

TIP 20

Make sure the fees and expenses paid to the monitor do not obstruct his independence. There are many mechanisms to address this, among them:

- The monitor can be paid through a ‘basket’ of funds to which the authority and all bidders contribute;
- The monitor can be funded by donor or project financier resources;
- Always ensuring the monitor has sufficient powers to act and react independently of the funding source.
Withdrawal, premature termination of the monitoring agreement or pulling out from the monitoring of the contracting process is one of the most important rights of the monitor (and is also an option for the NGO participating as lead implementer). This right needs to be exercised with caution. It is one of the clear manifestations of both the monitor’s and the NGO’s independence, and the conditions under which it could be exercised need to be established in advance and to be clear to all parties. Often, they need to be made explicitly in the monitoring contract and in the agreements that set implementing arrangements (see pages 90 and 58 respectively). The monitor and the implementing NGO are also accountable for their own decision to withdraw (or not to withdraw) and should therefore provide public explanation of their reasons.

Among the most important grounds for withdrawal is if access to information has been restricted or denied, preventing the monitor from performing his role, or where the behaviour of the parties (particularly the contracting authority) does not guarantee the transparency and integrity of the process.

It is therefore important to establish fully the grounds for withdrawal. One approach is to provide opportunity for the authority to correct the problem or to eliminate the obstacles before withdrawal actually takes place. If it fails to do so adequately, withdrawal proceeds.

The grounds or the conditions for withdrawal are usually:

1. The authority denies the monitor timely access to necessary information to oversee the process (and usually in violation of the monitoring agreement or the implementation agreement).
2. The authority directly or indirectly impedes the fulfilment of the monitor’s duties.
3. The authority does not take corrective measures after corruption risks or occurrences have been identified or reported by the monitor.
4. Any other circumstance that, if unaddressed, impedes the monitor in fulfilling his duties or creates unnecessary risk or danger (threat or extortion, for example).

In general, these circumstances indicate the transparency of the process cannot be guaranteed.

**EXAMPLE 11 Ti chapters’ experience of withdrawing**

In the experience of Ti chapters to date, including around 300 IPs using independent monitors, the chapters have withdrawn only in 14 cases.

**CASE BOX 35 The Mexican experience with withdrawal**

TM has included the possibility of withdrawal in all its IP implementation agreements with the authorities. However, the Decree of 2004 which regulated SW involvement eliminated this possibility at federal level. The instrument of withdrawal is still included and used at municipal and regional levels, where other legislation applies. There is a risk of abuse of the discretionary use of withdrawal that may be bigger in the case of individuals than in the case of organisations acting as SW, as in the latter such a decision would be taken collectively.

Perhaps for this reason, the federal SW regulation restricts the possibility of withdrawal, as both individuals and organisations can be registered as the SW. This is contrary to the case of TM, where such a decision is not taken by the SW on his own, but by the organisation as a whole. Such a decision would then have institutional backup.

An example of withdrawal clauses can be found in the agreement signed between TM and the authority in the Municipality of Queretaro, where TM implemented an IP for the construction and equipment of the water distribution system (Acueducto II). In that agreement, the withdrawal clause reads: “In case that ‘TRANSPARENCIA MEXICANA’ through its ‘Social Witness’ considers that its involvement is not contributing to the transparency of the process, it will be entitled to withdraw publicly at any time.” However, the clause was not implemented, as withdrawal did not occur.

Despite the fact that withdrawal from monitoring is no longer possible at federal level, the public report issued by the SW still has an important deterrent effect at both federal and local levels.
5.6. HOW SHOULD THE MONITOR PROCEED IF CORRUPTION OCCURS OR IS SUSPECTED?

The monitoring agreement should clearly indicate the procedure to follow in case of indications or suspicions of corruption. Whatever the procedure chosen, it should guarantee that the monitor has the capacity to react independently provided the agreed process has taken place.

The reaction should also be proportionate. Vague indications (suspicions) of corruption are different from clear evidence that corruption has taken place. In the first case it is necessary to provide for further investigation and should doubts remain, notify the investigation authorities. In the second case, recourse to the investigating authorities should happen immediately.

Action with regard to the authority

It can be helpful if the authority is informed about the suspicions or possible wrongdoing and has the opportunity to undertake early corrective measures or further preventive action. However, to sustain the independence of the monitor, it should be made clear that should the authority not react, or not react sufficiently or swiftly enough, the monitor will proceed to inform the investigation authorities.

Action in regard to the prosecuting authorities

The monitor should always have the capacity and the duty to notify the investigating and prosecution authorities when there is a clear indication of corruption, and should also be entitled to refer to them when there are only suspicions which cannot be clarified through his own powers, or when the authority, having been given the opportunity, has not reacted effectively.

Action in regard to the public (media)

The possibility of informing the public about a detected corruption case is a powerful tool that should be used with prudence. The monitor should have this capacity; however, in cases where the investigating or prosecution authorities have been involved, information made available to the public must not jeopardise the investigation.

CASE BOX 36 Procedure if corruption is suspected or detected

In Schönefeld Airport, on suspicions of IP violation the monitor should notify top FBS management, who should endeavour to clarify or correct the situation. If such a response does not occur within a reasonable time or if there are clear indications that corruption has occurred, the monitor will report the issue directly to the prosecuting authorities.

In La Yesca and El Cajón, the monitor should inform TM, who is acting as lead implementer. TM would report the incident to the top management of the authority, and the circumstances would also be included in the monitoring report submitted by TM and made public at the end of the monitoring process. In cases when corruption has been clearly established, TM withdraws from the process and communicates this decision to the public.

5.7. ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND MONITOR CONFIDENTIALITY

Just as it is important that the monitor be granted full and unrestricted access to information related to the contracting process by the authority and the bidders, it is necessary for the monitor to commit to preserving the confidentiality of legally protected information (proprietary information). Both elements must be described clearly as within the powers and duties of the monitor, in the monitoring agreement.

Such confidentiality requirements must also be extended to any experts supporting the monitor.
Success in IP implementation means that the contracting process(es) took place in a transparent and accountable manner, free from corruption.
The strategy facilitates the improvement of processes or the undertaking of reforms that benefit future projects at organisational and institutional (legal) levels.

Corruption is detected and addressed, and savings are made as a result or damage is prevented.

### 6.1. WHAT IS SUCCESS?

Success in Integrity Pact (IP) implementation means that the contracting processes went through in a transparent and accountable manner, free from corruption. The project was effectively brought to completion and the contracting processes required were free from delays caused by trouble, confusion and a lack of transparency. Success is that the social, economic and development goals of the project were achieved (or at least not impaired by corruption).

Success is that as a side-effect of the strategy, trust in government and government officials increased and the reputation of all participants was improved.

Success is also when corruption is detected and eliminated from the process, i.e. the tools designed to prevent corruption find it and perform their job effectively.

#### a) The impact an IP can have

The results and impact of IP implementation are difficult to measure and identify, often because they mean that ‘nothing bad happened’. It is also often difficult to establish a causal relationship between ‘what was done’ and ‘what didn’t happen’. Measuring and observing the impact is nevertheless possible.

Based on the experience of TI chapters in implementing IPs, observable indicators of success exist. Only in rare cases can it be assumed that the sole cause is IP implementation, but they do show IP impact:

1. Things run as planned: the requirements of the bidding documents were observed by the bidders; contractual agreements were upheld and enforced, project was successfully concluded.

2. The project was visible, transparent and accountable. Information was shared with the public, and the participation of stakeholders was possible and effective.

3. Conflict and complaints related to the bidding process and contract execution were minimised or adequately managed.

4. There is an observable reduction in costs or prices compared to the original budget.

#### b) Communicating success

Success as here described is difficult to show. Good news is often no news. However, communicating success is an important element of having achieved it, because it enables reward and recognition from society, bidders and peers, regulators and other government agencies. Some of the impact of the strategy comes through having communicated its outcomes.

Gather information on any of these indicators before the process begins and use it as a baseline. Make comparisons after the procedure and you will be able to evaluate and sometimes measure the IP’s impact. It is also good to document what was done and how, to enable telling others how you did it and to learn for future opportunities.

**TIP 21**

"DROUGHT! Because of the lack of water, ground cracked commonly appear in the ‘High-sertão’ of the State of Alagoas, Brazil. Temperatures reach up to 45°C during the long summer, in addition to no rain." © Pablo Alfredo de Luca
6.2. RISKS AND POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Conflicts of interest

Conflicts of interest hinder independence and neutrality, and affect the legitimacy and credibility of the parties involved in IP implementation, therefore they should be properly managed. There is a risk of conflicts of interest between and among all actors participating in an IP process: the monitor, the bidders, the authority and the NGO.

Among key measures to address conflicts of interest are:

» Request that NGOs and monitors must not have been involved in politics or have had any contractual or business relations with the parties involved in the contracting process for a reasonable period of time before and after their duties in IP implementation take place.

» Include in the monitor’s contract a statement of absence of conflict of interest.

» Establish clear criteria for selecting monitors and implementers that exclude those who could have conflicts of interest. It is usually advisable to engage professionals who do not derive their main income from business or contracts with potential bidders or authorities, or to rule out professionals interested in pursuing a political career.

Managing public information

Just as access to information is critical to the monitor’s role and the impact of the IP, it is also important to protect proprietary information which, on the basis of the public interest and the principle of ‘do no harm’, has been protected by law.

In this sense it is possible that the NGO acting as lead implementer and the monitor sign confidentiality clauses that assure the authority and the bidders that legitimately confidential information will be appropriately protected.

Although a communications strategy is necessary for successful IP implementation, such a strategy must be careful not to expose the IP process and the monitor’s role to undue political pressure.

Window-dressing

Like any strategy, the IP can be subject to abuse (or indifference). Wrongly implemented it can give an appearance of credibility without this being backed by a serious implementation strategy. In particular, IPs implemented en masse, across many contracts (by virtues of the law), and without proper monitoring face this risk. To minimise this risk, it is important to have an empowered and independent monitor capable of flagging up this situation should it happen, and of withdrawing from the process.

IPs implemented en masse, across many contracts (by virtue of the law) and without proper monitoring, are vulnerable to this kind of risk. In the absence of such a monitor, a truly independent media can help by exposing inappropriate use of the IP.

Addressing bidder reluctance

It is important to distinguish between reluctance originating from lack of information and understanding of the IP, and reluctance originating from fear of the IP. Ensure that information, training and clarification are given to bidders so they can make informed decisions about participating. If potential bidders have been properly informed of the IP and the way it works, you should accept their non-participation in the bid if they so chose. Bidders who refuse to sign IPs send the wrong signal, and if the reason for their reluctance is that they are otherwise interested in corrupt deals, then the IP has had its intended impact.
ANNEX 1

INTEGRITY PACT
USED IN THE CASE OF SCHÖNEFELD AIRPORT*2

between
Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH
Flughafen Schönefeld
12521 Berlin Schönefeld
hereafter called the Principal

and
[Company details]
hereafter called the Bidder/Contractor

Preamble

The Principal intends to award, under the procedures prescribed by law, a number of contracts for developing the present Berlin-Schönefeld Airport into the Berlin-Brandenburg International Airport (BBI). This concerns in particular architectural, engineering and construction contracts. The Principal attaches great importance to full compliance with all relevant laws and regulations, and the principles of economical use of resources, and of fairness and transparency in its relations with its Contractors.

In order to achieve these goals, the Principal cooperates with the renowned international Non-Governmental Organisation, Transparency International (TI). Following TI’s national and international experience, the Principal has appointed an external independent monitor who will, until the BBI is completed and put into service, accompany and monitor the tender processes and the execution of the contracts for compliance with the principles mentioned above.

§ 1 – Commitments of the Principal

(1) The Principal commits itself to taking all measures necessary to prevent corruption and to observe the following principles:

1. No employee of the Principal, personally or through family members, will in connection with the tender for, or the execution of, a contract demand, accept a promise for or accept, for him/herself or a third person, any material or immaterial benefit to which he/she is not legally entitled.

2. The Principal will, during the tender process, treat all Bidders alike, in compliance with the relevant provisions of the GWB and the Vergabeverordnung [regulations on procurement awards]. The Principal will in particular, before and during the tender process, provide to all Bidders the same information and will not provide to any Bidder confidential information through which the Bidder could obtain an advantage in relation to the tender process or the contract execution.

3. The Principal will exclude from the process any prejudiced persons, in accordance with the provisions of § 16 Vergabeverordnung [VgV].

(2) If the Principal obtains information on the conduct of any of its employees which constitutes a criminal offence under the corruption sections, in particular the §§ 298, 299, 331-335 StGB, or if there should be a concrete suspicion in this regard, the Principal will inform the State Prosecutor’s Office and in addition can initiate disciplinary or civil sanctions.
§ 2 Commitments of the Bidder/Contractor

[1] The Bidder/Contractor commits himself to take all measures necessary to prevent corruption. He commits himself to observing the following principles during his participation in the tender process and during the contract execution:

1. The Bidder/Contractor will not offer, promise or give to the Principal, to any of the Principal’s employees involved in the tender process or the execution of the contract, or to any third person any material or immaterial benefit to which he/she is not legally entitled, in order to obtain in exchange an advantage during the tender process or the execution of the contract.

2. The Bidder/Contractor will not enter with other Bidders into any illegal agreement, which would constitute a violation of the relevant provisions of the Contract Award Regulations, § 16 VgV, the UWG, the GWB, the Anti-Corruption Law or the StGB. This applies in particular to agreements regarding prices, price components, prohibited price recommendations, the participation in recommendations or agreements concerning the submission or non-submission of bids, or similar conduct.

3. The Bidder/Contractor will not commit any criminal offence against §§ 298, 299, 333, 334 StGB, or §§ 17, 18 UWG. Beyond § 18 UWG, the Bidder/Contractor will not use improperly, for purposes of competition or personal gain, or pass on to others, any information provided by the Principal as part of the business relationship, regarding plans, technical proposals and business details, including information contained on diskettes or other data carriers.

4. The Bidder/Contractor will, when presenting his bid, disclose any payments he has made, is committed to making or intends to make to agents, brokers or any other intermediaries in connection with the award of the contract.

[2] The Bidder/Contractor will not instigate third persons to commit offences according to paragraph 1, sentence 2, numbers 1-3, or be an accessory to such offences.

§ 3 – Disqualification from the Tender Process and Exclusion from Future Contracts

[1] If the Bidder, before contract award, has committed a serious transgression through a violation of § 2 or in any other form such as to put his reliability as Bidder into question, the Principal is entitled to disqualify the Bidder from the tender process or to terminate the contract, if already signed, for a ‘significant reason’.

[2] If the Contractor, after the contract has been awarded to him, has committed a serious transgression through a violation of § 2 or in any other form such as to put his reliability as Bidder into question, the Principal is entitled to give notice of cancellation for a ‘significant reason’.

[3] If the Bidder/Contractor has committed a serious transgression through a violation of § 2 such as to put his reliability into question, the Principal is also entitled to exclude the Bidder/Contractor from future contract award processes. The imposition and duration of the exclusion will be determined by the severity of the transgression. The severity will be determined by the circumstances of the case, in particular the number of transgressions, the position of the transgressors within the company hierarchy of the Bidder and the amount of damage. The exclusion will be imposed for a minimum of six months and a maximum of three years.

[4] If the Bidder/Contractor can prove that he has restored the damage caused by him and has installed a suitable corruption prevention system, the Principal may revoke the exclusion prematurely.

[5] A transgression of points 1-3 above is considered to have occurred if, in light of all evidence, no reasonable doubt is possible.
§ 4 – Compensation for Damages

(1) If the Principal has disqualified the Bidder from the tender process prior to the award according to § 3, the Principal is entitled to demand from the Bidder liquidated damages equivalent to three per cent of the value of the offer (without options), up to 50,000 EUR.

(2) If the Principal has terminated the contract according to § 3, or if the Principal is entitled to terminate the contract according to § 3, the Principal is entitled to demand from the Contractor liquidated damages equivalent to five per cent of the contract value.

(3) If the Bidder/Contractor can prove that the exclusion of the Bidder from the tender process or the termination of the contract after the contract award has caused no damage or less damage than the amount of the liquidated damages, the Bidder/Contractor must compensate for the damage only to the value of the amount proven. If the Principal can prove that the value of the damage caused by the disqualification of the Bidder before contract award or the termination of the contract after contract award is higher than the amount of the liquidated damages, it is entitled to claim compensation for the higher amount of damages.

§ 5 – Previous Transgressions

(1) The Bidder declares that no severe previous transgressions occurred in the last three years that could justify his exclusion from the tender process.

(2) If the Bidder makes incorrect statements on this subject, he can be disqualified from the tender process, or the contract, if already awarded, can be terminated for a ‘significant reason’.

§ 6 – Equal treatment of all Bidders/Contractors/Sub-contractors

(1) The Bidder/Contractor undertakes to demand from all Sub-contractors a commitment consistent with this integrity pact and to submit it to the Principal before contract signing or, at the latest, before the Principal approves the sub-contracting.

(2) The Principal will enter into an agreement with the same conditions as this one with all Bidders, Contractors and Sub-contractors.

(3) The Principal will disqualify from the tender process all bidders who do not sign this agreement or who violate its provisions.

§ 7 – Criminal Charges against violating Bidders/Contractors/Sub-contractors

If the Principal obtains knowledge of conduct by a Bidder, Contractor or Sub-contractor, or by an employee of a Bidder, Contractor or Sub-contractor, which constitutes a corruption-related crime, or if the Principal has a concrete suspicion in this regard, the Principal will inform the State Prosecutor’s Office.

§ 8 – External Independent Monitor

(1) The Principal appoints a suitably qualified external independent Monitor for the period until completion of the BBI project. The task of the Monitor is to review, independently and objectively, whether and to what extent the parties comply with the obligations under this agreement.

(2) The Monitor is not subject to instructions from the representatives of the parties and performs his functions neutrally and independently. He reports to the Principal’s Management and the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board.
[3] The Monitor has the right of access without restriction to all the Principal’s project documentation. The Contractor will also grant the Monitor, upon his request and demonstration of a valid interest, unlimited access to his project documentation. The same is applicable to Sub-contractors. The Monitor is under contractual obligation to treat the information and documents of the Bidder/Contractor/Sub-contractor with confidentiality.

[4] The Principal will provide the Monitor with sufficient information about all meetings among the parties related to the Project, provided such meetings could have an impact on the contractual relations between the Principal and the Contractor. The parties will offer the Monitor the option to participate in such meetings. With regard to meetings of the parties’ decision-making bodies (‘organs’), the right of the Monitor to participate will be determined by such organs.

[5] As soon as the Monitor notices, or believes he notices, a violation of this agreement, he will inform the Management of the Principal and request the Management to discontinue or correct the violation, or to take other relevant action. In this regard, the Monitor can submit non-binding recommendations. Beyond this, the Monitor has no right to demand from the parties that they act in a specific manner, refrain from action or tolerate action.

[6] The Monitor will regularly submit a written report to the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board of the Principal and, should the occasion arise, submit proposals for correcting problematic situations. The Chairperson of the Supervisory Board will transmit these reports in appropriate form to the members of the Supervisory Board.

[7] If the Monitor has reported to the Chairperson of the Supervisory Board a substantiated suspicion of an offence against the corruption-related criminal laws, and the Chairperson has not, within reasonable time, taken visible action to proceed against such an offence or reported it to the State Prosecutor’s Office, the Monitor may also transmit this information directly to the State Prosecutor’s Office.

§ 9 – Contract Duration

This agreement begins when both parties have legally signed it. It expires for the Contractor 12 months after the last payment under the respective contract, and for all other Bidders 12 months after the contract has been awarded.

§ 10 – Other Provisions

[1] This agreement is subject to German substantive law. The place of performance and jurisdiction is the headquarters of the Principal.

[2] Changes and supplements, as well as termination notices, must be made in writing. Side agreements have not been made.

[3] If the Contractor is a partnership or a consortium, this agreement must be signed by all partners or consortium members.

[4] Should one or several provisions of this agreement turn out to be invalid, the remainder of this agreement remains valid. In this case, the parties will strive to come to an agreement closest to their original intentions.

Schönefeld, on the [date]

(Signature of the Principal) (Signatures of Bidders/Contractors)
ANNEX 2

TRANSLATION OF UNILATERAL DECLARATION OF INTEGRITY (UDI)
USED IN THE CASE OF LA YESCA, MEXICO

(UDI to be signed by a government official)

I [Name and Last Name] acting as [Position] of [Government authority], declare under oath that in the present Public Bidding, I will behave with integrity and transparency. I manifest that I will refrain from any behaviour by me or through another person that distorts or affects the evaluation of the proposals or the results of the process, or creates any other situation that grants undue advantage to any of the bidders.

I also agree to grant unrestricted access to all information related to the contracting process to Transparencia Mexicana in its role as Social Witness.

(UDI to be signed by a company)

I [Name and Last Name] acting as [Position] of [Company], in fulfilment of Section [Detail] of the bidding document, declare under oath that in the Public Bidding [Detailed identification of the bidding process], I will refrain from any behaviour by me or through another person to encourage government officials from [The Authority] to distort or alter the evaluation of the proposals or the results of the process, or to create any other situation that grants me undue advantage in regard to any of the other bidders.

For these reasons, I agree to give Transparencia Mexicana unrestricted access to all information related to the contracting process and accept its participation as Social Witness in all events and meetings, and during each of the stages of the process: in the design of the bidding documents; clarification meetings and site visits; the presentation and opening of the technical proposals; the review and evaluation of the technical proposals; the technical and economic review; the award, the contract signature and any other event before or after, linked with this bid.
ANNEX 3

EXAMPLE OF A MONITORING CONTRACT

This annex illustrates what a monitoring contract could entail, to help IP Manual users visualise one they might use. Actual content and language will need to be adapted to the project in question and to every specific legal context. In addition, necessary legal references would need to be included.

This example illustrates a situation where the monitoring contract is signed with the Contracting Authority and covers all phases of a project that has not started. It also assumes implementation arrangements have been established with an NGO through a separate Memorandum of Understanding (MoU).

I. Parties
This agreement is entered into by

_________________________ herein called ‘the Principal’

and

_________________________ herein called ‘the Monitor’

II. Preamble and purpose
1. The Principal will initiate the implementation of an Integrity Pact process in Project X in order to (i) ensure the maximum transparency and accountability of the contracting processes that take place within the project and (ii) contain the occurrence of corruption before, during and after those processes take place.

2. An essential element of the Integrity Pact process is the involvement of an independent Monitor who will oversee that those contracting processes and the execution of the contracts awarded are implemented with the maximum transparency and accountability, and in fulfilment of the principles and obligations in the Integrity Pact that will be agreed by the Principal acting as contract awarder and the Bidders in each of those contracting processes.

3. The purpose of this agreement is to establish the rights, duties and capacities of the Monitor in performing his monitoring role in regard to Project X, and the rights and duties of the Principal in enabling the Monitor to perform his role adequately and independently.

4. The references herein to an NGO refer to NGO Y with whom the Principal has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the implementation of the Integrity Pact in Project X.

III. The Monitor’s role
5. The Monitor will observe the contracting processes taking place within Project X and commits himself to checking and screening those contracting processes to ensure they have taken place with full transparency and accountability and in fulfilment of the obligations agreed by the Principal and the Bidders in the Integrity Pact signed in each contracting process.

6. The Monitor will review and comment on all bidding documents for the contracting processes he oversees and will make non-binding recommendations to improve them or the process undertaken.
7. The Monitor will observe and review the bid evaluation and the award decision and will be able to pose questions or request clarification when necessary.

8. The Monitor will promote and participate in public hearings related to the project, whether organised by the Principal or the NGO.

9. With the support of the Principal and the NGO, the Monitor will conduct workshops, training sessions and all necessary activities to inform potential bidders and officials working for the Principal and involved in the contracting processes about the Integrity Pact, how it operates and the need for transparency and accountability in those processes, and how these should be ensured.

10. The Monitor will receive complaints, whether anonymous or not, regarding the correct fulfilment of the obligations of the Integrity Pact by any of the Parties and will initiate further action when appropriate and according with the terms of this agreement. To enable this he could establish an anonymous mechanism for people to file complaints.

11. The Monitor will prepare a written report about his activities and his findings every Z months and will provide it to the contact point designated by the Principal and to the NGO. However, if in performing his duties the Monitor finds situations or circumstances that are time-sensitive, or need to be further examined or be put to the Principal promptly, he will report them outside these regular reporting times to both the NGO and the Principal. The NGO and the Principal will make these reports available to the public within the terms of this agreement and the terms of the MoU between the Principal and the NGO. Within three months of completion of the project, the Monitor will prepare a final report which will also be made publicly available.

IV. The Monitor’s Powers

12. The Monitor will have unrestricted access to all documents and information and formal and informal meetings related to Project X. The Principal is committed to instructing all of its officials and employees of this and to ensuring full compliance with this requirement. The Principal will also in a timely fashion inform the Monitor whenever meetings related to Project X will take place and enable the participation of the Monitor.

13. The Monitor performs his tasks and duties independently. The Principal therefore cannot and will not in any way influence him in his duties or determine the contents of his reports. The Monitor is not subject to any instructions from the Principal, the Bidders or any of their management or employees.

14. Should the Monitor encounter restrictions to accessing relevant information, or should he find that there are not proper conditions in terms of sufficient transparency and accountability for him to perform his job adequately, he will be able to withdraw unilaterally from his role in the project. In this case he must report in detail to the Principal and the NGO the concrete reasons why he believes this is the case. In case of withdrawal the Principal will cover the costs incurred by the Monitor according to this agreement, up to the moment of withdrawal.

15. In case of indications of corruption at any stage of the contracting processes overseen by the Monitor, he will inform the Principal and the NGO. The Principal in this case should react to clarify, correct or investigate the matter further. If there is no reaction by the Principal or if its reaction was not satisfactory, the Monitor will inform the prosecution authorities when he considers appropriate. The Monitor’s reports should include both the findings and the indications and the action undertaken by the Principal to clarify, correct or further investigate the matter. The publication of those reports will be made ensuring that should further investigation be needed, it is not compromised.

16. If occurrences of corruption have been identified by the Monitor, he is committed to report them to the control and prosecution authorities independently of whether the Principal reported those occurrences to those authorities or not.
V. The monitor’s duties

17. The Monitor commits to handling as confidential all legally protected proprietary information given to him by the Principal, any of its officials, the Bidders or any of their employees in any form. This also includes information the Monitor has obtained through his participation in meetings.

18. The Monitor explicitly states he is not currently in a situation of conflict of interest directly or through near relatives, and commits to disclose to the Principal and the NGO any possible situation which could be perceived as a conflict of interest that could arise in the future. The Monitor also commits not to engage in any contractual or business relation with any of the bidders participating in the contracting processes he has overseen, for a period of at least X years after the termination of the project.

VI. Contract duration and termination

19. The Monitor will perform his role as established in this agreement until Project X is completed [this can be an inauguration date or the moment operations start, depending on the type of project].

20. Only if the Monitor has not fulfilled his confidentiality duties, as set forth in this agreement, can this contract be terminated unilaterally by the Principal. The contract can be unilaterally terminated by the Monitor only in the case of his withdrawal under the reasons set forth in this contract. The contract can be terminated earlier by mutual agreement of the parties but a report detailing the reasons and context of the termination should be made public by the parties and through the NGO.

VII. Fees and payment

21. The tasks of the monitor are estimated to require X hours each month at an hourly fee of Z. This will be paid by the Principal upon presentation of an invoice every three months until completion of the project. The invoices should detail the number of hours worked under this contract and the main activities. The NGO will receive a copy of this invoice. [A cap can be established for the maximum amount that could be charged per year, for example.]
CASE STUDY: THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTEGRITY PACT IN MEXICO’S EL CAJÓN AND LA YESCA PROJECTS

This annex describes how Integrity Pacts were implemented in Mexico’s El Cajón and La Yesca Projects, in order to help other government agencies, NGOs and project implementers learn from the experience. It has been produced as part of Integrity Pacts in the Water Sector: an implementation guide for government officials, for knowledge-sharing and capacity-building purposes, and is not meant as an evaluation or an assessment of the case.

We are grateful to Transparencia Mexicana (Transparency International in Mexico) and particularly to Monica Gabriela Ramírez, Eduardo Bohórquez, Michelle del Campo and Paula Sepúlveda for their help and input; and to all the experts and officials who contributed their time and insights through interviews which fed into this document.

Context

Transparencia Mexicana (TM) has extensive experience monitoring contracting processes, spanning almost 60 contracts with an approximate value of US $30 billion. In TM’s view, an Integrity Pact (IP) is a tool that adds value by providing assurance to society and to participants in a tender procedure (both the authority and bidders) about the way contracting procedures operate, making public relevant information about the conditions under which the contracting procedure has taken place. In turn, this helps others to understand the reasons underlying government decisions. TM doesn’t question policy decisions; rather, it focuses on introducing transparency and accountability to their implementation. Characteristic of TM’s approach is the Social Witness (SW), the name given to the person who acts as monitor of the process.

The law

As a result of the impact created by TM’s initiative in monitoring contracting processes, the government’s Public Administration Department (Secretaría de la Función Pública or SFP) issued a decree in December 2004 establishing the mandatory use of SWs at the federal level in contracting procedures above a US $54 million threshold, and requested that entities acting as SWs be registered with them. TM registered as the first SW, in March 2005. To date there is a total of around 30 registered SWs, two of whom are organisations, TM being one of them. Under this regulation, the SFP selects the SW that will be involved in each project.

The projects

In 2002 the CFE (Comisión Federal de Electricidad) began preparations for contracting the construction work and equipment supply for the 750MW El Cajón hydroelectric project (known as El Cajón) in the states of Santa María del Oro and Nayarit. In 2006 the CFE initiated procedures to contract the construction and equipment of a similar project, also foreseen in the national development plan and only 62km away from El Cajón, the La Yesca dam. The La Yesca project, located in the states of Nayarit and Jalisco, has an estimated cost of US $760 million; its construction, which began in 2008, is expected to take four years. El Cajón began operating in March 2007. Both projects have interesting similarities (in magnitude and impact) and IPs were implemented in both by TM. Similarities in both projects’ IP implementation justify examining them together. Both are also part of the hydrological system of the Santiago River, which includes a hydropower potential of 4,300 MW across 27 projects, of which six have already been built (www.cfe.gob.mx/yesca/en/). This document will refer to both of these projects as the ‘Mexican experience’, or it will refer to them individually as El Cajón or La Yesca.
Initiative

In 2002 the CFE approached TM to implement an IP in the contracting process for the construction and equipment of El Cajón. At that time, no regulation existed on SWs so TM established the terms of the pact’s implementation through a service agreement. Four years later in 2006, when the construction work for La Yesca was being planned, the CFE again wanted a Social Witness, and as the legislation regulating SWs had been enacted in 2004, it requested that the Public Administration Department (SFP) assign the same SW as for El Cajon, due to its experience, credibility and high-quality work. In particular, the technical requirements of the project were very similar to El Cajón, so knowledge from the previous project would be useful. The SFP accepted the request and designated TM as SW, which in turn designated the Engineer José Manuel Covarrubias Solís as SW for La Yesca.

The decision to use the SW in El Cajon was taken by the highest authorities within the Mexican Federal Government, who instructed CFE. At that time, the system was unknown to CFE officials in charge of procurement. It is possible that concerns with the technical, social and political complexity of the project prompted such instruction. By the time preparations for La Yesca had started, the CFE already had experience with El Cajón; in addition, this being a Federal Government project, it was covered by the Decree of 2004: due to the value of the contract, the use of an SW was mandatory.

In both cases, the authorities’ decision to implement the IP was encouraged by TM’s reputation and experience.

Main Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>TM, as implementer and monitor, designates the engineer José Manuel Covarrubias Solís as SW in both El Cajon and La Yesca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Unilateral declaration signed by the bidders is part of the bidding documents. Government officials related to the bidding process sign a similar unilateral declaration. In El Cajon, it was mandatory; in La Yesca it was voluntary. Pro-forma agreement, i.e. the same text signed by all bidders. The text signed by government officials is also the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signatures</td>
<td>Declarations were signed by all bidders in both projects. Government declarations were signed by a number of CFE staff and management related to both projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring system</td>
<td>Called a ‘Social Witness’, this is an independent third party (individual) engaged through an implementing agency (in this case, TM). The SW represents TM in the exercise of his duties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>From the preparation of the bidding documents (review of the tender documents for pre-approval) until the award, and in some cases the signature of the contract.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design

Who’s who in El Cajon and La Yesca

TM acts as lead implementer and monitor. Its monitoring role is performed mainly through a Social Witness (SW), a knowledgeable, credible and independent individual with highly specialised technical expertise. The SW is engaged in the process through TM, and represents TM at all times. TM supports the SW in various ways, by:

- providing additional experts (lawyers, accountants, etc.) as needed
- providing institutional backup and support
- supervising and guarding the accountability of the SW. The SW reports back to TM during the course of his duties and discusses appropriate courses of action
- establishing standards which the SW must uphold in performing his duties
- contributing to the review of the draft bidding documents and other contracting documents.

The decision to withdraw from monitoring, and other decisions related to the course of action, are taken by TM on the basis of assessments provided by the SW. The SW produces only one single report at the end of the process, on termination of his duties. The report is published on TM’s webpage and TM encourages the authority to publish it in the media.

The implementation arrangements

TM was engaged as lead implementer and monitor, firstly through a frame agreement (Memorandum of Understanding) with the authority. This agreement contains the general conditions for being involved as monitor in the contracting process. It then subscribes to an individual additional service delivery agreement for each process it actually monitors, in which it specifies who will act as SW and establishes the fees. These service agreements with the authority are subject to public procurement legislation. Their contents will vary depending on the level of the authority (federal, state or local), as different types of procurement legislation apply. At federal level, the SW role is now regulated, therefore these contracts are subject to law. For processes at regional or municipal level, where the federal law doesn’t apply, implementation contracts are negotiated with each authority and contain clauses regarding withdrawal from the monitoring process, access to information and payment of the monitor, among others. In El Cajón, as the legislation was still not in place, TM subscribed to an implementation agreement with CFE, the contracting authority. For La Yesca, the contract followed the guidelines established in the newly enacted law.

The form of the Mexican IP

Bidders and government officials all sign Unilateral Declarations of Integrity (UDIs). Bidders are requested to present their UDI along with their bidding documents, on proposal submission. Government officials who must sign the UDIs include the head of the contracting agency, consultants and other advisors (even if they are not part of the agency staff), and the staff and other public officials who will be involved in the bidding process. These are standard texts in both cases.

The declaration signed by government officials contains:

- a general commitment to integrity
- an undertaking to abstain from any behaviour that directly or through third parties distorts or changes the proposals presented and their evaluation or the result of the procedures, or causes any other situation that would result in an advantage for any particular bidder
- the commitment to grant access to TM as social witness to all information generated through the process.
The declaration signed by bidders contains:

- an undertaking to abstain from any behaviour that directly or through third parties seeks to influence public officials or change the evaluation of the proposals or the result of the procedures, or causes any other situation that would result in an advantage for them as bidders.

- their consent for the monitor to access all relevant information regarding the bidding process, and his participation in all meetings.

Voluntary or mandatory?

TM initially made the signature of UDIs mandatory, meaning that bidders who wouldn’t sign were excluded from the bid for not fulfilling the technical requirements. In time, TM changed this approach, realising that in the Mexican context and regulatory framework, it was more productive to leave it as voluntary. Not signing would still have a consequence, as it would be recorded in the public report submitted by the SW at the end of his duties. To date, all bidders have signed unilateral declarations. In El Cajón, the signature of UDIs was mandatory; in La Yesca, it was voluntary.

Implementation Procedures

Initial concerns

In El Cajón, the CFE managers in charge of the contracting process received instructions from the highest level to implement an IP. Initially they didn’t know how it worked: this was their first such experience. Timing was one of their major concerns. By the time the construction of La Yesca was about to start, El Cajón was already in operation and had been built on time. The 2004 law requiring a Social Witness in such processes had by then been enacted, but CFE officials interviewed say they would have requested the implementation of an IP again anyway.

Duration of the monitoring

In El Cajón, TM joined the process before the bidding started and remained until the contract was awarded, as did the SW engaged as monitor. The implementation contract and the monitoring contract termination dates were also tied to the date set for the award in the bidding documents. For La Yesca, the SW remained in place until contract signature, at his own request.

Process and results; keys to success

During the bidding process, as reported by the SW, 31 companies acquired the bidding documents but only three consortia (10 companies in total) presented bids. The flexibility shown by the Authority (CFE) in clarifying and explaining the bidding documents, listening to doubts and concerns, and making the necessary adjustments accordingly, gave additional assurances of technical accuracy and avoided unnecessary conflict. Transparency and the equal treatment of the bidders are important principles of the process and of the SW’s work. The SW leaves a clear message in his recommendations on the importance of the monitoring and control that will be undertaken during the execution of the contract (the construction phase). The technical specifications were designed transparently, ruling out corrupt pre-bidding arrangements.
The bidding process for La Yesca began in 2006 but had to be reissued as the proposals presented didn’t fulfil all technical requirements. The second bid took place in 2007 with some changes to the technical specifications. In general, the La Yesca process built on lessons learnt during El Cajón and the bidding terms were improved accordingly. It also used the same approach and principles. Seventeen companies acquired the bidding documents and three consortia presented proposals. The procedure also took place through the Comprasnet (e-procurement system), although no proposals were presented through this mechanism.

In La Yesca, the UDI was signed by 26 officials involved in the bid, ranging from the CFE President to the Resident in Charge of the Preparatory Activities, and including consultants and advisors.

Communications

TM has an important role in IP implementation of supporting the SW in performing his monitoring role. It makes certain information public:

» At the end of the monitoring process, TM delivers a report signed by the expert SW, which is published on its website and often in the media as well

» TM’s involvement as monitor is made public through its website and often in the media

» TM presents its experience at different conferences and forums

» A special section of TM’s website is dedicated to this topic (see TM’s homepage on IPs, www.pactosdeintegridad.org.mx, where the SW reports and other documents can be found).

While the contracting process is ongoing, TM has a strict communications policy of not making public declarations through the media. This protects the monitor and discourages the use of his work for political purposes. Only in exceptional circumstances would TM address the press in place of the SW. (One such circumstance would be in case of withdrawal from monitoring.) Once the report has been issued publicly, interaction by the monitor and TM with the media is possible again. However, the government and bidding companies are free to report to the media throughout the process. This policy has worked well so far, and is the result of TM’s longstanding monitoring experience.

Sanctions

The La Yesca and El Cajón IPs don’t contain additional sanctions to those established by the law in cases of corruption. However, procedures for the swift reporting of wrongdoing increase the deterrent effect: TM informs authority officials at the highest level, is able to withdraw from the process, and reports directly to the public and the relevant authorities any failure to comply with the agreement.

Dispute resolution mechanisms and the imposition of sanctions

The IP doesn’t contain additional sanctions to those included already in the law, and therefore doesn’t include a special process for their application. In this case, only the relevant prosecuting authorities and the courts can impose sanctions, and the process for doing so is left to established legal procedures. The IP only establishes that TM would inform the authorities and report to the public and the prosecutors cases of violation, and is able to withdraw from the process. This didn’t occur in either El Cajón or La Yesca.
Withdrawal

TM has included the possibility of withdrawal in all its IP implementation agreements with the authorities. However, the Decree of 2004 which regulated SW involvement eliminated this possibility at federal level. The instrument of withdrawal is still included and used at municipal and regional levels, where other legislation applies. There is a risk of abuse of the discretionary use of withdrawal that may be bigger in the case of individuals than in the case of organisations acting as SW, as in the latter such a decision would be taken collectively. Perhaps for this reason, the federal SW regulation restricts the possibility of withdrawal, as both individuals and organisations can be registered as the SW. This is contrary to the case of TM, where such a decision is not taken by the SW on his own, but by the organisation as a whole. Such a decision would then have institutional backup.

An example of withdrawal clauses can be found in the agreement signed between TM and the authority in the Municipality of Queretaro, where TM implemented an IP for the construction and equipment of the water distribution system (Acueducto II). In that agreement, the withdrawal clause reads: “In case that ‘TRANSPARENCIA MEXICANA’ through its ‘Social Witness’ considers that its involvement is not contributing to the transparency of the process, it will be entitled to withdraw publicly at any time.” However, the clause was not implemented, as withdrawal did not occur.

At both federal and local levels, the public report issued by the SW also has an important deterrent effect.

The monitor adding value

In La Yesca, the monitor was involved when the bid was first opened in 2006. Public officials then faced a difficult decision, as the bids presented did not sufficiently fulfil the technical requirements. The monitor gave his own technical opinion, which supported the need to close the tender and reopen it for new bids under different terms. The new bid was reopened in 2007, the contract was awarded and construction began in January 2008. In general, monitors perform an important role that translates into better management of conflict and differences during the contracting process. They help seek clarification and identify points of uncertainty, and provide the contracting process with credibility and legitimacy.

The monitoring system

Regulating the SW in Mexico: the Administrative Decree of December 2004

TM first introduced to Mexico the SW instrument and the contract monitoring component of the IP in around the year 2000. After several IP experiences, there was increased demand for SWs in contracting processes. Additionally, the Federal Procurement Law and the Public Works Law required an SW in processes above a certain threshold of value. In 2004 Mexico’s Public Administration Authority (SFP] issued a decree regulating the SW. The purpose of the decree is to establish general guidelines that regulate the participation of Social Witnesses in the contracting processes undertaken by agencies and entities of the Federal Public Administration. The Decree was issued to ensure minimum quality standards, as new social witnesses were taking part in projects under different criteria from those followed by TM.

The regulation establishes selection requirements, a selection and designation process, and a public registry for persons who can be designated as social witnesses, and determines the SW’s requirements, functions and capacities. It also establishes minimum obligations regarding access to information to which the authorities are subject when SWs are in place. It enables both individuals and organisations (NGOs) to perform as SWs and requires that the request to have one be made before the bidding documents have been approved or the contracting process already fulfilled. The most recent reforms to the Mexican Procurement Law and to the Public Works Law issued in May 2009 require the use of SWs on contracting processes above a minimum of five million salary days for procurement processes and ten million salary days for public works (approximately US...
$20 million and US $40 million respectively). It also enables authorities to request their involvement in other projects, irrespective of the value, when the authorities consider the project of strategic relevance.

The introduction of a mandatory SW in certain projects has been a welcome reform in the country; however there are concerns over whether the government will have the capacity to attend to all demands and to properly ensure the quality of their performance. To illustrate this point, the SFP registry currently contains 22 SWs, one of which is TM. In contrast, TM’s basic network of experts includes 40 individuals with capacities to perform as SW; this means their capacity is almost double that of the SFP, although they only participate in a few selected projects. The full text of the Decree is available at: http://200.34.175.29:8080/wb3/work/sites/SFP/resources/LocalContent/1019/3/adq18.pdf and the SW registry at the SFP is available at: http://200.34.175.29:8080/wb3/wb/SFP/unaops_tsocial

The monitor’s functions

The monitor:

» has access to all documents during the bidding process, including the evaluation documents, and is in direct contact with the evaluating committee

» participates in all ordinary and extraordinary (formal and informal) meetings

» participates actively in clarification meetings. The CFE holds clarification meetings to discuss and answer questions on the bidding documents, and in which amendments to the bidding documents are considered

» makes site visits to potential bidders

» attends meetings to present the project

» channels within the agreed process concerns and allegations of corruption

» reviews drafts of the bidding documents before they are pre-approved by the procurement committee

» makes recommendations during those meetings and raises issues or concerns

» reports findings back to TM.

In El Cajón according to the SW report, the monitor performed the following activities: two site visits; four clarification meetings; one meeting to present the project and five informal meetings for information exchange on the bidding terms. In clarification meetings, 1,124 questions were answered. As a result of the discussions during these meetings with bidders and the CFE, the bidding documents were modified to adopt some of their feedback. The deadlines initially established for the process were also modified equally for all bidders.

For La Yesca, the SW participated in one of two site visits. Six clarification meetings took place, where 738 questions were asked and then responded to in writing. The SW made random visits to the evaluation committee and also reviewed all documentation.

The monitor’s report at the end of the project is published on TM’s website and also often published in the local media.

The profile of the El Cajón and La Yesca monitor

The expert who acted as SW in El Cajón and La Yesca is a well-known and highly regarded civil engineer, with ample experience in the private sector, particularly in hydroelectric projects. He was the Treasurer of the Universidad Nacional de México, where he also teaches various graduate and undergraduate courses. In his duties as SW, he was supported by TM’s team of professionals, in particular the leader of the Public Contracting group, whose expertise derives from having implemented almost 60 IPs in different sectors. In addition, other public sector and legal experts were engaged by TM to contribute to the monitoring of the projects and to the work of the SW.
Costs

Social Witnesses in Mexico are paid for their role. The public would view non-payment with suspicion ("Where are they getting their money from?") and so TM places great emphasis on ensuring that individuals performing as SWs be paid. The amount is less than a full commercial rate, but is nevertheless substantial (about US $95 per hour, with a cap depending on project type). An average IP will demand about 50 to 90 hours work, and could last over the course of a year. Currently, under the regulations issued by the SFP in Mexico, the entire cost is covered by the authority. Before the regulation was issued, TM used three different ways of funding the costs associated with implementing an IP and with the SW:

- 100 per cent of the cost was covered by the authority
- 50 per cent was paid by the authority and 50 per cent by the winning bidder (or different proportions).
  - The contributions by the bidders could be voluntary or mandatory
- 100 per cent of the cost was paid by the winning bidder.

In a few cases, TM paid the implementation costs from its own resources. Before the regulation was issued, about 70 per cent of the 60 IPs that TM implemented had been paid for by the authority, and about 25 per cent of cases had been funded by the winner. TM paid for the others with its own funds.

The amount received by TM includes the SW’s fees, direct costs involved in the IP and an overhead. Of the full costs, about a third corresponds to the SWs fees, which are based on hourly rates up to a maximum amount pre-established in the contract. TM oversees that the declared hours worked correspond to reality. In El Cajón, the payment mechanism included a combination of funds from the CFE and voluntary (fixed) contributions by the bidders (only a few of whom actually paid). For La Yesca the costs were covered entirely by the CFE. TM’s service delivery contract for La Yesca established minimum and maximum prices, determined by the final amount of hours taken, on the basis of an hourly service rate. The final cost of the IP (including the monitor fees) for La Yesca was 903,900 Mexican pesos (approximately US $68,000).

Following up suspected corruption

During the El Cajón bidding process, TM received an email alleging that there had been irregularities and that privileged information had been given to one bidder before the process was begun. In response to a request for an explanation, CFE informed TM that it had posted information on its website about the project five months ahead of the tender, requesting feedback on the project from all interested stakeholders. TM and the social witness sought the informant in order to obtain more details and identify the possible misconduct, but the informant never responded and further allegations were not made. According to our research, after the award news was released through the press that the winning bidder did not fulfil one of the bidding requirements. In addition, the bidder in second place requested a meeting with the SW and argued that it had lost unfairly, showing documents claiming it had offered better financial terms for the project. Once analysed by the SW, the documents proved to have no legal force and the allegations were considered unfounded, so the matter was dismissed. None of the bidders complained thereafter about the qualification criteria or about the legal framework for the contracting process. According to TM there were no unresolved complaints in relation to the project.
Selecting the monitor

TM designates the SW following a rigorous selection process. The SW cannot be a member of TM’s staff and is specifically appointed for each process. The individual should have experience in the sector to which the specific IP applies, so that they are capable of contributing not only to the process but also to the substance, inputting to the drafting of the bidding documents and during the contracting procedure. They represent TM and therefore should understand and share the organisation’s spirit, values and philosophy. TM has developed a knowledge network currently of 40 experts, which continues to grow and specialise. Since the legal reform of 2004, the SFP designates the SW who will operate in each individual case from a list of previously registered SWs. The same regulation stipulates that when those chosen are not individuals but legal entities, they are in charge of designating an actual individual who will act as SW. TM was the first SW to register under the SFP registry in 2005.

The monitor’s accountability

As implementer and monitor, TM exercises close oversight of the work of the individual engaged as SW; the SW represents TM and is directly accountable to it. TM also supports the SW, providing technical assistance from other experts and an institutional backbone for the role. Therefore the way in which the monitor is held accountable is more a notion of responsibility than one of control. The human and professional qualities of the monitors selected by TM also ensure that they feel their role as a personal responsibility and a duty in which they represent society. Although there is no formal arrangement, TM communicates to its SWs policies and guidelines to follow in their duties and explicitly requires that they abstain from entering situations of conflict of interest at least one year before and one year after performing their duties as SW, and that they abide by TM’s communication policies, among others.

In addition, the usual systems of verifying actual hours of work apply. If TM is informed of misconduct in one of its SWs, it informs its Managing Board which decides on the appropriate response. To date, there have been no instances of sanctioning or removing an SW.

Protecting SW independence

There are various mechanisms under which TM protects the SW and his independence, including the policy by which the technical opinion of the SW can’t be revoked by any of TM’s staff, management or Managing Board, and the restriction on the SW not to communicate his findings with the media until he issues his final report. The qualities of the individual selected as SW are also relevant: TM seeks individuals who are not in, and are not likely to enter into, situations of conflict of interest.

Additional tools

For El Cajón, TM requested that bidders elaborate a risk map, identifying aspects of the process where they expect to encounter irregularities, so that special attention could be given to them. In TM’s experience, this tool is most useful at the beginning of the process, when implementers and authorities want to build capacity and knowledge in tackling these problems.
Impact and application

In TM’s experience, although it is not entirely possible to rule out corruption, the role of the SW in the process reduces the risk of corruption.

An important outcome in the Mexican case is that it was possible to complete two projects of strategic, economic and social importance while protecting their credibility and legitimacy. The absence of scandal is crucial in projects that span long lengths of time.

While price reductions are desirable, they are not unequivocal indicators of success. In El Cajón the winning bid was 8.5 per cent less (approximately US $64 million) than the expected price, based on previous bidding trends.

Sources

- The account of El Cajón by Donal O’Leary, July 2008
- TI IP Internal Evaluation 2008
- The Defence against Corruption Project, Background Paper: The Application of Integrity Pacts [IPs] in the Public Sector in Mexico – how they work, May 2006
- Transparencia Mexicana nota informativa PIC / 05.09.08
- Interviews and conversations with:
  - Monica Gabriela Ramirez
  - Eduardo Bohorquez
  - Ingeniero José Manuel Covarrubias, SW for La Yesca and El Cajón
  - Ingeniero Fernando Ortiz Monasterio, SW for Saltillo and Acueducto Querétaro
  - Jesús Franco, CFE. In charge for CFE of the bidding processes for El Cajón and La Yesca
  - C.P. Carlos Alcazar Guzmán, Gerente de Licitaciones y Contratación de PIF
ANNEX 5

CASE STUDY: THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTEGRITY PACT IN THE BERLIN SCHÖNEFELD AIRPORT PROJECT

This account describes how an Integrity Pact was implemented in the Schönefeld Airport Project, in order to enable other government agencies, NGOs and project implementers to learn from the experience. It has been produced as part of Integrity Pacts in the Water Sector: an implementation guide for government officials, for knowledge-sharing and capacity-building purposes, and is not meant as an evaluation or an assessment of the case.

We are grateful to Michael Wiehen from TI Deutschland, and to Gottfried Eggers and Manfred Körtgen from FBS for their help and input.

Context

How the IP was integrated into the Schönefeld Airport Project

The Federal Republic of Germany and the States of Berlin and Brandenburg agreed in the early 1990s, soon after the re-unification of Germany, to build a major new international airport near Berlin. The three authorities began efforts to devise a project model that would be able to obtain political and financial support. The privatisation option that had been considered was dropped, and instead of moving the airport further out into the province (as had been considered earlier), it was decided to use the existing (former East-German) airport at Schönefeld, and to add runways as well as build a totally new terminal building and other infrastructure. Resistance from the immediate neighbours and nearby property owners delayed the final decision by several years, but by 2004 the authorities had determined to go ahead with the project, albeit on a more modest scale than originally envisaged, and totally within the public sector. For that purpose they formed a private sector company, the Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH (FBS) – a limited company owned by the three public authorities, with the Mayor of Berlin as Chairman of the Board of Supervisors. The total cost of the project was then estimated at €2,400 million (€2.4 billion) and the planned completion date set for October 2011.

In late 1995 TI-Germany (TI-D) had offered the then-new tool of the Integrity Pact (IP) to the relevant authorities, but they declined summarily, arguing that applying the IP would be to admit publicly that there was a risk of corruption. Only weeks later, the first corruption allegations surfaced in the media and haunted practically every step of the process, forcing on the authorities several modifications of the project’s administrative and financial structures and finally, in 2001, a cancellation of all project agreements reached by that time. Although formal charges were never filed, several participants in the process, including some interested investors and contractors, were suspected of having employed corrupt means to make headway in the competition.

In view of this disastrous experience, and under instructions from the Mayor of Berlin to various state authorities (including FBS managers) to seek new ways to avoid corruption risks in large investment projects, the FBS management approached TI-D in early 2004 and asked for suggestions on how to contain corruption in this major investment project. TI-D offered a number of suggestions and proposed applying an IP. Given the likelihood that contractors who had been involved in the previous process would again submit bids, TI-D emphasised the importance of appointing an independent external monitor, so as to shield FBS management effectively against potential efforts to undermine or circumvent correct procedures.

Over the following weeks, TI-D and FBS managers and staff worked together to develop a model IP that contained all the essential elements of an IP, adapted to Germany’s legal context. Both parties concurrently searched for a suitable person to act as the IP monitor. Several candidates surfaced, and in January 2005, two experts were appointed by FBS. The team leader was a retired procurement official from the City State of Berlin, with a spotless record and strong commitment to integrity in procurement, who became a member of TI-D before accepting the monitoring assignment.
The Schönefeld Airport procurement process

Construction costs in the Schönefeld Airport Project were estimated at €2.4 billion, excluding the self-financed components from third party investors. The project covers approximately 1,000 hectares and involves 3,000 workers. The terminal, once in operation, should be able to carry between 25 and 27 million passengers a year.

The contracting of the work was divided into five components: planning, construction of terminal and service buildings, civil engineering, technical infrastructure and rail. Each component was sub-divided for procurement purposes into smaller tenders for a total of 45 service packages awarded through individual bidding processes. The initial procurement plan involved fewer, bigger tendering packages, but this approach was later changed, together with the project management structure, to include more, smaller packages. The financial framework, along with the restrictive timeline and the desire to avoid disruptions to the construction process, discouraged the partitioning of the project into even smaller contracts. If the tenders were smaller, smaller firms without the capacity to manage the demands of such a big project would submit proposals, whereas this size of tender was appropriate for large and medium-sized firms. In addition, FBS together with the Industrial Chamber of Commerce established an agency to strengthen the capacity of medium-sized firms by providing advice and assistance in the tender process.

By June 2009, the project had entailed 338 individual bidding processes and 900 signed contracts (including design, construction and supplies) worth more than €1.5 billion. The airport is expected to open in October 2011 as initially planned.

The monitor has reviewed a good portion of these contracts. There have been no instances or reports of corruption and the project has not been subject to delays on this ground.

Although FBS is a private company, it is subject to German public contracting law and the applicable EU procurement regulations because of its mandate and the public nature of its owners. On the basis of their value, most tenders need to be submitted for European-wide competition and have not been subject to worldwide bidding. Some contracts have been awarded through direct contracting when such a procedure was appropriate according to the law.

The main features of the Schönefeld IP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>TI-D and FBS as initiators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBS as lead implementer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independent monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Contractual (separate) agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro-forma agreement, i.e. the same text signed by all bidders in all contracting procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signatures</td>
<td>Signed by all bidders and FBS. Bidders who do not agree to sign are not allowed to take part in the bid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring system</td>
<td>Independent third party (individual) engaged through a contract with FBS as lead implementing agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Includes all project phases. The IP was first introduced for the awarding of the design and consulting contracts. It is not a mandatory element in all contracting procedures at FBS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aspects of implementation

Initial concerns

FBS managers were initially sceptical about the IP and concerned its implementation would cause delays in the project. This turned into optimism once the monitor was in place and started producing reports to the Board and the Advisory Council. They realised his oversight brought value, protected the process and was not causing extra delays. In time, it was perceived that the involvement of the monitor helped prevent conflict and disputes with the bidders, which in turn also saved precious time for the project.

Who's who in the Schönefeld Airport IP

The IP implementation roles have been spread across different actors. The legal department of FBS was mandated with the main logistical aspects of implementing the IP and its integration into the company’s operations. Within the company, the Construction Department is in charge of operations and procurement. When considering who to designate as lead implementer, FBS considered several options: an association of retired experts, TI-D or itself. Because the first two had restrictions in capacity and resources, and the association of retired experts also lacked technical expertise in IP implementation, it was decided that FBS itself would lead implementation of the pact, with support from TI-D. Internally, there was also concern that with the monitoring system, there were already too many outsiders involved in operations; leading the implementation itself enabled FBS to address this.

The possible disadvantages of this model were addressed by:
- distributing functions and enabling contributions from third parties
- strictly enforcing and guaranteeing the monitor’s independence
- facilitating and sharing with others information on the experience.

The effectiveness and impact of the IP demonstrates the effort made by FBS, who showed their commitment by rigorous implementation of the IP, in a manner that built credibility in the process. The monitoring contract was signed between the company (FBS) and the monitor, and the legal department is the main contact point for the monitor, ensuring that the monitor has access to information and resources as agreed. In the definition of the IP terms, the monitor’s contract and the selection of the monitor, FBS and its legal department were supported by direct input from TI-D. To date, TI-D also relays synthesised monitoring reports to the public about the project.

FBS managers attribute the pact’s success to:
- getting the basics right (procurement procedures, law and people involved)
- the monitoring system
- communicating about the IP

Out of 1,000 bidders, not a single complaint has been filed before the courts. Only eight bidders have requested corrections or expressed dissatisfaction. None of these grievances have been related in any way to corruption.
Sanctions
In case of breach of the Schönefeld Airport IP, the liquidated damages clause is set at three per cent of the contract value, up to an amount of €50,000. In addition, the authority is entitled to exclude the bidder from the bidding process (and in case of serious violations, also from future bids). This amount is increased to the equivalent of five per cent of the contract value (without a monetary ceiling) if the contractor violates any of the provisions of the IP after the contract award. In this case, the authority may cancel the contract and, in the case of serious violation, may exclude the contractor from future bidding processes. The monitor will notify the prosecutor in case of IP violations. This is also relevant as FBS employees are not government officials: the company is structured as a private company although it is publicly owned. FBS perceives that the sanctions included in the pact produce a deterrent effect.

Dispute resolution mechanisms and sanctions imposition
Under German law, special conflict resolution mechanisms exist that are applicable to the Schönefeld Airport Project and to FBS, therefore it was not considered necessary to establish a special additional process in the IP. This also applies generally to the imposition of sanctions, although some can also be imposed directly by FBS in cases where it has been established that a violation of the IP has taken place, in particular the exclusion of the bidder from the bidding process; the cancellation of the awarded contract if the winner was responsible for the violation, and debarment from future participation in contracts with FBS. The monitor doesn’t impose sanctions: both the IP and the monitoring agreement establish that the monitor should notify FBS senior management on suspicion of violation, who will endeavour to clarify or correct the situation. If such a response is not given within a reasonable time, or in case there are clear indications that corruption has occurred, the monitor will report the issue directly to the prosecuting authorities.

Communicating the IP
FBS invested significant time and effort in communicating the Schönefeld Airport IP. It was included in presentations about the project made regularly at the local Chamber of Commerce and other industry associations. With time, and as bidders and other government officials became familiar with the IP, there has been less demand for such information sessions. In addition, the monitor himself is involved in explaining the IP to potential bidders.

Mandatory or voluntary?
In Schönefeld, it has been useful that the IP is a standard mandatory document. Because of the large volume of contracts, it would be difficult to negotiate the IP content with all bidders. This has also made it easy to react to requests for changes made by some bidders, particularly at the beginning of the project. The IP text has been moderately refined by FBS through time.

Reluctance to sign the IP
Very few bidders refused to sign the IP at the beginning of the project. The bidding documents are clear in requiring the signature as a condition for participating. The few bidders who refused were not allowed to participate. After five years of implementation, there have been no new cases of reluctance to sign the IP.
Equal treatment of bidders

FBS has implemented a principle throughout the process that refers to the ‘equal treatment of all bidders’. Within this, it holds meetings with the bidders to address clarification questions, enabling all questions and answers to be shared by all parties. Questions and answers are typed into a computer system in real time during the meeting and shown on a screen. At the end of the meeting, participants can take a printout of these questions, and those not present have Internet access to them. This guarantees all information is timely and shared.

Additional measures to protect the award process

FBS keeps the physical bidding documents and proposals in a single room, and restricts access to them. People who enter and leave the room must be registered.

Implementation strategy

As project manager of the Schönefeld Airport project, FBS has implemented the IP as part of its project communications strategy. Communication plays a key role in the project’s implementation on time and within budget. Part of this strategy, in FBS’s view, is to establish partnerships with the contractors where their interests are aligned. The IP is part of the way this alignment is formalised and comes in addition to a Partnership Agreement that the contractors sign, where they agree with FBS to general terms of behaviour towards FBS and their own employees, some risk management measures, information sharing, etc. The IP is therefore not taken as a ‘threat’ but as a project management tool that helps the company to complete its tasks successfully, on time and within budget.

The monitoring system

Selection of the monitor

The Schönefeld Airport IP monitor was chosen by FBS (the authority) and TI-D from a shortlist proposed by both. The selected monitor was a retired expert with years of experience in public office and procurement for complex projects. The designation of the monitor was announced by FBS in the media and also reported by TI-D. See press release [in German]: www.berlin-airport.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2005/pd0905.html

The monitor’s independence

As the Schönefeld Airport IP monitor was a retired professional, problems of possible conflicts of interest and ‘revolving doors’ (when someone who moves between public and private roles exploits his public post to the benefit of companies previously worked for) were almost ruled out: the monitor did not derive his income from any business relation with bidders or potential bidders. As FBS performs not only as the authority, but also as lead implementer of the IP, the company pays the monitor from its budget. It ensures however that the monitor prepares his reports without its intervention, and is clear about this feature in its own reports on the IP. The greatest assurance of independence in this case has been the content of the reports submitted by the monitor, which have shown to bidders, FBS and other supervision authorities in Berlin that he does perform his duties independently.
The value added by the monitor

The monitor has performed reviews in circumstances initially not foreseen, fulfilling an important preventive function in cases where there were questions raised against potential bidders or doubts over the participation of bidders who had been previously involved in corruption scandals but had not been debarred. The monitor reviewed the cases and the reactions given by the potential bidders, and concluded that they had addressed the problems encountered in the cases of corruption, determining that there was in principle no cause for concern to prevent their participation in the process, provided all other requirements were also met.

Monitoring IP implementation

The Schönefeld Airport IP monitor began work in 2005 and is engaged until the end of the project (i.e. the opening of the airport) and for six weeks afterwards. Until then, the monitor will oversee that bidders and contractors do not violate their obligations under the IP. The IP itself governs bidders’ behaviour during the contracting process and after the award. While the monitor is active during project implementation, he does not oversee contract execution (i.e. the quality, timeliness or fulfilment of a contractor’s work), but ensures that during the execution of the contract, contractors behave with integrity and continue to fulfil the IP requirements.

Procedure if corruption is suspected or detected

On suspicion of IP violation, the monitor should notify top FBS management, who should endeavour to clarify or correct the situation. If such a reaction is not given within a reasonable time, or if there are clear indications that corruption has occurred, the monitor will report the issue directly to the prosecuting authorities. This procedure has been established but has never been used, as there have been no claims of breach of the IP.

Sources

» Michael Wiehen, The Berlin Schönefeld International Airport and the Integrity Pact, July 2008
» FBS Jahresbericht 2008
» Interviews with:
   » Gottfried Egger – Director, Legal Department at FBS, July 2009
   » Manfred Körtgen – Technical Director, FBS, July 2009
» Review of existing materials (some confidential)
» Presentation by Manfred Körtgen, Technical Director, FBS
» Integrity Pact Model by FBS, Version 25/08/2009
» FBS Monitoring Agreement
» Transparency International IP Internal Evaluation 2008
EXAMPLES OF MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING (MoUs)
6.1. AGREEMENT BETWEEN TI GERMANY AND BREMEN HOSPITAL

between
Transparency International – Deutschland e.V. (hereinafter: TI-Deutschland),
represented by the Executive Board,
Alte Schönhauser Str. 44, 10119 Berlin

and
Gesundheit Nord – Klinikverbund Bremen, a gGmbH
(not-for-profit association) wholly owned by the city of Bremen (hereinafter: Gesundheit Nord),
represented by its Managing Director for Hospital Management. Osterholzer Landstraße 51 G, 28325 Bremen.

Preamble
Gesundheit Nord is aiming to achieve the highest standards of integrity and transparency with regard to the
construction of a (partial replacement) building at Bremen Central Hospital (KBM). For this purpose, it will use
the concept developed by Transparency International of an integrity pact for all applicants, bidders and
contractors when awarding and executing all supply, construction and other service agreements associated with
the hospital project. It will work in close cooperation with TI-Deutschland on this issue. An important element of
the concept is the appointment of an external independent Monitor with specialist knowledge who will supervise
compliance with the integrity pact by all partners.

§1 Integrity pacts
TI-Deutschland and Gesundheit Nord will jointly develop and approve drafts for the integrity pacts and the
monitoring agreements. If there are any subsequent changes made to these agreements by Gesundheit Nord,
TI-Deutschland will be informed in advance and Gesundheit Nord will take any suggestions TI-Deutschland may
have into consideration.

§2 Monitor
(1) The Monitor will be appointed by Gesundheit Nord as agreed between TI-Deutschland and Gesundheit Nord.
Candidates for the position of Monitor will be either proposed by TI-Deutschland or reviewed by TI-Deutschland
for suitability.

(2) The Monitor will act in his own name and assume full responsibility for his actions.

(3) TI-Deutschland will support the Monitor in his work without infringing his independence.

§3 TI-Deutschland representatives
TI-Deutschland will be represented in all contacts with Gesundheit Nord by Dr. Michael Wiehen and the
members of TI-Deutschland’s regional group for Bremen, Prof. Rainer Dombois and Joachim Larisch.
§4 Reimbursement of costs for TI-Deutschland representatives

1) TI-Deutschland will not receive a fee for its advisory and assistance services.

2) Expenses incurred by TI-Deutschland representatives residing in the Bremen area will not be eligible for reimbursement.

3) For trips occasionally made by other TI-Deutschland representatives (especially Dr. Wiehen) in connection with the implementation of this agreement, Gesundheit Nord will reimburse reasonable expenditure incurred for travel and accommodation. Travel that is eligible for reimbursement should be agreed in advance between the parties whenever possible.

§5 Confidentiality

1) During the joint preparation work, as well as during the monitoring of the execution of the integrity pacts, Gesundheit Nord will grant the representatives of TI-Deutschland access to selected confidential information and data. TI-Deutschland pledges to treat in confidence all information and data that can be assumed to be confidential, even within the confines of TI-Deutschland, and to make such information and data available only to persons responsible for this matter and known to Gesundheit Nord. These persons, and especially the representatives named in the agreement, will sign appropriate confidentiality undertakings with TI-Deutschland.

2) This also applies to confidential information and data that TI-Deutschland receives from the Monitor while providing the Monitor with support.

§6 Contact with the media

Gesundheit Nord and TI-Deutschland will only provide specific information to the media regarding the content and implementation of the integrity pact for ‘Bremen Central Hospital’ in joint releases or after prior agreement with the other party. Spontaneous enquiries from the media, the answering of which does not permit prior consultation with the other party, may be answered subject to the principles of confidentiality agreed between the parties and while ensuring that the confidential nature of internal information is observed. In all cases, the other party should be informed immediately of such provision of information.

§7 Termination

This agreement may be terminated by either of the parties at any time, without having to provide reasons or a period of notice. Information for public release regarding termination of the agreement may be provided by either contractual party only after coordination with the other party.
6.2. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN PAKISTAN STEEL MILLS AND TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL PAKISTAN

Considering that bribery is a widespread phenomenon which raises serious moral and political concerns, undermines good governance and economic development, and distorts national and international competitive conditions;

Considering that all companies and Major organizations within Pakistan share a responsibility to combat bribery in all its forms and manifestations;

Having regard to the present policies of the Pakistan Government on Combating Bribery through various measures taken by it including the National Accountability Bureau Ordinance 1999 which, inter alia, calls for effective measures to deter, prevent and combat bribery in all its manifestations in particular the prompt criminalization of such bribery in an effective and coordinated manner and in conformity with the agreed common elements set out in its articles and within the jurisdictional and other basic legal principles of the Anti Corruption Laws presently in force in Pakistan.

Welcoming the recent developments within Pakistan such as the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan’s Code of Corporate Governance and the Companies Ordinance of 1984, and the recently announced UN Convention against corruption.

Welcoming the efforts of Transparency International Pakistan and other like-minded companies, business organizations as well as other non-governmental organizations in combating corruption.

Recognizing the role of the Pakistan government and the recommendations of the National Anti Corruption Strategy approved by the Cabinet and signed by the President in 2002,

Recognizing that achieving progress in this field requires sustained efforts not only on a company level but on a National level in terms of implementation and monitoring of its reforms,

Have agreed to Support and implement to the best of our ability, both in letter and in spirit the recommendations of TI-Pakistan in affording Transparency within PSM.

Have agreed that the PSM shall take such measures as may be necessary to prevent that any person from our company intentionally offers, promises or gives any undue pecuniary or other advantage, whether directly or through intermediaries, to a public official, for that official or for a third party, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in relation to the performance of official duties, in order to obtain or retain business or other improper advantage in the conduct of international business.

Have agreed to take any measures necessary to establish that complicity in, including incitement, aiding and abetting, or authorization of an act of bribery of a Public official shall be a criminal offence. Where a “public official” means any person holding a legislative, administrative or judicial office in Pakistan, whether appointed or elected; any person exercising a public function, including for a public agency or private enterprise; and any official or agent of a public / private organization;

Have agreed that in case the PSM fails to carry out the above agreed-upon recommendations Transparency International Pakistan has the right to withdraw from this Memorandum of Understanding and declare the same through a public announcement. Such withdrawal shall be effective 30-days after the date of the receipt of a notification given by TI-Pakistan to the PSM to this effect.
Have agreed to this Memorandum of Understanding between Transparency International Pakistan (TI-Pakistan) and the Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) – Karachi for the Implementation of the “Integrity Pact” and Transparency in its Procurement Systems. Where the “Integrity Pact” is an Integral Part of the National Anti Corruption Strategy approved by the Cabinet on 20th September 2002 & 5th October 2002 and its Implementation mechanism approved by the President 24th October 2002.

The Integrity Pact is a tool developed by Transparency International, which ensures that all activities and decisions of public offices are transparent and that the projects/works are implemented, services are provided or taken, and goods/materials are supplied without giving/allowing for any kind of benefit, financial or otherwise. Justification of the decisions taken is provided without discrimination to all parties concerned or to any individual or institution/organization.

It is agreed that the Pakistan Steel Mills – Karachi along with TI-Pakistan will work jointly for the implementation of the appropriate SBD’s herein being the Pakistan Engineering Council’s Guidelines and Standard Bid Documents for Procurement of Engineering Services, Works and Plant and Equipment. The implementation of the PEC Procurement SBD’s are a recommendation of the NACS including those recommendations in the NACS involving Transparency in procurement. In case the PEC Guidelines and Standard Bid Documents do not respond to the requirements of the PSM, other SBD’s such as the World Bank guidelines and SBD’s will be used.

It is also agreed that the Pakistan Steel Mills – Karachi will establish accountability in all its dealings and will to all intents and purpose try to provide the necessary Checks and Balances in its effort towards an all encompassing Transparent Procurement System in its effort to reduce corruption in procurement. The process will comprise the formation of a Coordination Committee and other relevant committees to implement the Integrity Pact and transparency in Procurement.

The Coordinating Committee

This basic committee to be set up by the Pakistan Steel Mills shall consist of three members comprising Officials of the Pakistan Steel Mills with responsibilities related to the Administrative [Legal Expert], Financial and Technical [Procurement & Contracts] Departments. and two Representative of TI-Pakistan. The General Manager [Development and contracts] shall act as its Chairman. The Coordinating Committee will:

1. Identify and list all issues of transparency and evaluation of tenders criteria in the procurement bidding documents, including the discretionary conditions presently exiting in the contract documents and make the necessary changes where necessary.

2. Prepare ways and means to be included in the Contract Documents to eliminate/reduce delays to a bare minimum [Time base decisions with predictable milestones] and in approvals by providing mandatory time frames for submittals by consultants/ contractors / suppliers and approvals by client/consultants.

3. Introduce approval systems to process and award contracts, as well as to complete the Projects at the most economical cost and within the scheduled time.

4. Incorporate the Directives of the NACS with regards to Procurement and Contracting.
Herein after it is agreed that:

» All important decisions be made public.

» The PSM will develop a comprehensive website for publication of all information especially with regards to tenders and procurement.

» Information on all important activities including auditor’s report should be made easily accessible to all.

» The Pakistan Steel Mills will periodically make public their sources of income and revenues.

» For this purpose, Transparency International Pakistan will provide the services of experts to the Pakistan Steel Mills – Karachi without any cost to the PSM.

» The Pakistan Steel Mills has the responsibility to inform the local public and all interested individuals / institutions / organizations / Vendors and others about the activities carried out under this Agreement and to make public this agreement through a Press Conference organized by the Pakistan Steel Mills.

» In accordance with the proposed Pact, Transparency International Pakistan will provide experts’ services for 3-months beginning from June 16, 2004 and may be renewed on mutual understanding.

» The PSM will continue the Integrity System even after the completion of this project and will provide information and details when Transparency International Pakistan requires such information for the purpose of implementation of this agreement. TI-Pakistan may continue the monitoring of the Integrity Pact and Transparency in Procurement, if found necessary for a further 9-months and shall deemed to be accepted by the PSM in case TI-Pakistan requests for the same.

» That all information relevant to providing Transparency Procurement procedures shall be provided to the Coordination Committee by the Management of the PSM and all its related departments. It shall include documents which are in addition to those that are allowed under the Freedom of Information Ordinance 2002.

» It is also agreed that the attached SAMPLE Integrity Pact attached along with will be implemented as part of all Contracts / Tenders to be implemented by the PSM with modifications by the coordination committee where and when necessary and preferably at the pre-qualification stage.

Pakistan Steel Mills Ltd. and Transparency International Pakistan have agreed to sign this MoU on this day of Wednesday, June 16, 2004 at Karachi

Signed by:
Lt. Gen. Abdul Qayyum H.I. (M) Chairman Pakistan Steel Mills, Karachi
Mr Khurshid Anwar Director Finance Pakistan Steel Mills, Karachi

Witness
Mr Saleem Ahmed General Manager – Finance Pakistan Steel Mills

Shaukat Omar Executive Director Transparency International Pakistan Karachi
Syed Adil Gilan Procurement Specialist Transparency International Pakistan Karachi

Witness
Lt. Gen. (Retd) Moinuddin Haider Former Governor Sindh, Advisor TI Pakistan
Longji Terrace was first built in the Yuan Dynasty over 800 years ago. The terrace is now a representative of typical Chinese farming culture.
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